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ED1TORIAL NOTE
 

The idea for this Journal has come from the graduate students 
at the Institute of Social AntbrQPology in Oxford. Papers given at 
graduate seminars and id.eas arising from 1"1Ork for diplomas and higher 
degrees very often merit wider circulation and discussion without 
necessarily being ready' for, i'o-rmal publicat ion inprofess'ional journals. 
There obviously exists a need in social antl1ropology for serious 
critical and theoretioal discussion; J.ASO sees this as its main purpose i 
The Oxford University Anthrop'ological Society established a Journal sub
committee to organise the venture. 

The journal is published three times per year. Articles are 
welcome ,from students of ,anthropology and from .peo.ple, in other dis
ciplines. It is preferred that the main emphasis $hould oomanalytical 
discussion rather than on description or ethnography. Papers should 
be as short as is necessary to get the point over. As a eeneral rule 
they should not exceecl 5,000 ,"vcr-dei.They should follow the conventions 
for citations, notes and references used in the ·A.S.A. monographs. 
Comments will also be ~qelcome. Communications-should be addressed 
to the Journal Editors, Institute of Social Anthropology, 51 Banbury 
Road, Oxford. " . 

BACK ISSUE...§ ....,' 

Ve have a stock of back issues still unsold., . Sinele, issues are 
available at 30p. in the U.K. and ¢l abroad.. Complete'volumes (I (1970), 
II (1971) and III (1972) are each available at: the folloWing rates: 
U.K. -75p. to individ1).als ,£1 to iris'iitutions; abroad - t2.50 to 
individuals, t3 to institutions.. The subscription for Vol .. IV (1973) 
is the same. (Alkprices cover postage) • Cheques s11oulc1 be made out 
to the Journal of the Anthropologl.caiSociefy of OXford, and sent to 
the Journal Editors at 51 Banbury Road, Oxford. 
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*Anthropology and Contemporary Literature 

, , , My subjec.t is a short period in the histolJ?'-.Qf.llterary
 
sensibility .., that period which s~w the end of ,the Victorian era,
 
and the first, '.forld lirar, and l1hich ,formed, the minds of the first
 
writers ,whom we, nonnally 'refer to, as 1,lc~mtemporary". 'It is.
 
precisely to; that: period that contempora'ryanthrop'ology,~swell
 
as contemporary literature, traces its sources; and, by considering
 

'sotue aspects of ,the work of three,vlriters familiar toeV8I'1Jone i
Eliot;, Yeats, a.nd D. H. La't'lrence'""and,of'some anthropologists, I 
think' 'l'le .may ,see how the" sensibility - one' might say, the expe'J?ience 
of a generation was changed, in one way; byac'luaintance\1Tith 
"primitive" cUl,ture and helief.:,,;As I see it, it'l'Tasnot merely 
that creative writers"hadread anthropological studies ap.q made 
,useoft~lem or been influenced by them; it was rather that in some 
respects the 't'Torksofan:thro,pologists t ·of poets and essayists and 

,novelists, all exhibit s:,bme of the same: interests ,and directions in 
the '!;Jorkings of educated and imaginative"~inds as theV;i.ct,orian 
world vTaS ending.., Both' anthropologistsan.d.: the Ji+st"character-· 
istically modern writers, that is, seem to have been interested in 
similar questions, though ,their interests' uere' of quite different 
kinds.' These questionS '\'lere. concerned wi1;11, a rapidly expanding 
experience of,there'lativiti'es of human' experience in titue and, 
place', ,lith the ioss' o~destruction,ofthe'ethnocentricvalues of. 
the mid-Victorians. ,,~y the time 'that ,Yeats, .8liotand L8..\'lrence were 
wri ting', a conscious reaction against those values :had,set ill"in 
the most advanced literary circles ;"md the late Victorian anthropolo
gists, though >theIIlse lves not repudiating' them ,'1i th the vrarmth of 
these creative', J;'l1'i tel's; had done much to undermine confidence' in 
them. ' " 

A sign of lJ'hat was tohappenr:may be found: in one of the best
known poems of Tennyson, Locksloy Hall, in ,'1hich, you may remember, 
the unhappy (and arrogant }lover,consideJ:sthe possibility of escaping 
from the:restrictiionsofthe English life of his timel ' 

Ort6 burst' all ,links. TTith habit .. there tQ uandes far mmy, 
On from island :unt.o'island at "the 'gate,raysof thEi day • 

Never comes the trader, 'never floats an European flag, 
Slides the bird-o'er lustrous vwodl8.l'ld, sirlings the ,trailer 

. from the" orag. 
. 

~' ~' 

••••••• 
" 

Therem~thinks would be enjoyment more th8.lT' ih,th~s 'march 
,of -mind, 

In the 'Steamship', -in the .railway,in the, thoughts that shake 
',' " ' ,mankind. 

Th<;n'ethe passions", cram.p':d no long-er f , shall have scope and 
, '; ,breathirlg ,space; 

;IvJ'illtakesomesavage ,roman, >she shall rearmy-, dusky race. 
Iron-jointed, supple-sinewed, they shall dive and they shall 
., run, 
EJ.atchthe wild goat, by the hair,: and hurl their lances in the 

sun• 



Fool, again the dream, the fancy! but I JmQ!. w:y words are ~vild, 

But I count theg~~y' barbiJ.~~aJll.101'1'e.r than th~ .q~istian child. 
1, to herd with narrow foreheads, vacant of our glorious gains 
Like a beast \-lith Imler pleasures, like a beast 1fTi.th lOvler 

!. ,pains: 
}lated \-Ti th a' squalid savage' ... ~vhat to me ~lere sun,or Clime· ; 
I the heir of all the ages, in the fpremost files of time 
Through the sha(lo"r of the globe we sweep into a yOl..1nger'day, 

· Better fifty years of Euxope than a cycle of Gathay•.. 

There is'an:Lndication here.(and one'mi~t cite examples ,from other 
Victorian.:l'lriters) that "the mareh of mind"..· 'VTas becoming a,conscious 
burden., ilith TenIl8'son, s sententious loyalty to, his own cUlture, 
there is also a recognitio:p.of the pos~ibility of deliberately 
repudiating it; a kind 0 fdoubt,: abo1"ltthe value of the very' "! 

eXRerience of being a European:has become possible, though in 
this poem it is dispelled a~ arti:{ioially.as it was introduced. 
The poe-es consciousness.of.himsel;f-, and of'himself in his society, 
have started to separate:, and it is felt·thatit might be possible, 
if foolish~ ,'for the individual to detach' himself from and get 
right outside: a particular society'l1;llld system of va-lues. 

'. ... , ... . ~ 

'.' HOiv differently-, after the ·few deoades'in \vhich anthropology 
and (to ,a less extent psychology}'Ilere popularised among :educated 
men" does ·D. H. La\-lrence 'represent and develop a somowhat similar 
situat.i.on. ,In 1922 Lawrence wrote hisessay,on,the Indians of 
NevT Eexico, ~lhom he.had visited and observed, and to a. point 'ad..... 
mired'.i. I do not think that. his attempt tosuggast ,their relation
ship "ith himseIf is entirely successful, but I qtio te part of it . 
in,orde'L' .to compare the' direction of his .interest'!'Tiththa'e shown 
in Tem'lyson' s poem;'lluitea' dif£erent1-Tay'of' apprehending savages 
has become possible, and it oannot be accounted for, it seems. to me, 
by differences in teilperament between Tennyson and Lmlrence alone • 

. Lawrence is describing an Indian dance: . 
. . 

.. . .. . - ' 
.. -. ,", ..... " ....., .....".,. 

· "And' the, young man,. 1'lho che"led 'gum, <:Ind listened, u:i;thout 
listening.. The voice (of.anold.'nian·.:singing) no doubt 
registered on their under-consciousness, as they looked 
around and lit a cigarette, e.ndspat sometimes aside'. 
1li.th their, day consciousness they. ihardlyattended~ 

••••• •The voice of the far..off was not for m;y ears. Its 
language. 'Ims unlmo"m to me. And I did not 'Irish' to'" 
lcnOl'l •••• Nor had I. anycuriosi:ty.to understand it. 'rhe 
souLis as old as.the oldest day; and .has its O1-m hushed 
,echoes, its f:J,r-off tribal understandings sunk and in... 
corporated. VTe do not need to live the past over again. 
Our darkest tissues are t'lristed in this old triba:l"ax-':' 

· penence, our warmest blood· came out of theold.,triba]. 
.. fire •.•.•. I don't 'l'Tant to live again the tribal mysteries 

my blood had lived long since.' 'I don~tl'1antto know as I 
have knmln in the tribal exclusiveness. .But every drop of 
'me: trembles still alive to the old ~ound••• I have a dark 
faced bronze voiced father far back in the resinous ages ••• 
.A;ndI have not forgotten him. But' he, like many. an old 
father :with a changeling son f. lie wo~ld like to deny me. 
But I stand on the far edge of their firelight, and am neither 
denied nor accepted., ~1Y way' is my 01-n1, old red father: I 
can't cluster at the drum any more." 
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If to our ears today, this passage has its own tendency to 
sentimentality, it is tQwards a sentimentality very different from 
that represented in Tennyson's poem; a new framework for experience, 
and -not merely a nevi kind. of experience, has been achieved. 
Tennyson recognises that his world excludes his savage; but 
Lawrence, partly taking the savages point ·of view, recognises 
equally that the savage1s world excludes hi.m. The telwion in the 
passage is created by a partial. consciousness of being able, of 
being required, to be in tvlO very different societies, without 
being Q.f either..k point has been reached .at which it is no longer 
possible to set the sense of being 11intheforemost files of timet! 
boldly against a nostalgia for primitive spontaneity of feeling. 
And, if I Hel~ to .select one striking ,'lay in which anthropologists 
and creative writers at the end of the Victorian and into the 
Georgian period were sharing a common experience, I would say 
that it was . in the apprehension,by both, that. theY 1-rere in a 
sense at the end of time. tUrning their eyes baclarards; but while 
the anthropologists, as good Victorians, yet regarded 19th 
centt~y England as the consummation of human development, and 
themselves in the 'foremost files' the creative writers of the 
early part of this century came to believe that they were in its 
decline, as in the famous lines of Matthew Arnold: 

Wandering between two world~, .one dead,
 
The other powerless to be born.
 

Already in 1909, Nietzsche was analysing their situation in 
the life ofhiscontempoJ;'aries as one brought about by an excess 
of historical lmovvledge; and in considering i,!,hat he then said we 
may properly include the anthropological kn01dedge of the time 
with the historical. "An excess of history"says Nietzsche "seems 
to bean enemy to the life of the titne in five ways: 

Firstly, the ,contrasts of inner and outer is' emphasised, and 
personality weakened. Secondly the time comes to imagine· 
that it possesses the rarest of virtues, justice ,to a nigher 
degree than any other time. Thirdly the instincts of a 
nation are thwarted, the matur~ty .ofthe individual arrested 
no less thaIl- that of thl;;lvrhole,•.. Fourthly .weget the belief 
in t.he. old age of mankind, tb,e belief, at all times harmful, 
that we are late sur~ivals, mere Epigoni. Lastly, an .age 
reaches a dangerous condition of irony with regard to itself, 
and the still qore dangerous state of cynicism••• " 

Nietzsche, of course, ,'laS arguing a case as .uell as analysing a 
situation but if vIe take what h~ s,ays as simple analysis, i~ applies 
very well to the background of those writers we are here considering. 
\vithout the contrast of inner. and outer, for example, the criticisms, 
all different but all radical ,made of their own society by Eliot, 
Yeats and Lawrence, could not have been made. All recognised, 
again in their different ways, that, a kind of instinctive knowledge 
and experience had been lost, had been hidden qy over-rationalisation. 
All imply that. they find themselves in a decadent old age of the 
world, though Lawrence perhaps ..:!!l9.ulges the sentiment of this rather 
less than the other~; less thai1 Eliot of "vlithered stumps of time", 
or than Yeats writing The Second Coming: 
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Things fall apart; the centre cannot hold;
 
Mere anarchy is loosed upon the wOrld •••
 

Finally, that conditi'on of iroriy of which'Nietzche writes, and which
 
he calls "dangerous", is so well"';lmown in the literature of this
 
century that I need not d"lvell further upon it ~
 

Of the writers I have mentioned, it so:::ems to me that it is'
 
Eliot who most explicitly states the situation in which an excess, "
 
if it be an exoess ,of ccinparative lmowle'dge abo'tit societies
 
placed him and his contemporaries. This comparative knowledge
 
came, 'in part, explicitly from such works as The Golden Bough,
 
as we mo,,, from the general note to The Vl'asteLand; but the kind of
 
multiplication of experience I refer to in anthropological and
 
creative '\vritings, seems to me to be most succinctly expressed ,
 
in the poem Ash Wedllesday, where, you will remember, the difficulty
 
of too much awareness is resolved, for Eliot, by an act of faith:
 

Because I know that time is always time
 
And place is always and only place
 

'And What is actual is actual only' for one tine
 
And only for one place
 
I rejoice that things are as they are and
 
I renounce the blessed' face. o.
 
Consequently I rejoice, having construct something
 
Upon which to rejoice •••
 

Eliot is the most intellectual -,one might say, the most academic 
of the writers discussed, and it is he who seems to have '\vi'~hed 
to explore'most systematically the kinds of questions of comparative 
anthropology which anthropologists also were exploring; so far, 
indeed, that by 1940 he seems to have been enquiring of Ezra Pound 
for a work on the morphology of cultures, an indication of the 
interest which produced the vaguely sociological Notes Towards a 
a Definition of Culture. 'Ezra Pound replies inhis racy and whimsical 
style: 

There is, so far as I mo'", no English vTork on 
Kulturmorphologie,transformation of cultures. Can't us'a 
a German term at this moment. lilorphology of' cultures'. 
Historic process taken in the larger. I kno..{ that' you jib 
at China and Frobenius because they ain't pie church; and 
none of 'us ,likes savages ,black habits etc. H01'leVer, for 
yr. enlightment, Frazer worked largely from documents. 
Frob. went to things, memories still in spoken' tradition , 
etc. His students had to ~••• 

The contrast between Frobeius and'Frazer indicates alsO what had
 
happened to anthropology bet1'leen'the begiiming of the century,and
 
1940; and in order, to understand hov{ literary and anthropological
 
interests had moved together, we have to return to 'the beginning
 

"of'anthropology"in England, and see how, in tha'tsubject too, 
there is a reaching out for fOreign,\rorlds of experience, for their 
own ,,sake, which eventually ~uite destroy-s' the framework of ideas 
and values within and from which it first started. 

The systematic comparative study of primitive cultures began 
in England only after the height of the Victorian period and the 
men who started it were to see the end of the narrower Victorian 
world of their childhood. Tylor's Primitive Culture (first pUblished 



in 1871) of course directed FrazeJ.' to the 'VGin o.f. interGat T,il'lU~ was 
later to yield The Golden Bough.· Tylor had travelled in Mexico, 
a fact which seems to have given his studies of primitive cultures, 
though mad~ from literary sources, a direct understanding which 
those of the untravelled Frazer sometimes lacked; and it need not 
surprise us that while Eliot was indebted to the more bookish and 
consciously literary study of Frazer, D. H. Lawrence preferred 
~ylorts work. He writes to Lady Ottoline Morrell in 1916: 

"Murry will read Tylorts.Primitive Culture before I return it .. 
It is a very good, sound substantial book, I had far rather 
read it than the Golden Bough or Gilbert ~lurraY:'.. !1 

and elsewhere he describes Primitive Culture as "a v. interesting 
book, better than the G.B. I think." 

Tylor was from most points of view a characteristic liberal 
Victorian savant; yet, from the beginning of anthropology, he gives 
us a hint of the development of interests and sympathies which vTere 
to threaten and finally destroy the philosophical and imaginative 
security of the age in which he was born. 

The preface of Tylor's book Anthropology, published in 1881, 
indicates his view of the uses to which the study of that subject 
might be put. He refers to that multiplication and diversification 
of studies which was doubtless part of the ult imately wearying "march 
of mindtl from which the hero of TelUlYSOn'S poem wished for a time to 
escape. 

"In times when SUbjects of education have multiplied ll says 
Tylor, 'I . it may seem at first .sight a hardship to lay on the 
heavily-pressed student a new science. But it will be found 
that the real effect of anthropology is rather to lighten than 
increase the strain of learning. In mountains we see the bearers 
of heavy burdens contentedly shoulder a carrying-frame besides, 
becau~e they find its weight more than compensated by the 
convenience of holding together and balancing· their load. So 
it is with the science of Man and Civilisation, which connects 
ina more manageable whole the scattered subjects of an ·ordinary 
education". . 

Tylor's new s,cience, hmrever, was notnterely to be an account of prlIDJ.
tive and civilised soCieties seen, as it were, from the outside; he 
tried (not always very satisfactorily from the point of view of 
modern anthropologists) to put himself in the position of those people 
1i'1hoselif·e he was describing, to suggest how he \'1ould think were he 
them. The attempt was made, in fact, however inadequately, to enter 
into a very foreign kind of experience, as well as to describe and 
analyse it, or rather, in order the better to give an ~dcount of it. 
This attempt has been characteristically the effort of anthropologists. 

Now I think we may see a parallel between this conscious effort 
of Tylor to think and experience, at once, the thoughts and experiences 
of foreign cultur\3s and of his own, thus unifying and relating them, 
and the efforts made by the writers of this century to find some way 
of integrating their sympathies and experience, which has been sO much 
a subject of critical thought: 
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"1 wished for a system of thought that would leave my 
imagination free to create as it chose, and yet make all it 
created, or could create, part of the one history, and that 
the soul's." 

Surely this is Yeats· way of expressing, as a poet, the sense of 
fundamental hwnan similarities under the diversities of appearance, 
which animated the work of the earlier anthropologists, and led them 
to .undertake the task of unification? And Yeate 'ovm anti-scientific 
mythological and magical imaginative system in a surprising way 
receives a ch~rter from the rationalist· and scientific author of ~ 

Golden Bough. Towards the end of the abridgment of this work he 
vITites: 

"Yet the history of thought should warn us against concluding 
that because the scientific theory of the vlOrld is the best 
that has yet been formulated, it isneuessarily complete and 

. final. ',Ife must remember that at the bottom the generalisations 
of science, or, in common parlance, the laws of nature are 
merely hypotheses to explain that ever-shifting phantasmagoria 
of thought which we dignify with the hiVl~sounding names of 
the world and the universe. In the last analysis magic, religion 
and science are nothing but theories of thought; and as science 
has supplanted its predecessors, so it may hereafter be itself 
superseded by some more perfect hypothesis, perhaps by some 
totally different way of looking at the phenomena - of registering 
the shadows on the screen - of which we in this generation can 
form no idea." 

I doubt if, at any other period, the "contrast between the inner and 
Ule outer il of which ·Nietzeche ·wrote could have beCOme so acute as to 
pennit a thoughtful person to speak of the world or the universe as 
"ever-shifting phantasmagoria of thcught l1 ; I think that no one will 
deny that both Yeats and Eliot were able to think of it as such, and 9 

in Eliot's case at least, tried by a deliberate act of will to dispel 
this sense of relativities which the growth of Imowledge and awareness, 
and the decline o£ faith, had brought about. The passages from 
Eliot's verse 1'1'hich expresses this situation are very numerous, and 
will readily spring to mind; perhaps that which most exactly express 
the impact of the extension of knowledge and experience in the late 
19th century on the poets of the 20th is in East Cok~~. It may not 
be too fanciful, indeed, to see it as the imaginative summing up of 
the course of the development of thought of a generation, from the 
security of Victorianism, of a world with precise if restricting 
horizons, to the felt-complexities of the earlier part of this century; 

'~ome is where One starts from. .As lregrow older 
Theuorld becomes stranger, the patte1'n more complicated 
Of dead and liVing" Not the intense moment 
Isolated, with no before and after, 
But a lifetime burnine in every moment 
And not the lifetime of one man only 
But of old stones that. cannot be deciphered•••• 

Eliot was much concerned with finding a way out of, or through, this 
experience of "ever-shifting phantasmagoria ofthought ll , but he under
stood well what it implied. In Notes Towards a Definition of Cult~, 

for example, he is at one point explicitly concerned with the extent 
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to which it is possible ,for an anthropo.:J..ogist to participate in a 
savage culture- to live that foreign life - and yet remain himself 
and a' member ,of his own"society' and tradition. "He seerr:s to suggest 
that, somewhere, a halt must becal,ledtosympathy~, or, empathy, lest 
the person, no longer belongi'ng to' any society., .disintegrate • The 
same problem, though differently ..resolved, .isclearlypresent also 
to D. H. Lawrence, .both in the passage I have quoted earlier , and else... 
where. Take , for example , his comments on vlaltv.lhi,tman: 

"i'lalt wasn't an Eskimo. A little, yellmv,sly, cunning greasy 
little Eskimo. And vlhen vTalt blandly assumed All-ness, including 
Elskimoness,unto himself, ·hewas .. just sucking the ,wind out of 
a blowu'egg-shell" no more. Eskimos are not minor little \valts. 
They are 'something that Iiamnot, I: know that ..Outside the egg 

"of my Allness ohu::k1.es the greasy little Eskimo. Outside the 
egg of Whitman's Allness too. 
But Walt wouldn't have it. He was everything, and everything 
was in him••• " 

And that, of course, is the'ppint which one would logically reach if 
one were convinced that the 1'1orld could 'be . represented as an "Ever
shifting phantasmagoria of'thought.'" The: effor.ts of anthropologists 
to think and live the experience of primitive peoples, however far 
they remained from success, similarly were bound to break do.vn the 
particular society and at a particular time: 

"•••a lifetime burning in every moment
 
And not the lifetime of one man only
 
Hut of old stones that cannot be deciphered••• l1
 

And with the break-dovTnofthat exclusiveness, with the imaginative 
attemptto:enter. 'into the experience of other lives .and times, there 
goes the isolation o~the thinking individual which is such a character
istic theme of this country's thought and writing. There are examples 
in The Waste Land, but the direct statement of the problem is found 
in the essays of Yeats. ,Yeats, of course, thought himself strengthened 
and inspired directly'by the operations of "enchantments,glamours 
and illusions" from other societies and times: 

"Our most· elaborate thoughts, elaborate purposes, 
precise emotions, are often, as I thiruc, not really ours, 
but have on sudden come up, as it were, out of hell or doWn 

.out of heaven••'. II 

and he continues significantly: 

"lie cannot doubt that barbaric peoplereoeive such influences 
more ,visibly and .obviou,sly, and in all likelihood more easily 
and fully than we do, for our life in cities, which deafens 
or·kills the passive meditative. life, and'our education.that 
enlarges the separated·self-moving mind, have made our souls 
less sensitive ••• 

Vie know,iri this case; that Yeats was thinking specifically of the 
researches'of anthropologists i' for in the. next few lines J;1e refers 
to the work of Andrew Lang as supporting his contentions~·.Here is' 
one example of the presence of direct connect-ion between poetic and 
critical, and anthropological, thought and experience. I do not doubt 
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that research would produce many more; but it iseriough here 'also to 
note 'not only Eliot I s. :indebtedness to The Golden BoW;h-and lJIiss 
1Jleston's Q9P Ritual to Romance, but also his use of~T.R. Rivers' 
Essays on the Depopulation cbfr:lelariesia. There he .explicitly uses 
Rivers' anthropological ,mciterial·to make. his pointa;bo,ut the break
dmm and disintegration of:European soc;i.ety. The compa'rative study 
of :cultures, '1'1hich. in Tylor I s day was to demoris trate .the stages by 
which mankind had reached the sUlJ1ID.it of Victorian perfeotion,' 00&,:'., . 
tUTI1ed the mind back critically on the society in which it started, 

,to the disadvantage of that soqiety: 
.' .. . !. ; 

rr~v. H. 'R. Rivers adduced evidenc:ewhich has led him to believe 
that thenativeaof that mif.ortuna.te. archipelago are dying out 
princip~lly tor ther-eason'that;the • 'Civilisation t f.orcedupon 
them ·ha·s depriVed,.them of aAl interest in life •. They lire dying 
from pure boredom•••• 

and he goes on 

:!',when,appli(ild: science dras'done everything possible '"l1Tith ,the 
.materials on 'this earth· t6 imakelife as interesting as possible" 
i twill hot be surprising .if "the population of the entire' 
ciVilised world rapidly follows the fate of the lYlelanesia:ns.", 

It is ironical that anthropolcigicalvlriting should, in so short a 
time, have served this purpose for the best and most sensitive minds, 
when it started in Tylor's words, with the faith that :, 

"we civilislid .moderns have just that· wider knol'fledgewhich the 
rude ancients wanted. Acquainted with events and their con
seq1.tencesfarand >rider:over the' world, we are ,able ,to,direct our 
own coU.:rse with\.more c'0nfidence toward improvement."In n vlO~d, 

mankiridcispassing from the age of'liriconscibus to.;that:of 
conscious progJ;'ess.~." 

, 

He know how the' writers of the early years of this century suffe~'ed 
from the reactlDnagainstju.st such an' inorease, in consciousness, . 
against the varied lmovlledge.;~bout cultures which sE;em~dtohave 
destroyed any living culture in the society which produced it. So 
D. H. Lawrence: " 

nPoorcreatures thai; w'e are, vie ,crave ,for experience. yet we 
are like flies that crawl on the pure and tra.nsparent mucous 
paper in wllich the world like a bon-bon is wrapped so carefully 
that we can never get at it •••• 

and 
,"I think New 1\1:ex1oo uasthe greatest experience from the outside 

"worldthat I ,ever:had. It certa:i,nlychanged me for ever. " 
"Curious as it may" sound, it was New Mexico that liberated me 
:(pr .eve!' from thepreseht era' of. civilization, the '. great era 
of materialand'mecp:Wlic,a.1 deve16pmen:t;. ~'itAegre!3-t psych of 
materialism and idealism 'I'1hich dominated me •• .-1' " 

It was this then; that ,the moiTementexemplified in the deve16pmentof 
antbr0p0Iogy, towal'ds'a wider sympathyw;i.th foreign and barbarous 
societies had. led•. ' 'Arid such .a criticism of idealism' and materialism· 
could not failtoibe suggested by the' "I'I'Orks of anthropologists who 
~ere' themselves,. in oire way or another, idealistsandmateria+ists•. 
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If we consider the many \¥ritings of L{vy-Bruhl, whom Ezra Pound much 
admired,onthe nature ofprimit;i.ve th6ught, we find there an attempt 
to suggest that primitive 'thought has a kind of correctness and 
spontaneity (a lack of idealism) which the scientific and logical 
thought of civilised men lacks'. It had been for long a feature of 
anthropological writings to try' to compare the kind of thought. found 
,in savage societies wi th that which. was found in the poetry of our 
own. Tylor himself compares them: 

"The moder-n poet still uses .for .picturesqueness the metaphors 
which for the barbarian were real helps to express his sense ••• 
early barbaric man, not for poetic'affectation, but simply to 
find the plainest words to convey his thoughts, would talk in 
metaphors taken from nature .... "'· 

And again we find in the writings of Max~Muller: 

"before language'had sanctioned a distinction between the con
crete and the abstract, between purely spiritual asqpposed 
to. coarsely material, the intention of thespeakerscompre
hertdedboth'the concrete and the abstract, both material and 
the spiritual, in a manner which has become quite strange to 
us~ though it lives on in the language o£ every true poet" 

I do not need to point out in detail the relation between this kind 
of concern with concreteness, directness, a kind of spontaneity and 
absenge of rationalisation, and the critical and poetic theory and 
practice of the writers whom I have discussed. ,,\ilhat else is Eliot 
desiderating when he writes that: 

"Tennyson ~d Browning are poets, and they think; but they do 
not feel their thought as immediately as the odour of a rose ••• " 

or Lawrence 

"i t seems to file that when the human beilig becomes too much 
divided between his subjective and objective consciousness, 
at last something splits in him and he becomes a social being. 
When he becomes too much aware of objective reality, 'and' of his 
own isolation in the face of the universe ofobjectiv'e reality, 
the core 'of his identity splits, his nucleus collapses, his 
innocence or narveteperishes, and he becomes only a subjective
objective reality, a divided thing hinged together but not 
stric~lyindividual~·•• " ,.,' 

Anthropologists, though niore soberly and coldly, have been aware of 
such kinds of problems arising from attempts to understand foreign 
or exotic societies. Not only have they been aware of them,but it 
seems to me that their work is itself a symptom of the division in 
the self of which writers of this century have made so much. 

Go~frey Lienhardt 

.*	 A talk given at the Institute of Contemporary Arts in 1951, 
with minor 'stylistic modifications. 
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Di vi:ne King or Divine Rig,!rt: . 11odeJ-s<' ~ RituCJ;l.AAthori ty 
t·.: . .;'. ~~ 

"	 . : .','.. 
• L'	 ,- , , 

. The difference 'between "primitive~' and indust.riai "VesteJm," 
'societies~ Levi-Strauss tells Us, (qharbonnier 1969, pp •. 32~42J, is 
something 'lik~;.thatbetween gr::3indfather' Qlooks and steam'T"engines, 
betl'ieen mechanical repetition anq, .the str:l,lggle betw~en,ent~opy.and 
"temperature ll differentiat~.'on. In di.st. inguishing bet.~.N"e.en" ki~s who 
rtiJ.:e bydivitie ~ight (ndivine kings~l in Hocart'l:!' (1927)sens8) and
 
leade,i:'s who are themsel:v:es; the embod;Lment: of, diy;inity, .;we shall
 
examine herea· .phenomenon .that mi3-Y' besuggestj.yely, conside+ed in
 

.'.	 termsOll'these t:wo;poles. ··On the,.one hand,. we b,ave the )~dentifica
tion of spiritual authority .:l'Tith· temporalpowerorthlf) subjugation 
of the former to the latter: this, in the comparative terms required 
by the model, characterizes·tlhot" societies •. In tp.e contrasted ex
treme, we have an egalitarian dispersal of ritual and political 

,fUIib'tions ·in economically and:. tec1+n.ologic!llly ..simple. soci~ties.
 

Most of,the. so'ci~ties 'to he,consider.ed fall betweEiln, the: twp poles;
 
.'	 indeed, the: "m,e.cna!1iCalu m,odel, ;asshould; .becom<;l·c1ear, c8;n hardly 

be :.morethan'a;kindofprocessual absolute zero·~.~ useful: construct, 
but eIDpirically,unrealised.i,Theethnographic C9mpCtr:i.~0l1S presented 
here' are;conceived, in the ·.idiom .of1'Tha:t; NEled.h~C.;1:.970 }' :has called 
"structural history:!.	 .... .. 

. Karl Narx acutely. pinpointed ~b,e 'distin,oi;i~~t',:Lnnineteenth
"century.·Germany, between th~ "official" rule oLthe aristocr[tts and 
.. the effective rule, or "dominationll 

, of tl1.eQou~geoisie. '1'here is, 
perhaps, something incongruous in representmg the Junker ciass as 
in some sense ritual office-holders; but a point of structural 
interest remartns, that it is possible in a highly nconservat !'veil 
society for economic and, nonlina+ POVT<;l~. to be q4~te 4~ffercntly dis
tributed. In India, again, the Brahmans are invested 1uth undeniable 
superiority in all matters relating to ritual, but theY.pa,rely con
stitute a locally reoognised "dominant caste:'. And, tob:dng this 
introductionnearer:t,o one of themg,in ethnographic theatres with 

; 1ihich we shall, beconcer.rled, ~he leopard~skin,chiefs of the Nuer 
: are never members 9f,the, dom;L,nap.t clans inth~tI'ibes in l'1'hich they 
"functioIf (Evans~Plt'it9hard1949,p .174). ·'rh~. Nu.e:r closely approach 
. the "meclnnica;L." model,.;lfl.s.,i~ shoWJf partict41arJ,.Y. 'by their practice 
.of telescoping ,lineago l:1ts~Qry t9 ,fit" a cp'l1ventiona:). gene~ationa1 

••.J;~ngth;an:d thl;lir society hal:!; be.en d(:ls~ribed asha'Vi¥g an, essentially 
t!;litarian.·character.· .Among .th,e. Shill.. ulc" ..the d...Olll.J..·.nan.t......lJ..'neF,:c'e

d il) is linked \'1ith the soil (Evans-Pritchard ,: 1948) t. ",,,; 

which suggests a connection between dominance and acomb:inatio~ of 
numerical stre,ngthwLtp. landh,Q~~;ing,whet~ro.rnottltts. is p,ara11eled 
'in the sphe~ of ri~ual.autl1ority; this iSes::;lel}:I;ia;L1y :~r,U;e of the 
Indian. c.ase as wel=\... .." ,. . " .' .. 

...1. 

:.i . ~	 ~, \:~ : - " . . ~ ~ ~, , 
l, I "',"

.•	 .• J * 
,,1	 ' •.~~. ' . ,t
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TheShilluk pl'o;"ide the classic focal point for a discussion 
of udivine kinship", as a result of Evans-Pritchard' swell-known 
essay (1948'~) ., 'on'the'status andsigriificance of the Shilluk reth. 
Much of his discussions is takeri>up by: thequestion0fwhether "'the" 
~ was acttk~lly immolated before he could meet a natural death; 
Evans-Pritchard was at the time disposed to doubt the authenticity 
of ritual regicide, though Lienhardt (1961, p. 314) subsequently 
showed that among the Dinka the evidence for it was quite definite 
(if "regicideU may be used for the killing of uroasters of the fishing 



spear ll , a less exclusive office than that.oft.h-a...Shilluk~) •.
 
H01ivever, as Evans-Pritchard himself points out, the significant fact
 
is that the Shillu:k evidently believe that their "kings"had been
 
ritually killed.; we should thus. expect to see.kt,he meaning of the
 
office of the reth p~rtly in this belief. His explanation of the ,
 
stories of.ho'\'{ the reth had been "walled in ll to die as-deriving from
 
the traditional .formof royal tomb rather begs the questioIl;. the
 
historical development may equally. have been JGhe other way a1Jout,
 
the present kind 0:( tomb being a skeuQmorph ofa putative "original n
 

suffocation chamber.
 

Frazer (1922, p. 350) explained away~he killing of the ~ . 
in terms of his own theory of magic: "lJhereas by slaying him his. 
worshippers could,:i,n the first place, make sure of catching his soul 
as it escaped and transferring it, to a suitable succeSSQr; and, in 
the second place, by putting him to death before his.natural force was 
abated, they would secure that the world should not fall into decay 
with the de cay of the man-god. Every purpose,. therefore, was answered, 
and all dangers averted by thus killing the man-god and transferring 
his soul, 1ilhile yet at its prime, to a vigo,rous successor." Nowadays, 
we should not lay such complacent stress on the argumeni! fo.!' Qelief 
in efficient causation of this kind: but it is not unlikely that as 
an act of expressive ritual the killing Of the r~th held some such 
metonymical significance. In Hocart's (1936 , p. 5~) definition of 
ritual, "If you caXll10t act on A by acting on B there can be no ritual" 
- whether the ritual itself be an expressive physlcalact or the use 
of verbal analogy. Thus, the killing of the ..~ or of. Jhnka fishing
spear masters was regarded with self,~ous horror by Qarly European 
commentators : but savagery is .in the mind of the beholder. ,The 
performance of corrective surgery - clothing Nyilc.ng in a ne"T human 
fonn, as we might. objectiviz8' it - here asstllnes the force ofequivalep.ce 

.sLua analogy in the Kantian definition quoted by NeedhEj,m ( 1970) : .. 
"Analogy••• does not mean••• an imperfect similarity of two things, 
but a perfect similarity of relations between Cluite dissimilar things." 
Frazer. was at least right to discern a close ,correlation be"bTeen the 
condition of all the many divine kings he excavated ·from his book
shelves and that of the societies OVer which they were alleged to have 
ruled. " . 

It is surprisingly relevant at this point to consider the beliefs 
1iThich attached to imperial}'X)wer in the Byzantine I;mpire. The Emperor 
was not, of course, equivalent to God: he was the. divinely sanctioned 
leader on earth. Ensslilf (1948, pp. 272-3) comments: "So Constantine 
Porphyrogenitus saw in the rhythm and order of the imperial power a 
reflection ,of the harmony and ord~r displayed by the Crea~or'of the 
world... A necessaryconditiQp for succession to the throne was 
membership r;'ot only of the Empire but also of. the orthodox Church,.~ 
well as the full possession of bodilY and mental powers II . (my emphasis). 
It is, of course, natural for a people to. expect their temporal ruler 
to begin his reign in. reasonably good health; but thel~were Roman 
Emllerors, for instance, whose outward disabilities (such a:':'! thosa of 
Claudius) did not in the "event debar them from as"suming the pur-pIe 
toga. In Byzantium, the imperial personage was the symbol of hjs 
entire flock; and. in his do"mfall through revolution his ershThile sub
jects could read the marks of divine disfavour. This being so, there 
is no flaw in the logic (in Hocartts sen.se of "the logic of ritualn ) 

of the Emperor's accession through the choice of Gpd a~d the choice 
of the people simultaneously. Vox p01?uli, vox D~: the people 
expressed through the analogy of their choice of ruler tile condition 
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in whichthey 'hoped t'ofind themselves. 

This digression int 0 media€;lval European history has a special 
kind of interest here. Above all, it is instructive to note in a 
highly organized state the same sort of metonymic reasoning as we 
have encountered in' a relatively "cold" Nilo.t:j.c , society. Although 
the Byzantine Emperor was only nominally invested with religious 
power, his relationship \dththe ecclesiastical hierarchy must have 
been not un1:Lketha t 'of kings in ancient India: the separation of 
ri tua1 and temporal functions in no 1.yay deprived the king of temporal 
leadership in a cosmologically ordained ordo rerum. There was, as 
DUmont tells us (1962), no actual struggle between the king and 
the Brahmans for spiritual leadership - the kind of rivalry which' 
Nordholt reports for;~heTimorese Atoni (Nbrdho1t; 1971 )seems 
to have had more to do 'l'lith the acquisition of temporal authority,; 
and if the Byzantine clergy struggled at all with the kingship, it 
was to reiIiforce, not to destroy, its ri tualfoundations. The" 
king of ByzantiUm could not be ritually killed Irithin the framework 
ofChristiari ideology; but his death could be validated by hindsight 
as a. 'divinely ordered regeneration of the society for whom he occupied 
the throne • 

.' 

'" ·The "rei@1"of a rEith, however', could only terminate (in theory, 
at 'least): in his execution.tn a sense h:Ls people reigned over him 
rathe'r than the other way round, and his state perpetuated itself in 
the condition tbwhichthe earlier ROD1an empire periodically returned: 
l-Iominsen 'l'li'ote, f1 the consummation of the sovereignty of the people is 
at the same time its self-destrliction".The welfare of the people 
resides symbolically in the person of the reth, and only the constant 
re-assertion of the \'1hole society's sovereigntyca:n avert decay. But 
it wili be objected, and rigli.tly, that the killing of the ~ \-ms a 
cyclical event, invarlab1y triggered by signs of regal infirmity, 
whereas a strOl'lgRoman :princeps could expect not only. to retain his 
tinperiunj.upto the natural end of his life, but also ensure the 
succession ofa ,favoured or adopted :son as well as his 01rTnposterity 
as~a ..B!?rsonally recognized diVinity - not sUbmerge.d in the collective 
anonymity of Nyikang, but Projected as in Vespasian's justly famous 
deathbed quip: ''Methinks I am becoming a god!" Vespasiants irreverence 
showed a realistic confidence in his own posteri~, and perhaps also 
iIi the succession of his son Titus. Divinity was invested in the 
Shi11uk~as the embodiment of Nyikang, from the moment of his 
investiture; whereas there were few Roman Emperors who 'l'lere popUlarly 
regarded as· divine during' their ovm lifetimes. 

Shi11uk kingship can thus be conceptual ized as a' IImecba:nica111 

model: itl'faS repetitive and evidently resistant to cha,nge. TheRoman 
Emperor, by contrast, -waS elevated to a position, of, teni:pora1 po\rer 
and was thenceforth c·ommitt.ed to a strug~leagainst the, entrbplc 
forces of popular rebellion I'lhich could' \ and ultimately did) lead to 
the creation of aIiarchic chaos·through the increasing disparity between 

'the Emperor 'and the 'opposing masses 'whichmade and unmade him at ever 
shortenii:1g intervals. \le ffiusthere clarify Ba1andier's (1970) use 
of the notion of entropy so as to distinguish more clearly between 
the mechanical notion of equilibrium (the balancing vleiGht in the 
grandfather clock) and the specific opposition to personal power 
generated bya historically developing conflict between Gompeting 
political forces. 



Balandier's approach calls for examination ~ere especially as
 
it has some direct bearing on the symbolism of divine kingship. He
 
writes: "In the ancient kingdom of Kongo, the initiation procedure
 
knmm as Kimpasi.." operates at times when the commUnity is'weakened
 
or threatened." •. Society rediscovQr$ its earlier vigour by re~ .
 
enacting its O~nl genesis. It assures its own rebirth by bringing to
 
birth, according to its own norms, .the young man ~ashionGd by iili~
 
tiation" ( p. III ). In the first place, thisstateI!lent reifies
 
society to the unacceptable extent of mating itcolleptiyely. objectify
 
the analogy inherent in a set . of rites ~e passage: etlm6graphic,al
 
support for this contention is not given. Bal~ndier is concerned to
 
show how society uses ritual to replace the force expended in the
 
continual struggle against entropy. Since, howev~r, rituals of this
 
kind are themselves cyclical - they may not occur at calendrically
 
equidistant intervals, but they mark4ivisions of wh~t Evans-Pritchard
 
has called "structural time ll 

- the search for renewal is generated by
 
forces inherent in, and not extrinsic> to, the socj.ety. In suCh a
 
context the notion of entropy is at best of doubtful relevance •.
 

'. . . 

Thus, too, the creation of a ne~~ and the killing or his 
predecessor. are not to be regarded as manifestations of. 'iheat" or 
f1energyll. If there are cases .of interfercnce~dth the. regular procedure, 

'. these may be regarded as incipient traces of. ,energy genGrated by the 
gradual deve.lopment of a sense of social differentiation: man. usually 
realises the impractibility (:if not alvmys tl1emechanic.al impossibility) 
of a social .1~!~~rPetuum mobilo., 'Thai; would mean a totally friction-free 
society! . 

tet us now return to the meto~uical character of the diVine
 
king, and take up Evans-Pritchard's insight: "It is the kingship and
 
not the king who is divine." This remark. underlines the distinction
 
just made, between the diVinity of Vespasian qua Vespasian and the
 
divinity of ~ Shilluk king qua occl{pier of his position. In a IIhot"
 
society the individual monarch plays a dynamic and active'part in re

structuring the ralationship he has with his subjects according to the
 
specific exigencies of themomenti ,thel'q.ivine kingll,by contrast,
 
occupies a passive position in a repetitive process wnich for h~
 
ends with his execution. We cannot but agree withEvans~Pritcha~d's
 
sceptical reaction to reports, pUblished by Seligman and otherf:l~ of
 
the "o:bsolute pO\'Tertl of the Shilluk king. ' .,
 

Gluckman's distinction between rebellion and revolution (1956,
 
pp. 125-6) is. foreshadowed .. in the paradigmatic di1lle:r,l.sion, it should
 
be noted .. in Evans-Pritch~rd's essay: Shilluk rebetlions, "\'1eJ,~onot
 
revolutions but rebellions against the king in· the name of the.
 
kingship." It is interesting tha"l; the Shilluk apparent ly gEl.ve up
 
ritual regicide long before the Dinka, vlhose masters.of t,he fishing

spear are less exclusive. and. dominant figures. By the time
 
Evans-Pritchard conducted his investigations, it would appear, the
 
friction between a r~th desirous of life andppwer and otl1.er contenders
 
for the same office had begtm to generate a little "heat", though
 
further developments were precluded by European domination.
 

The Nyoro kingship provides an inter~sting contrast to the cases 
so far discussed. The Muloama must ~otcome into contact wit~.death, 
and Nyoro believe that in the past a king who was afflietedwith physical 
weakness would ideally bring about his o,n1 de~th. Beattie seems to 
follow' Evans-Pritchard "Then he writes: t1'trle do not Itnow for sure whether 
any kings uere killed in "chis way, bu"/; the important thing is' that it 
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is thought that they were. This Sh01'lS us how Nyoro' traditionally-thought 
about their country and their kingshipU (Beattie 1960, p. 26). But 
does it,' when the historical facts are'so uncertain? In any case, it 
is nOw clear that different kinds of authority we~e at stake in Bunyoro 
(Needham 1967 ), and the differentiation be t1'le en . these, as we shall 
see, is of pararnountimportance. In fact, a line of historical develop
ment is not outSide the bounds of,reasonable conjecture, and is sug
gested by the fact that Dinka masters of the fishing-spear are on record 
as having died at·the hands of their lI subjects U far more recently than any 
NY01~0 Mukama' can have done. But the phrase IlhOi'l Nyoro traditionally 
thought" reduces us to a level of generalization, a kind of gnomic 
synchrony, in 1rfhichtheprocesses of political change become quite 
iridistinguishable.· 

In this connection it is instructive to look' at the mythology 
of divine kingship as it appears in these three cultures, Dinka, 
Shillul( and Nyoro. Here' are three myths thus connected, sharing a 
common thematic structure but exhibiting variation over significant 
points for ou,r study of the different evaluations of divine kingship. 
The' common feature of all these stol'ies is the crossing of a river, 
made possible by some form of supernatural intervention. In all three, 
moreover, the origins of the divine kingship are hinted at. But the 
.differences are a180 very striking, the more so in vievl of the cornmon 
matrix. It is not my 'intention here to attempt a full structural 
comparison of these myths in all their major aspects, but simply to 
demonstrate that the textual variation· is in, a correlativo relation
ship to the local differences in political authority, and t6 show 
hmr 1;his may help us to understand more clearly the nature of "divine 
kingshiptl. 

To facilitate discussion, we now present the three myths. 

1. ]H~(Lienhardt 1961,pp. 173-5) 

UAiwel Longar then left the people; and Divinity placed mountains 
artdrivers between him and them. And across one river which the 
people had to cross, Divirtity made a dike like a fence. As the people 
tried to paSS this fence of reeds to' cross, to the other side, Longar 
st60d above them on the opposite bank of the river, arid as soon as he 
saw the reeds moved as men ~ouched them, he darted his fishing-spear 
at them and struck them in the head, thus killing thom as they crossed. 

'lJ1he people'were thus being finished altogether, and a man named 
Agothyathik' balled the people together... His plan was that his 
friend should take the sacrum of an ox 'l'Thichhe had fastened to a 
long pole 1 and should 'move through the ,mter before him 1 holding out 
the ra.e ;al bOne so that it would move the reeds •. They carried out 
this plan, and Longarl.s fishing-spear, darted at the sacrl1IU which he 
mistook for a human .head, was held fast there.il This gave Agothyathik 
a chancei;o engage Longar in wrestling and t:i,re "him out, vhereupon 
Longar gave various things to men who were to be the founders of spear
master clans, and created warrior clans • 

. "When Aiwel Longar had given out his powers with the spears 1 

he told Agpthyathik and the other masters of the fishing-spear to 
look after the country, saying that he himselfvlould leave it to 
them to doso lt except in the event of their needing him in t:ilnes of 
serious trouble. 
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2. Shi11uk (C razz-olara-,.l..95O-" _~40-41.). ... . 
. ., . 

" • •• the rive l' was b 10cked by a 'grass barrier. They had t ()
 
leave and vmnted to ,IU<;\ke use of ,the river also, v,hichhmrever was
 
obsJeructed. A man from tlle suite of Nyika,ango came forth arid
 
suggested to him how a way in the river, could 'be' opono"d••• He,"
 
Oboogo said, would descend into ,the river up tohis neck, indicating
 
the place convenient for 6~tting, and Nyikaango should descend after
 
him and cut, ,from under: the arm ()f Ob9ongo ,the grass cover and; 'at
 
the same time, make anincision into 'his ,armpit .. " The ruitr1ingblood
 
~nd the grass~quttipg~ould divide the barrier, thus leaving a 'way
 
for the carioe~tof'the Shilluk~' This Vms done and the water-vlaywas '
 
cleared. The wound was insigJ+ificant'. ~. ,(Oboogb) established his '
 
fame for ever in his country••• " ,,"'" ,: , " "
 

Nyoro (Fisher n. d. , pp. ' 112-4) 
. ' .~ .. ' 

"The warriors went before ••• to seek the kingdom of Bunyoro, 
and to found a dynasty' of kings that shouid reign over it, t 0 the present 
da;y,o" ", 

"So the people then knew that their 'iaasterwas going to: settle
 
in a new ,land; and'they i~ere afraid ••• ' (Th~ ,1iteh-doctor) Nyakoko.~.
 
(told) them that. ~. with a leader like Mpugaand a' priest like him':'
 
self they had nothing to fear. ',' ,
 

"So in the morning the y 'contimJ.ed their jOMrney, and' at mid':'
 
day reached the River Nile. The usual ferry ~ms not there, al1:d "
 
after waiting till evenillg'and it failed to appear, Hpuga and his
 
people greatly feared, fOr they imagined that this misfortune' por~
 

,t~nded ovil ~o the"ir enter~ris~., ~yakoko then commande~ a lit~le " 
glrl to be brought ••• (and) l~ld hls wand on the face or the rlver 
and the waters separated intotvlo, leaVing a dry path i,n the midst. 
The little girl 1'faS placed in the middle of the river-bed, then: Nyakoko 
caused the waters to unite again, and they immediately sivallowedup 
the child••• 

"Instantly the bo~t appeared •••" 
, (Asimildrstory follows, in which Mpuga hiL'l.selfperfonns the 

sacrifice.' They eventUally reach Bunyoroamd 11puga becomes king,' 
" with Nyakoko as his High Priest.)' 

The major ,differences,betweeri'these myths would appear 'to shed
 
much light on our stated lilie of enquiry. In ..the Shilluk and 'Nyoro
 
versions, tlie an<?estor of' the kings is assistedby'a< f:fiend to
 
produce the desired crossi:ng by an appeal to divine aid; 'I'Thorea8 the
 
Dinka myth attributes thebeglnnings of' the clans of the Illasters of
 
tho fishing-spear to tl).e success of an ancestor arid his f~iend' in
 
~coming a semi-divine aCl.ve,~sary who is personalized. TheShilluk
 
and Nyoro stories both require 'a measure of sacrifice, wl).ereas the
 
Dinkastory seem? to portray the control of life-forces, personified
 
by Aiwel Longar, as being-taken ovor by the spear-masters I 'ancestors
 
through the use of physical coercion~ Aiwel'torigarthusrepresents
 
the objective of ritual,' tlJ.G control of the dangerous , forces of life
u 

and death. But, as Lienhardt points but ~Longar is himself a proto

typica~ spear-master~ Moreover, ~Dink~commoi1ers regard it as highly
 
prestigious to marry into a spear-maste':d3' "clan, ::md'Lieithardt sees
 
aref~ectionof this in the myth. This ~oncern with life reminds us
 
of I:!oQart's wise pr6nounceinerit: "It is not govcrriment that man wants,
 
but life." , , ' " :' ,
 



The heroes of the Shilluk'and: Nyoro stories, then, make the i1"
 
app~~lto unseen powers. Th~ significance of this would seem ,to lie
 
in a: difference in the relationship between the various "kil1gS"
 

and the ir divine models. Aniong the Dinka ,J;'itualauthori ty 'is not
 
concentrated in the hands of cme ,leader, and the existence of 'many
 
equal ',colleagues ~s validatE;id, by the'way in whic~\10ngar disiributes
 
his spears and concomitant power so i>Tidely:, In the Ny-oro myth the
 
he,r6, Mlluga, is me:r::ely instruqted by a ri iual specialist and sub

sequent ly .demonstrates hi~ abiJ:ityto 9QIDmUhicate' with the. divine
 
po~e,;t"saccording to NY$J.koko I s example.,' 'His power is not shared, and
 
it:i..s passElddown intact from genel~a;ti(m,'~o g\3nGra:t;i,.ori~ There is no
 
Nyoro or Shillulc stoJ;'y, of'a, prototypical r1divine kingil'sharing his
 
powers among several appoIntea·successors, in the mariner of Aiwel
 
Longar.
 

The emergence of a dominant poiitico-military figlJ.reseems to
 
be accompanied by a specialisation of the role of ritual leader in
 
,the p,ersc,)U of a priest;' or, in other' words, ,the sep'aration QJ the one 
from the many is accompanied by a separation of the ritual from the 
political function. Already in the Dinka myth we encounter the' origins 
of a divisic,m between war-masters and masters of the fishing~apear.
In tho, Nyoro myth, by con,traat, thel1igh Priest is a sin'gle 'man 
still the faithful friend we me~t in'the other stories, and stili in 
remarkable possession of a store' of esoteric knouledgo, butheI'~ 
finally given the specific position of' chief ritualspeciitlist in 
preference to the king himself. Formally, and especially in view of 
the dualist ic symbolism in both areas, we may hot unreasonably compare 
the Nyoro situation with the simil8.r separation of tho ritual and 
politicai spheres in Asia, cosmologically andpragmqtically (Dumezil 1948; 
Coomaraslvoamy 1942; Needham 1962; Needham 1967 ; Nordholt 1971). • 
But for an essen,hally historical view" wahave t6turn to the myth
o,logies of a more or ,less culturally homogeneoUs' area, as \'TO have done 
he re. That is ,the', vlay "structural hi8t ory" can' seek empirical vali 
dati6n~, " ' 

We have noted that among the Dinka there is a separation of
 
ritual and military functions, which are vested in the spear-n~stcr
 

and the warrio,r clans respectivelY. Lienhardt (1961, p.145) urites:
 
"There is one, possible exceptiOli to the fitatement that 'orily spear

master clans have Flesh as a divinity; it is sometimes 'claimed by,
 
members of the clan Padiangbar, a l'larrior clan. ~fherG the Padiangbar
 
clan is represenire.d in any force lit is my experience that its
 
m~mbers regard theIDselY~s as having ~pirit~~l equality uith masters
 
of the fishil1€-spear." It {i:l interesting' to note that' in this society
 
spiritualav,thority ,canbe.clc'J,imed'by a high-railking cHm which has
 
numori'cal streng'j;h:one. 'is reminded of tl~e numerical aspect of dominance
 
in the, Indian ca~te ·system; and the 'tlJ:.alogysuggests that the spiritual
 
power 'of tho Dinka masters of 'tho fi6hing-spear is seen as more than
 
a m,~re fO~!iiity,tl1at indeed;tt is the Idnd of authority tha:tmust
 
be obtained 'before a progress:Lon ,to autocratic rule becomes possible.
 
Fustel deCouianges early stressed tl1e sacerdotal origins of' kingship
 
in the ancient,Nediterranean: "Rel:i.g~on c;:reated the king in the city,
 
as it ha<;l made the family chief, in the, house" (n.d., p. 178); and', '
 

,Ensslin(1948; p. 269) sho':/'show evenafterChristianity had made the 
, ciivinity of the Emperor<.il'),1,U'lacceptablertotion, yet: "Resistance to 
the will Of the sovereign ,w?t?·o. cr,ime against something inv:i,.olably 
sacred: it'was a sacrilege~li'In Rep1j.blica.n'Rome,'as Fustel·do 'CoUlanges 
reminds us, kingship was not so much :odious as sacred: . Suetoniu8 ' 
talks of the I:.lanctitas re.,g,,'-aPi (Julius' Caesar, 6; ']1uste1 de Coulanges 
n.d., p. 179). . 

e 
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H:ere let us return for a moment to our three myths. It "l'rill be 
recalled tll:'lt the" common elem()l1t which stands out above all others is 
the notion of passage: in passage, 'in a state or marginality, the 
society in each.case is exposed, to danger. In the Dinka myth, this 
danger, personified in ~iw'eT Lobg'ar,. 'is'brought under control; but, 
acdording to'thep.ge-old parado:xthat.the 'conqueror becomes the 
conquered, the abiiity to give life and to take it away is now vested 
in the spear-master clans.· In.tho $hilluk and,Nyoro versions, however, 
the spiritual power of the leader does not derive from his' riskiYi.g his 
own life to wrest it from some semi-divine source: he sheds blood, 
not his own, in order to gain life for the rest of his people, and it 
is in his ability to do this that the successful negotiation of 
passage lies. 

Mary Dou.gi~s.suggestsnthatthoseholding office in the explicit 
part of the structure tend, to be'Oredited with consciously controlled 
powers, in contrast with those whose role is less explicit and who tend 
to be credited tnth unconscious, uncontrollable powers, menacing those 
in better defined positions II (1966, p. 123). But this formt.i.lation .' 
leads logically to the fU~1er conclusion that even where power is 
controlled it may yet be dangerous. The Dinka,spear-masters' ~ncestor 

wrested control ofpo\'ler from Aiwel",Longar, but it is' still a dangerous 
thing that they control. ,Comp~e',also .the tt'lO-edged quality of Nyoro 
,!ll8.hano. The separation of priestly and warrior functions among the 
Dinka moreover, shows that when it comes to military affairs the 
mastors of the fishing-spear are interstitial:. they remain at home 
when war breaks out. This accords well \'rith Douglas' observation 
that flit is a common feature ofcolIlpetitive segmentary political systems 
that the leaders ,of the aligned forces enjoy less credit for spiritual 
power than oertain persons in the interstices of political alignment" 
(1966, p. 132). The division of power follows a division of kinds 
of political interest. 

If, however, the divine king controls the dangerous powers of 
life and death, his o'Wn decay"unoi; violently foresta,llqd,spells 
disaster for the community. For in him, in a ve~J real sense, man 
and god are conjoined, fused, identified. Only to the limited extent 
that he is separated from his people is divinity separated from them. 
But as he draws away from his people and rises higher and higher 
in the temporal sphere, he, cuts,hill),se;:tfaway lIlore and more from ,divinity. 
This externalization is paralleled. by' the increasing specialization of 
the priesthood. For now the king is not divine; he rules by a right 
conferred from above, not from 11ithin.,: .\she draws awq.y. :t'rom his 

. erstwhile godhea~, he has an increasirig need. of intermediaries to 
sanctify his claimiJ to temporal authority. He has sacrifieed his own 
~uissance and strives to increase his pouvoir. And the latter is 
dependent upon his ability to keep the entropic h,ordes of rebellion 
at bay. 

Michael Herzfeld 
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"Montesguieu \ 1682 - 1755) 

It is difficult 'toqeclde where, from a pedagogical standpoint, 
to begin an account of what today might be considered to be social 
anthropological thought ~ 'One can go back to Plato and Aristotle, 
or yet, further b~Sk; and I used to give a course of lectures on Ibn 
Khaldun;, butt:p.e, break of centuries isto~ great. Then I have started 
with Machiavelli, nibbled at Vico and t,oyed wi th Ill0ntaigne, before 
finally deci,ding, that if one has to begin somewhore, drrather with 
someone, it1Ilustqe \'ri th hontesquie,u. I agree uith Prof. Aron< that 
it is he \"ho,.should be ,called, not a precursor (at any rate in F:rallco), 
ofsociolog{;al thought~ 'buia.s~its mode:rn founder (this was Durkheim l s 
opinion also), on account>!of~v;hat ,~ms at the tirile,of his' tJritingit 
a most remarkable, br:t.lliant;and original~ though rather chaotic, 
book, the Esprit des lo;i.s (1748). His other \'1ritingS" theConsideration.§. 
and others, are ve:ry inadequate history, (nevertheless Sir ,Frederick 
Pollock regarded him as the father of historical research) showing 
,clearly the influence of ~~achiayelli,; but not ,vTith Machiavelli's acute 
understanding of politics; and th<;lycontribute little to sociological
thought. " ' , , ';. 

, , Littleneed be said~bout the life of Charles-Louis de Secondat, 
Baron de Montesquieli.' He came, as his i1ame shows, of anaristocratJ..c 
family,. -noble~1¥_dl~pGe ~t de ro9ft from ther~gion of Bordeaux and 
he \{as a studelJ.t of law first ,in Borde,aux and then in Paris, and \'1as 
a lawyer of the courts,~esidenJ.~marli~).Hewasforhis time a 
very- learned man v1ho enjoyed high repute among the savants of the 
salons of licentious Ilegcl1cy' Paris" v1herehe appears to have had a 
good time. Some have called him q. libertine. He fahc;:ied hims01f as 
El. galant homme;though he was also, .some saici, a bit parsimbnious~ 
Hewal'! .mw*. trayelled, in Ei.t;1.~ope" the two years' he spent in England 
having especially ma4e a deep impression on him and Dluch influenced 
his thought, particularly in political matters~ He was very tolerant, 
orle might almost say liberal, and. sometimes a bi tmuddled in Iris 
outlo'ole., .He was, at a1:J.y ;date formally, a Catholic though no one 
so'ems ~0··kn0\'1 for certain .~ PE?rhaps they cannot. 7 ho~j much of the 
deferenc~hlil paid to the Chuxch was me~cely fOrI)lal..Anyhow what9ver 
he may J?rivatelY,itave thou6'ht of 'its dOgin~s he wa~ certainly not' 
himself dogmatic •. He was'- 1 suPpose,. what in the eighteenth centuI"'J 
viould have been :regarded as a Deist. ,., 

. 1-1ontes~uieu was, if not the first, one Qf thefirs1;, 'tf1ritors 
to ,place greatemp~1asis'on. the' idea tha.t in any society 8,11 the 
in$titutlons, c'onsti t.ute a system of interdepenclent parts. The 1'0

;Lations be't~j'een thel1lc<lnbe discovered',by observations made in a 'large 
nwnber of different societies and a comparison bet\qeo:h them since 
they a).' e enibodied in 'the nature of things' .1Laws in their most 
goneral signification, are the hecessaryrelatibns derivedfrotn thE:: 
nature of things. In this sonse all' beings have their faw·s ••• ' (p.I).. . 
By 'ne'cessary'he means li~tle, or no more than that given a certain 
type of, socia],. structure Qr conditions v'iev1ill not normally' find 
goingv1ith them :Lnstit1.ltions '11hich would conflJ..ct tilth them. There 
is.' a certl.:1,inconsistency between on8 social fact ai1d another an¢!. 
between one 'type of sO,ciety an~ the environmental 'circUmstan,ces in 
v1hich ,it j_,s placed. '". . , 

. "The siz~ of populd.tionand hence of the polit ieal coinmuni ty 
depends on the mode of livelihood. Hunting peoples are widely dis
persed and live in small communities. ~le find larger communities 
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among pastoral peoples 'and', le:rg'3rsti'11 among agriculturalists and 
yet larger among husbandmen vfhe- cultivate the arts (higher agricultu~a
Ij,sts).. The line of distin9tion be<;,"e~n St'wages andbc,rbarians lies 
between hunters, who roam in independent hordes, arid herds~en and 
shephe:cds, among whom there is unity on alarg<,3:{ scaie, e:.g. the' 
peoples of ~ibetiacannot live in largebbdie'S' becausetheycanriot 
fiIl.d subsistence, l'1here:as the Ta!'tarscan, for at any' ic1te limited: 
pe~iods, becalise,theiJ:' flocks and h8rds'can be ass81:Ub,led'i.n one area. 
This to !"iohtesquieu is a '-law'. Another 'lavf' is tllat'the"character 
and even the philosophy o~ ~ peopi~ are largely a product of climatic 
conditions,e'~g. the ~I:ldians al~e naturally a cowardly' 'people , aha. 
even the, childrEin, of rEurope~ns born in 'India' 10f3ethe courage of 
the people of; theirhomeland,being,enne&tited'by the aririlate. 'The 
metaphysicso:f; t1J.eI,ndians are suitEfd totheaJ,imate, be;ingthose' 
of repose and inertia. HEiwas Hippocratic in his' ideas about the 

'influences,of climate on character. I give some further examples'
 
of these i law's' later.
 

,Thoughh:l.s'book isabaut 'laws', 'he uses this1rord"indifferent
 
senses in reference to 'the dual natu.:re' of man\: 'That is to say, he
 
distinguishes between natural law, to which animals are subject, and
 
positive law, "fhich,is characteristic of human societies (laVf of
 

'nations, laws of'religion and IIlorality, andpolit:tcal and civil laws); 
and in matters of positiv~ la1if man is 'a f~ee ag~nt ~ , although a certain 
type of positive law is.generci.lly found, in a certain type of' society 
or, if it is no"\; ; it' ought tote.' 'H/Otli., as.a physical being, is, . 
like other bodies, governed by invariable 'lallS.' 'As an intelligent 
being, he inces'antly transgresses thelaitS' established by God, and 
changes those which he himself has established' (p.4).. Note tb~ 'tIro 
senses of 'law"iri ,thatpassage.' I coriclud~ that by the '1.aws' of' a 
soqietyNontesquieu meant little illore than, what· people,' of,",that,s,ociety 
do (social facts) , or at any'rate what he ,thought they ought to do. 
Onthe I:Jhole he speaks of 'lait' in the modern s~ie:r;l:(;ific'sense rather 
than in the moral sense of his time. 

It being hls point of view that where one findS one or" other 
fundamental institution others' will conform to, it ,he prdceea.s to 
examine societies of which he had' first-handexp'erience (those or' 
Europe.) and others about which he i1ad read (Greece, Rome, 'China, 
India, Formosa, the Maldive I:31an~s, the Arabs,theC:fiebrews, Turkey, 
Ethiopia, the Carthaginians, J!'railks, Germans, Mexicans ,American' 
Indians, and others) and to compare their different ways of social 
life. In the course of his lengthy treatise, in which; he wa's much 
influenced by Ari st6t Ie, he discusses a ver~l large number of t op~cs: 
constitutions, education, positi,orlof women, laws, customs, manners, 
luxtlry, war, currEmcy, commerce, 'economics, taxes,' climate, slavery; 
morals, re ligion, etc. A, large p,art of' it. is taken up i'/'~th a history 
of European feudalisms.' It 'is a general' commentar;y on human affairs, 
of a sensible and reflective kind>; and alsoa-sort of guide to rulers 
about what sort of institutions t~ey shoUld encourage: no i'londer, that, 
as he confess~s, the laboUl'of writing it nearly killed him•. He 
obviously felt the need for discretion in discussing both political 
and religious subjects; a;nd he sometimes fheltEiredbehind irony, e.g. 
in h1,s discussion of Negro siavery. (There llad been trouble about 
the Academy and with the Court and the Ch1.ttch). Nevertheless, in' 
spite of its many obscurities and diversions thero is a clear and 
persistent attempt to make a scientific olassification of types of 
human society and to reveal the significant features of each type. 



, In the earlier part 6~ his bookI!lontesquieu takEls (fo'llowlng 
Aristotle) as 1+is cQnstant',~crwhichali, other institutionS' are 
variables, the form ofgovernmemt (he tends to.ignor'e it later). 
He classes governments into the th:'ee classical species : republican ,'" 
(dElIDocratic orqristocratic), monarchical, and despotic" ~ut though 
using AI:istotle" s9Ia:3~i,fication he employs •it differently -, ' 
Aristotle f s k;nowledge having been ,more' or less'restric'ted to the 
Greek city states. ' The&ewords indicate then,a:tiJre of ,each, and vie 
must now examine those lavls; manners, customs,etd. which follow 
from th,eformof government', 'for'what , is proper to' one form would be 
unsuitable:hi arlOth,er. ' WEl know whether ,they are suitable or un
suitable once we have is0J.atEld'the principle (ethos):of eilqhtype 
of goYC?rnment. tThere :Lsthis difference 'be"t'ween 'the nature and 
princ:Lple of 'government" that it's miture is that by which it is 
constit'uted, q,nd i tsp~inciple' that:byw~ich {tis 'made to act. 
One is its particularstructv.re, and theotner 'the human passions' 
which ,set' it. in motion', (p. ,2.7) ;T:Q.e ,princip,le' of a government, is .thus 
what is its main interest or goal or valuete, wh~ch all otheri:h~ 
terests and goals and values are subordinated. The principle of a 
democracy isyirtue(probity); of an aristo.cracy, moderation (restraint) 
founded on 'virtue; of a moil,a,+,chy,hono'liJ;' (gratl:de'tir); andofa despotism, 
fear. (Montesquieu was par1;ial tQ a republitangovernment or to a 
limited monarchy. ,HEl' gr.eat~y dis:).,ikedeverything ,Spanish' arid 'admired 
everythine English; being a 'great believer in constitution~U checks 
and'b,alances beiweenthe :L;eg~siative <ll:ldexecutive andjuridtcal 
branches; als0 between a prin'ce fS' pre'rogatives and the ',p:dvi leges of 
clergy and nobles and the civil1ibertyof the people). 9uc11 are 
the thrEle principles of the three J~orts of government. Ii does not, 
howev~r, follow thatiI,laparticularrepublic the people actually are 
virtuous', though they ought to be, drthat in a particular monarchy 

, theyarlil act1,1atedby !),onou:r, but if 'they are" not t,he government is 
impEld'ect. 'In 'other' w9rds~ theSe were fol' ,Ji1oritesquieu what today 
some people would callideal types, to which actUal societies appr ox
imate moreo'r lElss •. The, corruption of agovernment&"enerally begins 
with that of its principle: the spirit of ,equality bEl.comes extinct; 
the power of the nobles beco~es arQitrary; ~prih6e deprives his 
subjects of theirprerogatives and priyileges. ' 

"... . '. '. '., ;," 

Other instit1).tions conform to th~ pattern of 'the government.
 
Forms of educationmu~t evidently be consistent vfith its ,principle,
 
e.g. in republics its aim \'lillbeto inculcate self-renunciation. 
Then 'ftis natural' to a republic to have only a small territory; 
a monar:chy to have 'only a: moderately ,big, territory' (if smaller it 
would become a republic, if lar'gerthe nobility would assert their 
independence, safe. :tI'om swift retributiO:h, e.g. Charl~magne had to 
break up his ,empire, and Alexander ':3 broke up after his death) ; and 
a large "empire" :;lupposesa despotic autl}C;lriur (quick decisions can 
be taken, and fear keeps remote governors.,from rebellion) e.g., 
China, Tu:rkeY,persia. ThE:! spirits 'o~.'s'tates change,8:s they contract 
or expandt,heirliinits.Til monarchies which have also an hereditary 
'nobility betweep the prince and. the people, en~a:ils preserve the 
estates of families and are veryuseful;, they are not so proper in 
other sortsQf government. In despo~ismspunishmentshave to be 
very seve:te; in moderate'governments'(m'onarcllicaland republican) 
s~e and a sense of duty act as restraints~Luxury is extremely proper 
in monarchies and there should be nosumpfuary laws,' for were the 
rich not to spend their wealth ,the poor would starve. In democracies 
there can be rio luxUry (there was none among 1he old Romans and the 
Lacaedemonians). In monarchies women are subject to very little 



rel?traint; in repu.blics ,~y ar~i,fr~e 't?y tl?e 1aw~and constrained 
by manner,s; ,in despotisms' ~1t~Y'are ci),aiitals~.•. D()wri~s ought to .be . 
considerable in monarchies to enable hus1)ands to sliPport their 
rank;inrepl1.bJ,icst,hey o~ht'to b~ mod~rate. ,'. . 

HC>l'1ever ,,'the 'ethos (esprit) '6£.', 8;p)~o~:Le cis riot ,juSt;determi~ed 
by tlteir fonnofg9verrurie~t, th.0ughit is mqsf cle'arljrsE'f~,r,t in this, 
but by their ~ tot~l way of life·~ttnenarE:l influencEld. by va:rious ., .. 
caus,es, by the cJ..;i..IDate" 'the,rel~giori~, the ,J;avl's, i;he"I1Iaxims' of govern
ment; by prece',deI).ts,~ni()rals, a.nd,c~s't'oms; from 1~l1enCe is."fo~):tleda 
general sp~ritthatta];es,its rise f'r0m,'these,' (p.41e).'AmO'i:J,g: 
differen,t:pe~Ptes,one ()~;other of ;these inj'lue:qces 'may, ,1.'8 dQniiIlliIlt 
and that ofthEi' ethets will then ,he w~aker. tNature and cliniate' 
rule al~c>stalone among th's' stiv'ages.'; '6i.lk1,toms goverIl the ohine'se; • 
the' laws tyrannize' irl'Jape,n; moral~had,i'orIllerlyalt their influence 
at $parta; maxims ofg~rv:ernm~:nt, and, ~,l}~,a.,4.()i~n~s iIiiplicity of ' ", 
manners, once prevailedEl.tRqm~' (p. ,418) .,~It:tbllow's.th8:t the 
introduction of new iaws may alter thespiritofa nation. One 
shOUld be Oarefl.{r~ .' ' , " '."" '. , 

..... , ". MOritesquiel1',~lJr$ihddofinte:t'p:r:~~atiori oai1rea:cliJyb~ s~enpy 
tak;:Lng a. few typis:al '~~iimples :fr()ni~i~oook.,,'Theydetnonstratehi!3 
thesis: we should~explaiil·the laws by' the laws, and history by' 
history. (A social fact :canolllY,oe explained ;in, 'tems of, other 
social.f~c~s, by th~' totaiity'ofWhioh: it'is:jiart). 'At Athens".,.· 

" fore~t1mple,a mancduld,1D§i.rI'yasj,st~r'bniYon the fath~r"s~ici~', 
, and not 'q. sister by the saine' ventei-~' " Th,is,~le 'originEited in" 

republids whose'aimit was not,Jo let tWo inliilri'tancesdevolve on . 
,the same person. 'A man who marhed ,his father'sq.aughter could in

'herit on:j.y h,~s :father's estat~, but 'if hema'rriedhis niother'S' ',' " 
daughter itniight happenthatthissiste1"'s fFltheJ;' hddno 'male' issue 

," : '-'. . -. -". . . t.' .. ~. . ::',,'1 ... 't: ,,-~.. ,..~ " ,:'- ".. " ."~

and might leave her his estat~, and so 'her hllsband.would acquire'two 
estat'es. DOI~estic~ervii\ide' (as distinct from ' slavery) fs 'ex..; .' 
pla'ineciby the fact~hatin J:J:otciiritate'sirLris are' 'tlJa.rried between 
the ages of 8 and .10:and ~re 'old by ,the time they' a:t:e '20; so " ,,' 
infancy and marr~ag~,got6~~the~, and hence 'the deJ?eridencY,of women 
in the home. He says thiS,";l:pout polygE1.Dly:~n'E,ur9:Pe thaI'e are, . 
more boys than girls~ andfrlAsia'more girlS than boys (so he 
says) - henoe ,)l!onogamy inEurope and polygamy in ASia; but in the 
cold climatesof'~sia~hereare,as",in'Europe,'!lloreI1la1es than 
female,s, .' 'and from hence,'~ay the 'Lamas, is deriv~dthe reason of ' 
that law ,'whichamongst them; p8rmitsa woman to have many h1.j.sb'aricls l 

(p.'361)i.e. polya}:ld,rY.'\Ve aretold~hat fin 'the tribe of the Naires, 
on the coast of Malabar, the men can only have one wif'e ,'wli.:L1e a 
woman, on the contrary;, ma.y~ ,hayetnahy huSbands •. 'Theorigfnofthis 
.cUstom ,is not I believe di:tficu~tto diScover. The Naii'es' are the 
'tfibe of nobles, who are the soldiers of all tho'se nations. In 
Europe; sqldiers, are forbidd.en to marr;V:' in rvlal~o'ar,.'Wherethe c'limate 
requfres g,reater'indulgence,they are satisfied 1'lith renq.e:ring . 
ml;j.rriage as littieburdensomeas 'possibJ,e':; tneygi,ve :a~W;i.'fe aniongst 

'. niany men, which corisequentIJr dimin,ishesthe,·.;Lttachmeri~toIi family, 

~0da t~:l~~~;; '~:i~{~~e(~~p~~~.~.•• an1m~:~:~:.t~:~t;~s:~~~e £;~~~~::e~:ion 
the Illales is alway~ the he,1,:r,because ..ElI3 ::ioon as the oldet sons are 
capable of leading a pasto'ra:r life, ," they leave the, home' with cattle 

"given them by, their'fa~her, and st'art .8:. new hqme' 'of t~eir o~m.'The 
lastof the inale/3 who continues in the housel, ,t'i'iththe:ral;her,,'is '. "" 
then his natural heir. I},1,ave,hearq that a l:i,kecu~~om@.timogeniture7 

mailto:l:i,kecu~~om@.timogeniture7
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was also obsel"V"edin some sJl1.all districts of England. This was
 
doubtless a pastoral law conveyed thither by some of the people of
 
Britany, or established by some German nation. Weare informed by
 
Caesar and Tacitus, that these last cultivated but little land'
 
(p.401). Some of these explanations m~y,seem to us today to be
 
somewhat fanciful, but they are certainly an attempt at being
 
sociological; even if logical constructions entirely, Or for the
 
most part, unsupported by evidence.
 

There is a connection between fOl~S of domestic and political 
government. The equal status of the citizens of a republic is, con
sistent with the high standing of women in the home. ' When the climate 
demands that women be in subjection this fits in better with a monarch 
ical form of government. This is one of the reasons why it has' 
always been difficult to establish popul{lr government in the east. 
But the abasement of women is wast ,conformable to the genius of a 
despotic government, which treats all with severity. 'Thus at all 
times have we seen in Asia domestic slavery and despotic government 
walk hand in hand with an e.qual pace' (p. 365) .•. 'One thing is very 
closely ~itedto another: the despotic power of the prince is 
naturally connected with the servitude of women, the liberty of 
women vrith the spirit of monarchy" (p. 428)~. '. 

Montesquieu had a clear idea of ;the :integrative function of
 
custom - and we may perhaps compare him to Confucius - 'He shall now
 
show the relation which things in appearance the most indifferent,
 
may have to the fundamental constitution of China. This empire is
 
formed on the plan of the government of a family. If you diminish
 
the paternal authority, or even if you restrict the ceremonies,
 
which express your respect for it, you weaken the reverence due to
 
magistrates, who are considered as fathers; nor would the magistrates
 
have the same care of the people whom they ought to consider as
 
their children; an~ thatte.nder relation which subsists between the
 
prince and his subjects, would insensibly be lost. Retrench but
 
one of these habits, and you overturn the state. It is a thing
 
in itself very indifferent whether the daughter-in-law, rises every
 
morning to pay such and such. duties to her step-~other: but if we
 
consider that these exterior habits incessantly revive an idea
 
necessEiry to be imprinted, on all minds, an idea that fonns the
 
governing spirit of the empire, we shall see that it is necessary
 
that such", or such a particular action be performed' (P. 433).
 

. . 
On the prohibition of marriage between near kin Montesquieu 

,says that the marriage of son with mother 'confouu!ds the state of 
things: ,the son ought to have an unlimited respect to his mother, 
the wife owes an unlimited respect to her husband; therefore the. 
marriage of the mother ~o the son, would subvert the natural state 
of both'. (Vol ii p. 205). The prohibition of marriage between 
cousins-germans is due to. the. fact that in ifhe past it uas customary 
for children on their marriaze to ren~in in the home qf their 
parents: 'The children/sonsl of two brothers, or cou~ins-ge~ans, 
were considered. both by- others and themselves, as brothers' (Vo·l ii, 
p. 207)., He~qemarr~age was not permitted. These incest-prohibitions 
are universal: 'These principles are, so strong and so natu:r:al,that 
they have had their inf+uence almost allover the earth, independently 
of any communication. It WqS not the Romans who taught the inhabitant 
of Form,osa, that the marriage of relations of the fourth degree was 
incestuous: it was not the Romans that communicated this sentiment 
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to the Arabs.Lne comes 'down rather badly on this orJfj7; it was not 
they who taught it to theinhabita.nts--of the Naldivian islands. t 
(Vol. ii p. 207) However, religion sometimes permits, or even 
encourages, marriage to mothers and sisters, e.g. among' the Assyrians, 
Persians, and Egyptians. Then in speaking of the large number-of 
suicides in England he observes that most of them take place at the 
beginning or end of winter when the ,vind comes from the north-east 
and brings about introspection,and despair. 

Montesquieu's what today would·be called functional point of
 
view is perhaps best seen in his discussion of religion •.. Even though
 

. a religion may be false it may have an extremely useful function. 
It will also b~ found to conform to the type of goverllment found 
with it. Christianity goes best with moderate government and Islam 

'with despotic gove:rnrnent. Christianity has hindered the establish
ment of despotic power in Ethiopia. Northern·Europe embraced 
Protestantism-and Southern Europe stuck to the Catholic Church: 
'The reason is plai~: the people of the north have, and will for ever 
have, a spirit of liberty and independenoe, whioh the people of the 
south have not; and therefore a religion, which has no visible head, 
is more agreeable to the independency of the olimate than one whioh 
has one'. (Vol. ii p. 149). 'In the Countrie's themselves 'I'1here the 
protestant religion beoame EStablished, the revolutions were made 
pUrsuant to the sevetai plans of politioal government. Luther having 
great prinoes on his' side, would never have been able to make them 
relish anacolesiastic authority that had no eixteriorpre-eminence; 
while Calvin, having to do with people who lived under republican 
governments, or with obscure citizens in monarohies ,might very ,veIl 
avoid establishing dignities and pre-eminenoe' i (Vol. ii, p. 150). 

Even peopleswho~e religion is not revealed have one agreeable 
to morality (was not Levy-Bruhl to urge us to this more than a century 
later?) •. All alike tea.chthat men shouid·not murder, steal and so 
ori, and that they should help their neighbours (we may indeed ask 
WhOllshould we not··kil1 or talee from their property, and who are our 
neighbours?). The philosophical sects of the ancients were a speoies 
of religion, e.g. the Stoics. Religion and civil laws ought everywhere 
to be in harmoriy. 'The most true andhm1y doctrines may be attended 
with the very worst consequences, when they are not connected with 
the principles of society; doctrines the most false may be attended 
withexcellent consequences, when contrived so as to be connected 
with these principles' (Vol. ii, p. 161). Neither Confucius nor 
Zeno believed in the imm:ortality of the soul (so Montesquieu SajTs) 
but both religions are admirable as to their influence on society. 
On the other hand, the sects of Tao and Foe believe in the iinmortality 
of the· soul and have drawn from this doctrine the most frightful 
consequences, e.g. they encourage'suicide~ The sacred books of the 
Persians advised the faithful to have ehiidren because at the day of 
judgement children will be as abridge over which those who hnvenone 
cannot pass. 'These doctrines vTere false, but extremely useful' 
(Vol. ii, p. 163). A people's religion is suited to their way 0 f 
life. It is difficult to breed Cattle in India (so he says) so a 
law of religion which preserves them. is app:ropriate. India is good 
for cultivation of rice and pulse: a law of religion which permits 
of this kind of nourishment is therefore useful. The flesh of beasts 
is 'insipid (whatever he meant by that): therefore the la'\'l which 
prohibits the eating of it is not unreasonable. 'It follows from 
hence, that -I:;here are frequently many inconveniences attending the 



transplan.t,.ing.,_a__re.J.j,gj.on,,"£~c:::one-country to another! (Vol. H, 'p. 167) 
e.g. the hog is scarce in Arabia. -hut it--is....a1IDa:a:t .universal in China
 
and to some extent a necessary-nourj.RhJn,Q-n-l;jO In India it is most
 
meritorious to pray to God in ruru1ing streams. How could this be
 
performed in winter' in· climates such as our own?
 

Now, I say again, that a lot of this was, anyone can see, an
 
attempt to present an answer to a question 1rith a bright idea, a
 
logical presentation which often has little to support it in fact
 
(as we now know); and much of it was naive guesswork. Perhaps it
 
is for this reason we can see how close he was to much modern socio

-lO€ii,cal thinking. 'l;fehave to remember that the area -of social 
behaviour in literature and in life was very limited to !>lontesquieu 
and what he kq~~~~8u~. it wasdefici?nt. And there is the unfortunate 
18th.. century/to .moralJ.ze."but~there ;Lllnevertheles-s an attempt at-a 
cold dissection, of the· sociaL body,if .this.sometimes unfortunately 
usedanalogy be allowed, and to discover-the. functioning of its
 
organs~ and >the belief that the' principles', Of social life cannot be
 
known by reasoning from philosophical maxims and axioms but only by
 
observation, 'by" inductive ··and,bompara.tlv,estudy.lf we cansay'i;hat
 
Nachavelli wrote a. treatise on:socia.lpsychblogy 1fe can say that
 
Montesquieu's treat:Lse is what today "l'Te"mula call sociological •
 

. In it 1ie f:L."1d' most of the ingredients of soCiological (socio
philosophical) thought, especially,{nFrance from his day to Durkheim's 
and beyond: the insistence on the scientific study of society and 
that it must be a com~arative study, the use of the data of as many 
societies as possible, or at any rate as convenient for the problem 
being tackled; the study including primitive societies as furnishing 
examples of certain types of social systems; a need to start 11ith a 
classHicationor taxonomy of species of society based on significant 
criteria - the way' zoology- and botany, for examJ?le, have, begUn; 'the 
idea of inter-consistency between social facts lsocial systems), 
and that any .social f~ot .carl.. only. he Wld.erstaod by reference to other 
social facts and environmental conditions, a.s part of a complex whole; 
and. the idea of this_inter"'o.onsistenc~c.being of a fURctional kind. 
Also we find clearly stated in the EspriJldes lois the idea of social 

,,- structur.e, .t:l.nd- of'-dominant values, (soCial. reriresentations) ·which . 
operat~·tl1rQugh the stru6ture~There is.also the notion there of an 
applied'· science.:of soc.:tal:U:.fEl:What. WElJ,ea.i'Ii from a comparative 
study of human societies helps us to Shape the organization of our 
own. '~hat a;r.'e. lacking irLhis writings -,perhaps all to his advantage 
which are prominent in those-of social philosophers of a later date 
is the idea of societies being natural in the same sense as the 
systems studied-by tlLe.experimental5fciences, the idea,' 'in-spite of 
the impression he sometimes gives to the contrary, of sociological lmvs 
similar ..t o the laws fOr-aiuiat ed in the natural sdences, general 
statements of invariable and inevitable regularities, and the idea 
.as an;inevitable and uniHnear.developnient. .-(As Comtepoints out, 
he did not have the idea of progress ata11). So though now we know 
much more about human societies than Montesquieu ffi1d can see that some 
ofllis surrnises._were naive, it must nevertheless be allo'VTed thntit 
would be -difficult to-assert thatso.far.as method and theoretical 
kno'l'rledge go we have advanced much beyond r10ntesquieu. And if this 
not be granted, then at-least it. must, be conceded that most writ ers 
concerned with social philosophy, social history and sociology (in
cluding social anthropolog-y ) right. up to the. present ,day show his 
influence, whether direct or indirect; it is stamped plain on their 
writings. And what a majestic thesis, and in what prose, was the 
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Esprit and can we not understand that at the end of his life he 
said II ,have 'out two thin.g-ft--t.o.Ao..~.t.(,.-J.e,.a..rn.--,to. be il.l, and to. 
learn to die I. 

E •. E. Evans-Pritchard 
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Can There. be an Anthropology. of Children? 

I 

. My initial concern with this question a:).~ose from brmvsing through 
. The Language and Lore of Schoolchildren (1959) , and Children's Games 
in Str,e,et and Playground (1969) ,by Iop,a and Peter Opie. Hy interest 
.increased asI read that it can be useful tokno.w that the reply to 
'api~ch' and a punch for the first. of the month'. is 'a pinch and a 
kick fo I' beings 0 quick', or that saying -ch!i' Lo:t;'d,' sprayer back:\tmrds 
raises the devil, that crossing fingers and saying 'barley'or 'cree, 
screws, sqrease, crogs;blobs,or.fainitesJ.s:J..gnifies immunity in a 
game, in fact that '.the schoolchild •••• conduqtshis bl.J,sinesswith 
his fellows by r~tual c;lee.laration ••• sealliJd 'Qy the utterance of, ancient 
word~whic~ are recogni~?d and cpnsidered binding by the rest of the 
community' .(Opie and Opie, 1959: 1, 121,. 146). This uas all in
triguing: the Opie's style was reminiscent of an early ethnogI'?-phy, 
covering f.or example, r occasional customs', 'lmlf belief' ,'partisan
ship', ., curiosities t, ' oral legislation', 'fr:(.endship'and fortune'. 

But why should this be Of anthr.'opologi cal concern?Uhy not
 
leave the books as amusing and interesting collections? ; The Opie
 
introduption was howGve.r provocative and their commentary tantalising:
 
too disappointing to abandon. The ip,troductionrevealsthat these
 
child traditions 'circulate frpmphild to child, b~yondthe ip£luence
 
of the family circle' ,that 'part of their fun isthethought,'usually
 
correct, that adults kno'V'rnoth:i.ug about t~1em' and though' scarcely
 
altcaring from generaticmto generation" this thrivlngunselfconscious
 
culture remains unnoticed by the sophisticated world and quite as
 

,little affected by it' (01'. cit.:l).The Opie's commentary, hOi-leVer, 
became increasingly ~ati~facto:t;'Y. Are the oral rhymes, tongue-tWisters, 
improper verses, jingles and parodies merely 'expressions of exuberance'? 
lias there nothing l)loret o· be sai d about this material than. the type of 
reductionist interpretation given, s)lch as 'language is still new to 
them, and they find. d,:lfficulty 'in expressing themselves. V/hen on 
their own th13Y burst into rhyme, of,no recognisable relevancy, as a 
cover in unexpected situations, to pass off an awkward meeting, to 
fill a silence, to hide a. deeply felt emotion, or in a gasp of 
excitement' (ilJid.:.,lS)? This could be H.p.dcliffe-Brown in Chapter VI 
of The Andaman Islanders, explaining that '.all the legends ••• are 
simply. the expression in concrete foI'l.1l of tho feelings and ideas 
aroused by. things Of all kinds as a result of the way in which these 
things affect the moral and soc.iallife of the Andaman Islanders' 
(1964: 376). Th,e Opie introduction raised the point :that perhaps 
children could be studied in their own right'. ·'rhe commentary suggested 
the. lack of any recent anthropological pe:rspectiv~. 

vlhat approach could be taken? ROVT can v-w interpret children's
 
games and their oral trad:i. t,ion? How could ch,ildren be thought of,
 
·a1j.d hovl .do they classify. or· think about tJ.leworld? ,Vhat difference
 
cloes age make? l'lhat h,ave other people s13,J.d about children?
 

\lith such quest ions in. mind, I then turned to other material. 
First ~ Edvvin Ard.ener' sarticle 'Beli. Of. and the pr.oblem of ~vomen:'
 
(1972) encouraged me to think tha:t children JLe,X§. valid as a gr01lp to
 
be studie4. Both women and children might perhaps be callec;l'muted
 
groups'i ;i.e. unperoeived or el.usive groups (in terms of a:nyo~s studying
 
a society). Then, since· children are no novelty to anthropologists,
 

hoped to gain some anSi-leI' to problems from "lriters \'I'ho had thought I 
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about them, such as~e ~teenth centu17 evolutionists. Though 
primarily conc&'lled,withesta:bliahing i3tages.ofdevelopment, these 
writers saw a consideration of the behaviour, minds and beliefs of 
children as necessary support for tileir theories about the primitive. 
Thus just as the child, according~o Spencer, is ignorant of the COlITSe 
of things and therefore believes in ·fiction as readil;yr as fact , so 
the savage, similarly withotitcla'ssif ied JcnovTledge ,.feels, no in¢on
gruity betvVGen absurd falsehoOd ,iind estah1ishedtru.~ch~ Another:, , 
school of relevance' is the' psycho-analytic anthropologists vThO· see 
the genesis of individual'personalityora whale cUlture's personality 
embodied in childhood~ The idea that basic character structures 'of 
a' soCi~ty can' be found in thechildled'to unSuccesstul searches, for 
example,ror thoOediptis Complex~mongst the Trobrianders ahd the Hopi 
Indians. Culture tLhd Personality writers, heavily influenced by 
psycho-analysis, conceiitrated-on child-reat-ing practices to explain 
cult'Ural pc rsonalitY:andbeliefs~ Thus Lei.ghton> and Kluckhohn (1947) 
explain viitch and ghost tales currctit in Navaho SOCiety' in terms of 
relieving the shocks and cmot ional wounds. that' occur during the' training 
of th~ Navaho'chiid. Slight v8.riants ofJthiapsycholog:i.cal approach 
.iPIJear in those w'riters ohthe child who see themselves concerned with 
the process of socialfsation, whether concentrating an the home, 
school or' general environment; as the influenoing factor. They are 
concerned'Viith: the process'by which someone learns the ways of a given 

, society or social group so that he cailfunctibn ,dthin it.. One ·of 
th~' few recent cross-cultural books on this s'ubject is From Child to 
Adult by' John rliiddleton, which illustrates the contexts in 'I'111ich ' 
chEdrer groW up and beoome adults,' and the·; kind of pressures, sanctions, 
peer group organization, initiation rituals and religious and economic 

" , pressures which are used to stOOl' the yOurlg tovTardsacceptable adult 
conforriJ.ity~ Cognitiveahd linguistic development ·.;.;two enormous 
fields of research~ onthechi-ld';';also need~to be looked into,but 
I shall only mention some of their work in this paper. 

• None' of' the main 'approaches' mentioned, however" some of which I 
shall xllake more expli'cit, revealed the begim1ings of an anthropology 
of children, Concerned with beliefs, values.;' or interpretation of 
their viewpoint , thefrmeaning of tho' '(-rorld. The germ of the possible 

"use	 of children in the field Can be seen in Margaret Mead's w'ork in 
1929, when she attempted to study the thought of children in Samoa. 
;!vas it characterised by thb type of animistic premis.e, anJchropo
morphic interpretation' andfaulty'logic ,whi.ch ,hadb~en reported for 
civilised children, or was this type "of thought a product of the 
social environment? Unfortunately she basedt;hishypothesison over
simplified Piaget-type terminology and "applied Uestcrn' oriented 
experiments'~ such as the a11alysis of 3,200 dra'vTings ot' children who 
hadriever used pencB.: 01' paper before. 'She did, however, recognise 
them as informants and saw child thinking as interesting in its own 
right. 

By 1938 the position of children' in "anthropoloCY still lOOked 
pretty meagre •. NewbUry, . concerned'trlith· games summed it up saying, 'r.lany 
educationalists and' anthropologist's have raised the' opinion that too 
often is it the case that the study of a tribe or people is oOl~ined 

almost entirely to adult'lire from pubert~r onwards, that only occasion
ally 'is a detailed acco'unt of children' s gafu~s given in what are in 
other respects oomprohens'ive accounts' (1938: 85) • The lack of studies 
is hoticed again by Mary Goodman, fchildrencan serve as anthropological
style informants , being qualified like their elders' by membership in 
a society and a oolIlinand of a ' limited part of that society's oulture. 
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Children not 'oilly can but should ,be' s'olicited to act as informants 
8'ince their very naivete offers advantages. They <can tell us first 
hand and without retrospection what,theirsoci-ety·-and._Qul:t.JU'e-loolm 
like through their eyes, or what ·child.b.oQd is li1m with respect to 
its perception of society and cult'Ll!'e'(l;S:i 979)., But though , 
Goodman tries to stick,toher approach of a child's eye-view,of 
society in her book (1970), unfortunately she relies on statistical 
results using formal experiments which hardly fit the :,culture ,she is 
dealing with. ' 

How could an anthropological approach to children be. developed? 
How ,'/'ould it differ from the theoret:(.qal appro,ache·s mentioned~ \'/'hich 
are 'concerned with children in terms :01' what they re:fleet .about adult 
behaviour or thinking? vfhat analytical terms c,ould be, used? v{ould 
it be a functional anthropology? The main difference,between,my 
proposed perspective andthatof the oulture and pers.oooli ty writers, 
psychologists, ,fullctionalistsetc .. is that instead of stressing the 
diachronic, I want to stress the synchronic. It rna.y be asked 'hovl 
can you study something that isn't yet, except ,in terms,of its 
developm(ll1t '? I answer this in the l' ollovling way: those anthropological 
fields'concerned- with childNn, which I have mentioned,vievl them to a 
greater orless~r extent, as passive objects, as helpless spectators 
in a pressing environment which affects and, produces their every behaviour. 
They soe the child as continually assimilating, learning and responding 
to the adult, having little autonomy, contributing nothing to social 
values or behaviour except the latent outpourings of earlier acquired 
experiences. The adult plays the role of either frustratring the child 
in its toilet ,training; feeding or other activities, or compelling the 
child to fit to ,a cultural. pattern•. N'y proposed apprO<3.94 rego..rds 
dhildren as people to be studied in their, mm right, q.ri<i not just 
as receptacles of adult teaching. 1<1y search is to discover ~'1hetl1er 
there is in childhood a self-regulating, auton.omous ~iorld. \'1hich does 
not necessarily reflect early development of adult G~lture. Xf we 
conceive of society as a group of int~rtwining, oVQrlappingcircles, 
1'1hich asa whole, form a stock ofbel:Lefs, values, s06ial interaction, 
then children, for example frOID the age of four to el\?ven or children 
before initiation ceremonies (depending on the society) maybe said 
to constitute one conceptual area, one segment of this' stock. The 
children will move in and out of this segruent into another~ but 
others take, their place. The segment still. remain!>,. The segment 
may ovtJrlap ~'I'i th others, may reflect on others, butt11ere is a basic 

". order of beliefs, values and id.eas of one group v,hich bounds them 
off from any other group. ,Thus I propose t1)at instea,d of just ,looking 

. at one or twos.egments, usually men andsometiines women, wec!illJ;,p,dd:, 
other dimensions, childrerLorthe age.a for· example. (~ee k\rdener 1972) 
Let me em~hai3ise thatwh,atever ,the's",0, ,C,l,'"ety there v,n,l inevitably be 
overlaps {children are for' example continually. trying to imitate and 
include certain adult v{ewpoints),yet~t the level~f behavioUr, 
values,sjmbols, games, beliefs and oral traditions, ,there maybe a 
dimension exclusive to the child. 

The Opies are important for they revealt:p.o inadequacies of the 
usual approach. Children, tl1~Y clalm,h,Lwe 11 tradition of their own, 
verses,'and lares which are not'intE?nded for adult ears. T1,lon is the 
child so passive? , English children may learn at school, one, two, 
three, four, five, while uninitiated, Nuer boy,s may learh,from the women 
how to milk, but less is known about Iggy'Oggy, Black Frog~J, Iggy Oggy 
out, or about the ox names which Nuer boys may take tin play but only 
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in imitation of their elders' (Evans-Pri tcharq, 1956:250). If we .
 
look at the rest of' this short passage itr'a:ises a relevant question
 
ahout ox-names amongst' the Nuer, 'Likewise ma~dens may take ox-names
 
from bull calves of the' cows' they milk,btJ,t they are mainly used only
 
between girls tl~emselves·and in the nature ofa game., copyi;ng their
 
brothers : the namElS are short lived.'" Married wom~n use cow-names
 
among themselve~,buthere agaiIi, this is simil:i,tudeand it has none
 
of the significance of the ox-names of men.'.Cop"oi t.:250). Since
 
there is a distinction between the copy-names of boys, girls and
 
women and those names used by men, I wonder whether these may not
 
be interpreted with the pr0posed approach,in'mind. M~y there not be
 
a syinbolic difference in oxen or ,their names for boys:, gir:\.s,and
 

· women? From whomdfd Evans-Pritchard get his information:? Since 
· such symbolic importance' is attached to ·the name of tl1eox in the 
men's conceptual sphere, 'it would. not be. surprising iJ Nuer men'should 
deIiigratethe ox-names of women and children, as mere imitation, 
wi~h no importance attached. The tone of pridepaptured in the 
passage, with con'cern- for mcHe Supremacy and· the dismissal of any 
sign:lfictmce of cattle for women, leads me to think ,that there may 
be other aspects of ox.:values to be found in the belief worldS of 
uninitiated 6hildrenand women. After all Evans-Pritchard ,himself 
says,that 'for all Nuer-men, women, and childr,en.; cattle, are, their 
greatest treasure' (1.959 :2l .8) 

II 

At this point it may be helpfUl to indicate some ,of the ideas on
 
childre~ put forward by the writers mentioned earlier. Surpr.isingly,
 
the concept of childhood itself is mainly left ignored. Yet we have
 
only to follow the history of our own idea of childhood as shown
 
by Ari'es'(1973) to see that the'concept varies w.idely accordingto
 
the particular time or place revealing a differeritawareness of
 
'that particular nature which distinguishes the child from the adult'
 

(Aries, 1973:125). PUbertfmay for example seem an obvious end to 
'childhood but in some societies the psychological aspect may be 

'. unimportant compared to' the cultural aspect, which defines adulthood, 
marked often by a 'rite de passage' at anY''/here ·from age eight to
 
twenty or more •.
 

. I' turn fIrst to the anthropological literature and the '.nineteenth 
century evoiutionists, whose observations on child behaviour ~and thought 
have contributed a popular but misleading view of' primitive thought~ 
The characteristic of children which writers such as,' Spencer and Tylor 
considered most revealiqg about primitive' though t ,was their supposed 
irrationali~i, their ihabilityto reason in'an ,abstract way. Children, 
some argued, ,derive their associations from direc t human experience 
and,thenextend them toPJienomena. They class together ina simple 
andvagu~. way objects or actiomof conspicuous likeness.. For a child, 

· they thought, each objec-t' was not only what itqeemed bU~ was potentially 
something else. Thus children 'attributed life toa straw that:mo'lred 
or thought of a shadow as an entity. Others were less convinced that 
the child confUSed living withnon~living. Spencer, for example, 
saw the child e~dowingits playthings' wi th perSON-aliti~s, speCl.king 
and fondling them as though they were liVing, as not actually believing 
this, but as using deliberate fiction. Though pretending that 
the things are alive the child does not really think so. Were 

. its doll to bite, it would be rio less astoundedthanari adult 
would be. (1882: 145) For Spencer the child is not exactly 

!' 

• 
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~ed but is..ra-tb.ex a.l).1.ayfuldramatiser whe-l]ackiuiL1;he..r.equired 

living-.o1J'jects f ,accepts as t representing them 'non-living onjects f 
(1882: 145). Tylor iseqlla,lJ.y"'l.uicQnvi.nceci.'a~-bQ.ohild'sconfusidn. 
For him, the child does not believe a doll is anything more than it' 
is, but its imagination allows it to treat Has something more. 
'Thus wooden toy-soldiers can be seen as living soldiers 1'1ho are walking 
of themselves when they are pushed about. The shape of the toy is 
of little importance. The toy for Tylor is mainly an assi'tance to 
the child in enablirig it to arrange and develop i tsideas by viorking 
the objects and actiorrs it is acquainted with into a -serles of 
dramatic pictures' (1870:108)., ," 

, " 

As we shall see such discussions of the child are not wholly 
unrelated to mOre recent ideas on their thought. On the other hand, 
the direct compa:rison, or so-called comparison, of child thought l.dth 
prlinitive thought was hardly ~ore than the same type of vaguo classing 
together' of similar items, of ,'Ihich the child was accused. The idea 
which gave credanceto their·writings was the recapitulation theory 
uhich viewed' the development of the individual as an epitome of the 
evolution of the race. The influence of ihisidea has spread l'1'idely 
in the literature on children by educationalists, psychoanalvsts, ' 
psychologists, and arithropOiogists, nmongstsu.ch writers 'as Freud, 

,,Blondel, and the early Piaget. Some modern ,'Iriters on children have 
obviously re,ad this nineteenth",:"century ;literature, seen some super
ficiai similarity bet1ieen the described savage' and the behaviour of 
the children they have observed, and to complete the Circle soine have 
concluded that there must be some truth in the reoapitulation theory. 
Kay, for example ~ writing in 1968 l'1rites ' tan ,infant' school child is 
not just a miniature adult. He is really a modern version 6f primitive 
man : •• theju:nior school child is passing' through all thementnl 
experiences of mankind asb,q'approaches the logical age t (75). Or 
Stephen Ullnianntalkihgabout the primitivenes's of langua~ says 'one 
wonders whether there is not a grain of truth in: the old trecapitulation) 
theory. Certain facts in child psychology and in the history of our 
6vTll 'lariguagese'em to suggest thore is t ,( 1966: 73).. The theory is' 
accepted by Schumaker. He supports an argument about the development 
of the senses with the fact that 'there is an apparent tendency of 
young children to reqapitulate primitive stages of consciousness' 
{1960: 30), and as secondnry support he' quotes von Holzschuher, 'Feelings 
and vdshes flO~I, i:q.thechild, without sharp boundaries into sensations 
and perceptions of 'reality. The 'child lives inhis'mm magicalworld t 
a~d 'remains in the primitive consciousness' and ','Ie conclude that in 
the small child the primitive person rules exclusively'.' viorseley p 

also makes use of the' theory, appealing' to Vygotsky' s 'congeries' 
or 'complex thinking' ztage to understand tGroote Eylandt Totemism' 
(1968: 151)." ' '" " , 

Why should there be such persistence in a schema which has had 
to face much adverse evidence?' One 'explanation - that advocated -by 
LElvi-strauss (1949: ch. 6) ":brings otit't:he idea of the universal 
child, the child of nature. For Levi-Strauss, infant'thou~1t provides 
the resource of 'mental structures and schemes of sociabilit-j' for all 
c'ultures, 'ea~h of which qrmm on certain elements for its own particular 

'model t • Since the child f sexped,.ence has 1;>een less influenced than an
 
aduit's by the particularculture to which he belongs, he presents a
 
more convenient 'point of comparison with foreign customs and attitudes
 
than one t s O'I'l'n. Not only may p:rimi tive thought or behaviour seem
 
childish to the Westerner, but the primitive will be inclined also to
 
compare us with his children. This argument, thougt' at first
 



___appeR.ling.._is.-les~-co:mrincing if~ one doubt;s..t~, ~emise, and the evidence 
.' on which it is bq,seri. ' The:.ohiJxaCte..ri.$&ti'p:nimplicit ,in, Levi-Strauss'
 

,view, thfit human beings_ at, birth p~rj3adypossess an inborn abiEty to
 
control ac:tionsaccording ,to'gene1fi6'ru.les cannot yet:<be proved. "It
 
suggests that particular abilitiAs ohqu.ld not be t:t{ought of as the
 
conseq1.,lencesofE!ocifil interaction but: aspo1;e:qj;:i;al_ly underlying it •
 
A ~lightly .13,1tared v,erslon of, this, vie;\'" sees particula.r a.bilitiesas
 
acquired after bir1;h ;but deri;ved :t;r.om an il}bor~ caJ?ac~tyto ;oonstruct
 

,or create in collaboration with other people; or"as ~hatterp\lts ;i.:t 
I human beings.,.. possess a, natural pOv16r, to construot or ;c;reate in 
interaction '-lith other human beings a p'ersonal power to ,Gontrol the;i.r 
performances in accordance with rules' (1972:1). Thus the abilities 
acquired will be,performedaccord~1g-tq,cultural patt €xns but their 
acquisJtiQn cannot 1;)8 achi~ved in independence: 'j;he help ,is required 
of some other person ,alre,ady pO,ssessing suc.h skiJ,.ls. 

In qccord~nce,wi thhis, prem~se, Levi...Str~usssuPPOris· his point 
with the example of language prattling. jfh<3 variety of soundS which 
can at first be articwat€)d is almost, unlimited" yet each cultwe re
tains only ,lit few. Once the ,selection has been ,made, the unlimited, 
possibilities on [the phqnetic plane are irremediably lost.', Levi
strauss applies this argument directlyto;the.social planeand1,lsing 
obs,ervations made by SusanIsaacs shmfs. hoW thenotiort of recipro'?ity 
derive from a universalneed,.theneed for'i;lecurity; the ne,ad under

, . " . . , ' , " ',,' / ,',' , 

lies the behaviour which is culturally expressed. But Levi-Stra1,l,ss 
ignores the 'possibility that needs ~hemselves.'are iIlterpreiedoulturally, 

,a suitable interpretation if one, accepts thesGcQnd characterisation 
of human be{ngs. ,In this 'view somen~eds, feelings, moods ,intentions 
~tc. may be ~icti~iousr but become meaningful in,t4ecQUrse of ex~ 
changes between the young child and othors ' 'in whio.ho.ne individual 
responds i11M immedia,t'e andunconspious,manner a3 a'result of the 
way he perceives or apprehends the iffimediate and unconsidered reaction 
of t};1eother individv.altohim' (Shotter,1972:J4)~' So....called universal 
feelings, needs etc. may be culturally ,rather tb,an nq.t~ally derived. 
If such were the qase' th~, child' c01.,lld hardly, then be callEd a 'polymorphous 
sO,G~alite' giving access to all mental ,struct~r13s and ,institutional 
schemas. \ . 

, ,A more, .c9nvin,~ing reason for some peo:()leis ac'~eptance of p. , 
,similarity betWeen. child thought and primitive thought is thatgiven 

by, Leach (1966)~ ,It is almost$Utllned 'up by Gide's ph'rase 'The less 
i:p:cellige'nt :tl1e, whi te man is, the more stupid he thinks, t1),e .black' • 
Native thought is ,seen as childis.h ignorance when theac,tions or ideas 
concerned are misinterpreted by the anthropologist. They seem ir 
rational, because not ,explt;l.ined by any' cultural criter,ia, and therefore 
similar to child behaviour, which I might add is likewise often mis~ 
interpreted. ' 

• - ., -' ' -. ;., ~ "- . .' ..,~. .- . . ' ,; ..' ! . ...... 

The IIteratu;re onchlld thoughtln the fleld of anthropology
 
is sparse. If we ,look atwrite,rs iI)" -otheJ;'discip:lines (apart 'from
 

,psychology:), most interestseerns to lie in thepro-blem of whetl;er the
 
child confuses the living with the, non-living, following the int crest
 

, ,shmm by the nineteenth cent'l:lI'ywriters. Durkhe:Lm, for example, follov'18 
,- Spencer and :sees the child's need ,to play ~asso. forceful that to play 

, properly he i~agines a live.per(:lOn I. Gombrich the art theoreticion 
convorts ,the problem to a hObby horse. If the ;child oails a sticlca. 
hobby horsait obviously means nothirigof the kind.' He seQS the child's 
functional needs and the dangers of over~image-makini creati~g the 



minimum and ma.x.imum limits which ,hold on the chiJd'a crg<l.td..vc Dl:;l(Y" . 
in achieving the idea of horseneas. 'The IJl8.in idea is that the hobby 
horse o:v s.tickxts a substitute for'" a hbrse~ 'rhe stick is neither a 
sign signifying the concept of a horse nor is it a po'rir~ii t of an 
individual horse. By its capacity to act as a substitute, the 'stick 
becomes a horse ll1 its own right. The first hobbyhorse was probably, 
says Gombrich, "just a stick which qualified as a horse, because one 
could ride it", or more precisely "the stick viaS that formal aspect ' 
which fulfilled the minimum requirement for the performance of the 
function "(1963:4) • Thus so long as ridir,tgmatteredany .rideable object 
could serve as a horse. The greater the wi~h to ride, the fewer the 
features needed that will do for a horse. But the attempt to exploit 
the minimum leads to dangers, for if the hobby horse becomes too 
lifelike, it might gallop away on its own. In Gombrich. we seethe 
functional explanation of the child's behaviour .ldth a stick or doll. 

Vygotsky gives us a psychological explanation. In 1933 in a 
lecture on play he talks about the relation between meanings and objects. 
At pre..;,school age there first begins a divergence bebieen the fields 
of meaning and vision. "Thought is separated from,objects - a piece 
of wood begins to be a doll and a stick becomes allorse ••• but "it 
is terribly difficult for the child to sever thought (the meaning of 
a word) from object" (1966: 12). Perhaps the best 'tiay to illustrate 
the importance of what Vygotsl~ is saying is to give an example of 
hmi he may help interpret some specific material. Children have 
numerous names for different parts' of the body. At St. Barnabas 
School, where I am doing field work, my own plaits on first appearance 
became within five minutes "ears ll 

, "lugs", "hose-pipe ll 
, "loos". The 

latter I suppose beoause they looked like chains. ' ,Other complon 
names children apply are nob, nut, loaf, bonce, g,ndblock for head; 
mug, dial,phiz for face, vlhile some people according to children. 
have ferret noses, pignoses, jell~ noses, Peggy Parrot noses, cheese 
cutters, Rudolphs (i.e. Red noses). How can'we interpret these? We 
now return to Vygotsky w:p.o ''!rites, "in playa child deals vdth things 
as having meaning. Word meanings replace objects,and thus an emanci
pation of word from objectoccursn • ,He suggests a formulated fraction 
for the structure of human perception which is expressed as: 

Object (nuni.erator) 

Meaning. (denominato~) 

For the child in play ,the ~d~ is the ,central point and "things" are. 
moved from a dominating td a subordinate position,~•• · llhe child con":' 
cent rates on meaning severed from the objects ll Ny plaits, as playful• 

objects to pull, and as "noveltiesll,food for the imagination, thus 
invited a separation from themselves as objects ~nd became endowed with 
several meanings. Faces, noses and heads,usually ordinary objects, 
in certain contexts, or in certain manifestations merit unusual 
epithets. But this is not to say that (out of such contexts) children 
do not k110W the distinction between plaits and ears •. Similarly. then, 
children know the difference between a baby arid a doll or a stick and 
a horse. They have passed the infant stage of intimate fusion between 
word and object in which 'adiver~ence between the meaning fiold and 
the visible field.is impossible· top. cit: 12). But .it is in play,
l' ".. 

in imaginary situations th~t chil~ren mostly r~vea~ spontaneous 
meanings dominating over 6bjo6is. This is~importm1t technically and 
for explanation in the proposod anthropology of children. Young 
children's play, according to Vygotsky must be interpreted with meanings 
being more important than the objects, and action arising from ideas 
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rather th13.!1. things;t"hEL.esta.bl;i,.shment of ~ule.s develop out of this' 
process', but rules are riot inte:S':'al to, ;i;\;, or formulated ..in, advance. 
It is. in play with others that. mearii:ng and ~hings become linkeg. tie 
shall see late,r how this oan help us" understand activity in' the play
ground. 

An old anthropological problem 'is raised for our studies by 
VygQtsky, Piaget and othe rchild psychologists: the quest ion of'different 
modes of thought. Vie now a/?sume that p:drriitives have a similar way of 
thinking tothe'"fest; the difference' is merely a que~tion of balance. 
Hhat about child th;inking? Recent studi"es have concentrated on the 
difference between" child and adult mental processes, but (1) is Child 
thought so different from ours that we can only describe" their speech 
and actions, without comprehending them? . Or, if it is so different t 
may "lie not learn from psychologists and then.proceedJ" 'Or (2) is their 
thought !ike our own but in a different idiom, or (3) should ~le make 
a distinction between ~le thought of children of different age~? 

'. I'!	 ' 

In order to answer these questions, it has been helpful to refer 
to and evaluate for eXample Piaget' s and Isaacs' work on child develop
ment. They each re.veal a ve1:y different piot'uTe of cl+ild thought and 
in turn disagree a,boutthe e'xtent to \1hich child thought resembles 
adult thought. Piaget, to begin \iith, maintains that child thought 
has a different structure from theadl.ilt's. He sees a. child's mental 
capacities developing ,in definite stages, gradually acquiring logical 
competence in such notions as representation or relationship, to 
arrive eventually at a'regulated system of rational thought. .To give 
some impr-essiori of the distillctive \'lorld in 'oIhich Piagetian. children 
appear 'I have invented a conversation between hio piaget-type cr.J.ldren 
aged abci'\lt six.Tll.e outline is created from a real situation at 
st. Barnabas School p~ayground in Oxford~ Arthur is burying stones, 
wrapped' in. sweet papers, in' the sand, and talking to himself, ~lhile 

. . nowl got to bury it a'gain must wrap ,it up. :Hy stones is 

Peter 8its draWing in the sand • . 

Arthur Ct 0 himself) : This is my treasure. Oh , it's fallen out. There 
-

ritade of marbles. That orie 'a all round. 

Peter: (glancing at Arthur's activity) :vlhat' s round? 

Arthur:	 My stones was in the water. r.ly tummy drinks too much water 
and then it gets round. 

Peter:	 Those aren't stones, they're sweeties. I'm going to tell 
Miss~ I'll tell. . 

. ArthUr:'	 That 'snot fair. Don "t tell. Daddy said I can, so you 
can't,ten. They're not sweeties anyway. 

Peter: TheY,are.
 

Arthur: They're not. They're treasures an' they've all got names.
 

Peter: lfui.'l.t if there 1lere' nt no names"?
 

Arthur: 1£ there wer~ tnt no ~10rds it would be hard - you couldn't
 
make nothing ••• (pause) ••• \That's that? You've drawed 

.moons? 
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Peter~ " ,'No,+tw~-eune.
 

Arthur:	 Sunsaren' tlike that -rv1ith that mouth- they're-.round. 
suns have' nt ' got .eye.s..--and.. a 'moUth .it. 

, ', 

Peter: ' Yes they have. ' They can see.
 

Arthur: No they can't- it's only God who can see.
 

Peter: How'd'yau know.
 

'Arthur: ' I 've'always known.' 

Arthur and Peter afe both'inPift.get's pre-operational stage,
 
whichischaractebsedbyits particular explanatory procedure - the
 
lack of an integrated system.
 

'As' you may-notice, reasoning about the stone 's roundness is 
carried out'. 'by ;way of linking two' 'preconc8pts, the roundness of the 
stone and'the roundness of his tummy, both imagistic and, ooncrete; 
concepts lvhichhave no general class and no indj':vidual identity • The 
concepts are like Vygotsky" sunorganised ',congeries' ,where "the heap, 
consisting ofdisparate6bjects grouped together without any, baElis,' 
reveals a diffUse Undirected extension ofthe':meaning of the sign to ' 
inherentl:yunr~la~ed objects li~ed.byc~ncein. i~e Child' p~rce~ti6n.II 

(1962:' 59) 'Th1:S lS a type of thlnkJ.:ng ,whlch asslmllates realJ.ty 1:nto ' 
undifferentiated:schemas. Anything can be joined or combined to- any- " 
thing else in this jumble bag. Thus Arthur links his round stomach ' 
full of water with the stone '\'lhich'isround'also~It;istbesuper
ficialvievl of liroundness il which forms his classificat'ion~' For children 
of this age everything around them ,is 'real arid concrete, nothing can, 
be abstfdct. "ThUS physical objec-!;s'aremadeby man; or look like man: 
the sun has 'eyes and a 'mouth for Peter. They must have since they- ' 
react in physical ways,' (the sun canmov'eand see). _ Piaget sees this 
explanation ofparticipatibnbetween'objElcts in terms of transduction 
and syncretism~ In the children's ideas' on names, -the suri and God, 
we can see concrete" statio images of reality. "Names must be ":real' 
or nothing t'lOuld exist il 

, Rather'than schematize' and, reorder events 
as an adult would in ariargum€iht, Arthur and Peter merely r'tm orl' their 
own realitysequence 'and state their otv!l'point of vietv. "'PThey can see", 
II no they 'can' til. Things are what they appear to beta the cl:lild, so 
immaterial things are materialised:1;mrds 'must be entities 1 suns must 
be able to see - their own 'thoughts ,must have always' existed. The 
whole episode of play must appear as a :reality for the children, from 

-a Piagetian standpoint ~' He is here in agreement with many of those 
nineteenth century writers previously mentibned. " Piaget would argue 
that Peter and Arthur would not clearly distinguish play and reality 
as different cognitive realms possessingdistirict and different 'ground 

, rules'; "becatise i'nboth cases'beliefis arbitrary a:tid,prettymuch' 
destitute of logical reasons. Play is a 'realHJ which the" child is 

, disposed to believe 'in when by himself, just as reallty is a game 
at "Thich he is willing to play vlith the adult and anyone else who 

'believes in itt (Piage~', 1924: 93). ' 
·'.1. . ..~-. . 

How can we evaluate this impression of the child which~Piaget
 
gives us? Is there roallyno distinction for a child of six between
 
play and reality?Vygotsky suggesif;:!i"'that there is. He gives an
 
example Of 'play with an imaginary situation' ,"that of two sisters
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,.(age five and seven) playing at being sisters; that is playing at 
rea.J-i;tY:...The.· d.i.f.:t:e.reno.(jl between play ,and r.6fl.lity beingt.hat in play 
the child tries to bea...s'is:t~~ " Thay.bQtl1,a,c,quire rule:;!,,0f behaviour 
which fit 'sisterly' actions~'Onl.y'actions which fit these rules, 
which emphasise the relationshipa$ sister;s, .a,~eacceptaple to the. 
play situation. Thus they dress themselves alike, they walk about 
holding hands, the elder tell$ the younger about oth~rpeople and 
says 'that is theirs, not ours'. vfhat Piaget misses'in me.king no 
distinction bet~10en play and reali"bJ for YOl.J.ug childll'en~s the element 
of conscious action in play. '~That passes unnoticed by the child ' 
in real life becomes a rule of behaviour . ill play' (Vygotsky, 1966. 10). 
From the above invented conversation we can also see Piaget's over~ , 
riding concern with the child's intellectual capacities and the different 
structure of t:Qcir thougut from that of, the adult~ In co;nt,rast, 
Sw;lan Isaacs. has, argued tha. t the diff~rencebeti'1eenichLLd.thougl1.t '~d 
adult thought is merely a matter of experj,el1ce,degreenot kind. She. ", 
directly critises Piaget saying that • the untra'ined, Undisciplined, 
and ignoriint mind is, .of course,. ,ego...qentr:i,.9, precau,sal anq. magical 
in propqrtio~ to its ignorance ap,c;i lacl,cof disQipliri~' (i930t';94'). 
It is ego-Cel1 triQ peoause of' it,s ignorance, 8J1d ;not viee V,ersa. , 
Ise;acs, alsQsays the, cw'ld c?-n .be· ea,sily' pushed backi;nto 'the realm. of 
p,hantasy anc;l~go-centriqity .wh~n asked ,cert~n quest io~s ,.promptedb,y 
the adult. ~Jiththese,severeicriticisms,.:i;l:1m~nd.it i,~ difficult not 
to,a.,ccept her view that cbild:re,n' stb;ougl!t, :Li:ino~',so'cl,if±:e,r(3nt from 

.adult . thought; espe,c:;i;al1y when.-seen';against the 'background of hoI' two 
excellent books; (1930 and 1933). Piaget's preoccupationi'1ith :Lnt~liectual 
capacities ~nd:thei:r. devE}!Rpmentis a, signi,fiqant l:i,mitld3ionto ,9:l};y . 
contribution"h,lf;mig~t make to~I)., anth:rroP910gv ,of children. ' This is 
espec;i,allytrue .in te:r;ms, 9f the,:ch,ild 9verabout e~ght,. :wW:. foptUS an 
integrated sys·~el.ll,:which J:>iaget sees asastruct1..l;re wifhdefinite 
logical and mai;hematical"propertie,s.;F1IDction aIldcontent aimost , 
dipappear and, sq too the po~sibility' of mUCh. comI?reh~r,lsion, 'pi.aget 
can,thus" ,be of· liti;leheJ,p in" analysing the Op~es as ?-',llleans of 
ac,cess to.children, ,since the ages ,of the children areabq,utnine to, 
fourtee,nt ,~and their,.rhymes, spont,al1eoW:'! games" and verbal-exchanges are 
out::lip.e his range of ~tuc;iy;'these stageS of dev:e,lopment naturally: ,." . 
coP.QE!I1l only the chiid's.,ip.tellectua1 act.ivit~es (dra''1:tngs, constru,ctive 
games, ~ithmetic, etc~) .It ,goesvl:i,. t1wv.t say!~ that i.n outdoorg8.l11e,s 
the pro1:)lem.is a,completelydifferept,one'(1926: 4?). This is nat to 

. say that P±§l.get "qan be, ofnouae ,in,()tl:J.er approaql:J.es W3ed ,to,:tmderstand 
the child. An anthropoJ-ogy of chi:Lcir,ep. jTlust hOiveVer bl;) m<Dre con,cerned 
with content already for~U:LatedWithin th,ea:L;r~ady ex~sting culture, 
and piage1;, ,especially in, hi~ eal'.11y,llcontep.tll pooks, aims I~not at . 
exaT!liningideas but at se~inghow' theiridea:;l p.reformeq. in respon$e, 
to 9@.riain questipns, and principally in what d~r~ctiontheir spontaneous 
attitude' ()f mind tends ,to ,lead the,m' (1949: 123).., ..' ' ,',: 

-r, .. 
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.experience. 

lIe might perha-ps.-..lir.lk the works of Piaget and Le'vi-8trauas as 
a means to understand cbjlQ thought. There seem to be ~ aspe.et~ 
of mythica,l thinking 1.zhich lie close_t-o--aspects o-f.child think;ng../--
I stress only some. I am not-"GCDlA..t:i.n.e m.Ythical and child.. thought .... 
Following Lon~rgan, vIe might call tl-iis a symbolic mentaJ.ity, which 
is present in all men, and which has 'its own quasi logic, its own 
method of explanation, all of which are con~atural to the psychic and 
sensitive level in man (quoted in Barden, 1966: 38). We might, for 
example, bear in mind 'magical thinking, which postulates a complete 
and all-embracing determinism, when looking at elements of childish 
thoyght, such as their need for justification at any price. 'This 
logical or pre-logical law leads them into a certain determinism, since 
it is probablY,owing to it that the idea of chance is absent from the 
mentality of the child' (op. cit: 40). We might also bear in mind the 
bricoleur who fits togetl1er anything at hm1d, when trying to understand 
the young child who assimilates everything into the structure he has 
already made. 

III 

In the first sections of this paper I have tried to indicate the 
lack of anthropological literature on children's values, beliefs and 
social behaviour, and to suggest a possible model for including them 
in anthropological viewpoints of society. Then I looked at some parti
cular writers' perspectives on children ill1d discussed the problem of 
child thought. NOvi I hope to give some empi::bcal support to two of 
these notions; that children may have &11 autonomous world, independent 
to some extent of the worlds of adults; and secondly that children's 
thoughts and social behaviour may not be totally incomprehensible to 
adults, so long as we do not try to interpret them in adult terms. 

The material used in this section is drawn mainly from the Opie 
books (1959 and 1969) and from my Ovll1 observations in St. Barnabas 
School playground. 

In the playground, the children rffi1ging from about five years 
old to ten, naturally spend most of their time playing. To an adult 
outsider the first impression is one of screaming chaos, restrained 
only by brick walls and a door separating the two play arem,s, though 
these too seem to exude scrambling 9hildren. None of the physical 
objects of the environment offer their usual protective safety; even 
the-benches vihich might· provide a sedate adult corner are upturned. 
As an outsider one either stands nakedly in the midst of a volloy of 
gunfire, retires clinging to the walls surrounded by young hands and 
arms claiming attention or one bravely falls on. the ground dead joining 
into the playful warfare. I was soon made aware that the bio-physical 
enVironment constituted the main equipment for the apparent confusion 
and anarchy; important equipment also for communication, as I later 
found out. The environment has no idiosyncratic meaning at the level 
of play; the objects, inclUding theu' own bodies, are at the mercy of 
the realm of their imagination. Thus the benches, the main door 
leading into the ground, the door diViding the two play areas, a pot 
of sand, some stairs leading dO~i11 to a shed, two drains in the middle 
of one play area and the children themselves, especially their hands, 



arms, fingers and feet all show immense potential for possible play.
 
Each object will acqlure moaning or value through its relative position
 
with other objects or the specific context. Thus the two drains have
 
value in races :i:i;I. eo fur as they present different poss ible starting
 

. places. '1'he little ones use the drain nearest the wall, the older ones 
use the further one • With this vim'l in mind, st. Barnabas playground 
begins to appear at odds with any values which might be applied by an 
adult visitor. There are two benches. These are however the boxing
ring. This is made explicit by the two up-turned benches placed at 
right-angles against one of the brick 1valls. Inside it one boy is 
holding up a clenched fist 1"1hile the second strikes the knuckles 
before the first can avoid the lillavy blow: several other boys cheer 
but no-one outside the ring shouts for fear of being dragged in as a 
participant. Physical endurance is the necessaI"J conformity to this 
game. As one boy explained, 'you mustn' t give in- .tY.he f;i.r:::;;t to"cry 
is a baby~ The children's'values indicate the conte*tin whIch the 
boxing is to be understood. Bravery and endurance are here esteemed 
and these are soon made manifest in tl1e bleeding knuckles. On another 
day, the benches take on the meaning of the basic structure for a house 
and the greatest value for the childl~n is the pleasure of actually 
making the 'house', the gathering of jackets and bits of wood or 
anything else at hand to make the benches domestic. These same benches 
may provide the equipment for whatever is valued at that moment, 
whether horses or hospitals. This same pattern continues - the door 
between the two play areas in certain relationship to the two platforms 
on either si de is valued as a EWing over a dangerous:. moe:t, whilst on other 
days the two platforms alone represent the distance between teacher 
and pupils; the walls are castles for a king to sit upon, or 'safety' 
in a game of 'chase'. The hands of several childr<;ll1 in a ring represent 
a decision, whilst several hands joined together can be understood as 
the making of a bargain. There is much detail which I have left out 
for the sake of brevity, but what I have been concerned to show is 
that the environment of the playground may be viewed in terms of a 
meaningful system, 1'1hich reveals a structure of great range. 'rhe 
objects of the environment are incorporated into play not for wbat 
they are in themselves but for the meaning given them. But as Gombrich 
points out (See part II of this paper) the objects have to qualify 
(1963: 4). 

The contexts which define the meanings of the environment are 
the imaginary situations agreed upon by the group. It seems that 
certain sitoot ions are played so ofte:.... ·:~hat children lmow certain rules 
which the behaviour should adhere to. They all know that in 'warfare' 
you aim your machine gun at others, 'but occasiolJallY"',yqu Til.ust fall 
dOiim dead for a i'lhile and'then get up and continue as befo:roe. You 
must Imow the minimum correct procedure or you are not playing correctly. 
I found myself rebul{ed for 'running somebody over'. We were playin~ 

army trucks (i.e. sitting on one upturned bench in front of anothor). 
Benji was driving while I was one of the passengers. Hhen Benji vms 
shot and fell out .of the truck, I said I \VQuld drive and took over the 
wheel. Benji most indignantly cried out that I would run him over if 
I continued driving. Of course he was right, he was lying in front of 
the bench. One must Imow the criteriaappropriato for the pla;y-, but 
there is nothing absolute about them. As for the two sisters playing 
at being sisters, the rules of real lifo which pass unnoticed in every
day life become overtly emphasised amongst children in the playground. 
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In \7'er~.ll exchanges there. is the S8Jllfa oOl1lbination of mental 
imagination 'fith certi:1-in agreed oonstraints which may be exercised 
lIThen interacting with others. For example in certain play., ma:irl.ly 
energetic chasing games or duelling games, the value of brave:r.y and 
persistence is pre-eminent. For someone who tries to oDt out, who 
lacks the necessary resolution, the recognised solution is the jeer 
'cowardy, cowardy, custard, can't eat bread and mustard'. There may 
be variations (such §LS-}.s.c~~edy, scaredy, scarecrow'), but the meaning 
is fixed in the tUl1e:ftP-:t.J: The meaning of persistence and;0 

bravery does, hOHever,·toleratean amount of sympathY and repri'ENe so 
long as it is performed in the appropriate manner, with the accepted 
'truce' term of the area. As the Opies found out, to ask for mercy 
with the right word is not 'giving in', 'before we ourselves appreciated 
that children were sensitive to the difference between making a truce 
and surrendering, we were puzzled by the nuraber of boys who doclared 
stoutly (and correctly) that they had no tGrm for giving in'. Opio 
and OpiG, 1959: 142). The implication in a truce term is tempora:r.y 
relief, whereas .. to surreptitiously leave the game or to blatantly opt 
out is to provoke the customary jeer. 

Children, however, can rareiy explain why they perform certain 
other prGscriptive actions, especially those involving specific beliefs. 
For eXaDlple they claim that 'If you say that somethlllg nice is going 
to happen, you must either touch wood or your head'. Such sayings 
make sense only when thGY have' been taken to pieces and the ir parts 
analysGd in tarInS of other sayings or an already familiar piece of 
knowledge. To understand this particuiar saying we have to know that: 

(1)	 a fool is categorised by children as a blocld1ead, that is .
 
his head is likened to the denseness of wood.
 

that as a joke, when saying tltouch Vioodll , chilclren will touch 
the head of a friend or a notorious dunce or their mrn head in 
self-deprecation, and 

(3)	 that we must touch wood. But 1Jfhy must we tOl.lCh ''food? To 
explain this we must look at other sayings, for example "If 
you see an ambulance you must touch wood or you will have bad 
luck". Here we see that wood is considered lucky. Perhaps 
this is because touching something hard concretizes the abstract. 
Luck is insubstantial, whereas wood is substantial. Touching 
wood is literally bringing the luck down to earth. But does 
this meaning of 'wood' fit into other children's sayings? 
"Touch \fOod, no returns". The meaning seems to fit in this 
case, for if luck is brought· to hand and materialised, i-c can't 
get back at anyone in any unlucky form. 

"Touch wood, no good,
 
Touch ir on,_ rely onll 

•
 

This denial of the force of wood to negate tho abstract nature of luck 
merely reinforces the concrete catego~J - iron being harder is even 
more effective in giving substance to luck; wood is just not as good. 

ITTouch'wood andwhistle Tl • This is used in the context of bargain
making. An explanation for this is tlron that:- touching the wood 
materialises luck onto one's o"m side of the bargain, v.Thilst the 
\vhistling is perhaps for support, though \W should refer to other 
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sayings to find its value	 for children. By this tJrJ?e of analysis a, 
considerable nttInOe~-O'!"chiJ,.drGn'S values maybe dra~m up. Concepts 

-whj.ch have one meaning int11'e adultsphei'e begin to possess a different 
vaiue.for-'ohildren. ' tl10ther' is held in respect, almost a s~>inbol of 
truth; oloSGly connected w'ith a child's idea of honour'; the colours 
white,black and green dominate and act as antidotes or dangers depend
ing on the 'context; backs of objects are devious ~ndpolluting; concepts 
proliferate in connectiol1'tdth food, animals and parts of the body; 
touching develops almost magic powor in its' effect; spitting represents 
separation; clothing takes on anew significance though I am not sure 
hO'l'1 this workS, wh;y' for 'example is touching collars an antidote to bad 
luck? ' 

In this last part of the paper I have tried to' demonstrate that 
childro:q. (10 reveal a segment of the society's stock of beliefs, values 
and sodial interaction, 'I'1hioh is exclusive to them; and that we Olin begin 
to understan,dchildren by observing' and listening to them and then 
interpreting the material collected vlith various methods in minch 
There is then porhaps here tho'be~innings'of an anthropology of children 
to be extended by, for example (1) elaborating the idea of a semantic 
system 'I'1hich deponds not only on speech but 'on the bio-ph;}Tsical en
vironment, (2) by constructing SOUle lq.l?-d of formal list of analytical 
notions concerning ir1aysof thinking applicable to the child, such as 
magical thought; the,drive for order, metynomy, compiled from such 
't'l'riters as Levi-Strauss, Piaget, Vy'gotsky, or de Saussure, ()) by 
analysing children's sayings, (4) by examining their oral traditions, 
their games and their other playground activities and 'the' values under
lyingthem, or (5) by anal~sing children's draWings, su?h as those 
collected by de Bono (1972). I am sttre tllttt other meanS and methods 
of interpretation will gradually Gmorgo as mO:I~e observation of children 
is undertaken. Thore is nothing more difficult than trying to ask the 
right qUGstions of a subjoct about which ~ittle is known. But I 
suggest that children have much to offer. Nale models of society alone 
are not sufficient to represent a society~ or toroveal its meaning; 
we may aohieve new insights if other dimensiolw of society are considered. 
Should there not then be an anthropology of children? 

Charlotte Hardman 
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Tristes Tropes: Lev~-Strauss and the 

impoverishment of metaphor 

The logical level (of a metaphor) is reached by
 
semantic· impoverishment (Levi-Strauss, m,l 105).
 

IIThen logics die,
 
The secret of the soil grOt-TS through the eye,
 
And blodd jumps in the SlUl.
 

(Dylan Thomas, "Light breaks l';here no sun shines ll ). 

There is a nature, saidvlallaceStevens, that absorbs the mixedness 
of metaphors. Suc~ a temperament is not characteristic of our academic 
tradition. We do not, with bland passivity, soak up statements like 
"tw"ins are birds" or Ilshamans are jaguars" but instead find them 
intriguing puzzles to be explored and analyzed. We want to mm{e sense 
of the initial obscurity; to restore rationality" to what is apparent 
nonsense; to disCover the p.idden logic in \~hat appears absurd. vle 
feel that to understand figurative language we must be able to para
phraseit 1 to, up.pack it" to translate it into literal discourse. 
Understanding therefore beoomes assooiated t-Tith what we describe as 
"literal" and oonversely, what we cltll "metaphorical" becomes suspect. 
\Vhen Evans-Pritohard (1956) in one of the most illuminating studies of 
a primitive religion in anthropological literature, wrote that the Nuer 
usually talk about their religion in poetic metaphors, he was accused 
of relying on a "non":'explanatory notion": . 

If any piece of literal nonsense can be taken metaphorically 
then anthropology rapidly becomes impossible ••• Literal 
sense is as important to the temple as it is to the market 

'place (Hollis, 1970, 223; 237).. . 

Figurative langui1§1e seems to bring sense into disrepute; metaphor 
seems to be wrong; and if we allow our suspicions to solidify, we 
soon turn to that idiom which describes metaphor as an abuse and dis
location of language, constituting' an offence "agains t the exigenc.ies 
of logic. In this extremity it becomes that notion "which has scandal
ized philosophers, including both scholastics and semioticists" 
(Percy, 1958,8~). . 

Were allp~zzle~ to turn so eaSi~ in~o scandals, anthropology 
"liould just as rapidly become impossible. \Vhen we encounter those.
aspects of "10. pensee sauvage" that appear to abuse our canons of 
sense and.logicality, we prefer to respond with caution, looking for a 
way to resolve the outrage. And it would be generally agreed, 
certainly in the popular imagination, that L~vi-Strauss has been one 
of the leaders in teaching such tolerance. A recent editorial in 
The Times states that his most sympathetic achievement has boen ••• 

c ' .: • 

to question unremittingly the assumed superiority of 
Western lo~ic arid rationalism over the mental systems of 
(primitive) peoples.· (~1a'y 26. 1973). 

It is held that Tote.mism and The Savage NinCi, revealed the "logic" of 
primi tive classification and associative thought processes which had 
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p~e-viously proved h'lffline and d~"IToid o~ any ratio:r:n1 ~ty. Tl1e r1y:!;hc;>lQSi9..u.§l? 
discovered, beneath the [LlJIJM.t'0nt absurdlty of AmerJ.lldlan miUi, 1'1lffiiErt'f 
logical armatures, shoHing that myt,holQGie~ll. thought' is indeed determined 
and controlled by structuring principles. These arG~Artainly intriguing 
claims. Furthermore, since Levi-Strauss has a strong strain of semiology 
in his intellectual pedigree, and since he constantly stresses the 
metaphorical character of his material, it seems there could be no-one 
better able to dispel the sca..l1dal of the latter ~ It v,ill be recalled 
that be'sides resting on a logic of opposit-ionS, the institution of 
totemism is also I'w.etapho:dcal" in character (T. 95); Similarly~ ,v,hile 
the Mythologigues discovers logical armatures, myth is considered a . 
"metaphorical genre" (liN 607) 0 It is held that meta-phor is a fundamental 
mode of lan~uage (To 175); that it purifies and restores language to 
its original nature (RC 339); and above all that 

••• metaphors are based on an intutive sense of the logical 
relnt ions beh"een one realm and other realms (nc 339) 0 

The broad claims made for the structural metho d are indeed 
excitlngand invite critical commentary and evaluation. But an 
examination of the notion of "structure rl arid a discussion of tbe status 
of the various "logiques" (concrete logic, the logic of totemic classi
fication, and, of course, "mytho-logicn ) is beyond the scope of this 
paper. I \'Tan t to look at Levi-Strauss' use of· l'metaphor ll firstly because 
it give:; an opportUl'lity to look at the metaphor/metonym distinction 
vrl~ich COIT~entators usually gloss over in an offhand manner, typically 
describing it as "that important distinction borrovled from linguistics", 
and secondly, because I feel that structural amlysis,in its insistence 
on. the subordination of metal')hor to logic, demonstrates a, singnla.rly 
unhelpful approach to the interpretation and understanding of modes of 
discourse. This will lead to some general observations on the traditional 
distinction'between the metaphorical and the literal, "Ther'e, it seems 
to me, the difficulties lie more 'ili th our entrenched assumptions re
garding the second term rather than :~'iith our misgivings about the first. 

*"* * 
In the concluding pages of Totem~ Ltvi~trauss adduces Rousseau 

as a precursor of his mVll views, attributing tbhim' the "extraordinarily 
modern view" of the passage from nature to culture ·based on "the 
emergence of a logic operating by means of binary oppositions ll (T 175) 0 

Coincident vIi th the birth of the intellect and the emergence of this 
logic was the appearance of laDoouage ..- "the first manifestations of 
symbolism;: - Which, in its original stateJ must have been figurative: 

As emotions wore the first motives which induced, men to 
speak, his firstutterilnces were tropes. Figurative 
language was the first to be born, prOper meanings were the 
last to be found. Things vlcre called by their trne name only 
when they nere seen in their true form.. The first speech vms 
all in poetry; reasoning was thought of only long afterwards. 
(Rousseau, 1783, quoted T.175) • . 

Since "tropes II , "figurative language", and IIpoetry" can all be sub
SUllied under the term "metaphor", L6vi-Strauss finds in Rousseau a 
clear presage of his own view: 



Metaphor, the role of:which in totemism.we have repeated4Y 
underlined, is not a later .embellj shmon-b of language but 
one of its f'Undamental modes. P laced by Rousseau on the 
same plane as .oppositiol1J it const:Ltutes,on the same ground., 

. a p~imary fOl'ill of discursive thought. .(T. 175). 

But in Levi-Strauss' vie~v, as indicated above , it is I).otjust the case 
that metaphor ,and logic are lion the same' plane'll :'I;h8 first is subordinate 
to an.d depends on the second. And just as in the. analysis of myth 
the truth of a myth doe.s not lie in any special content but in Illogical 
relations which are devoid ofcontent"(RC 240),' so we ex-plain a metaphor 
by revealing its logic,subjecting it to a process of Mllumtic i+n,;;;..' 
poverishment . (sr·1105). ." . . . . _ 

It is a peculiar thesis. Logic and metaphor have seldom been
 
comfortable partners. The difficulties in the un~erst9nding and in

terpretation of metaphor and figurative language have usually concerned
 
questions of semantic richness, of ambiguity, of condensation arid
 
complexity of meaning. ~1hat sort of explanation is this where 'the
 
stark regimen ofa logic deprived of meaningtriumphs over the semantic
 

. anarchy of metaphor? The literary tradition miGht call it 11 RamisDl with 
a Freudian twist ll • Peter Ramus (1515-1572) held that since the laws 
of logic were the laws of thought, poetry, being rational discourse, was 
grounded in logic. Therefore the poet must J1se logic in the construc
tion of' his metaphors. . 

It meant that they were to learn to do this from the. 
discipline to which 11amus said it properly belonged: 
dialecti~. Awareness of process might vary, but given 
the structur,eofmanfs mind, there ,vas but one ~va"Y-to "irrv<;!nt ll 

or think out what one wished ,to s~y - logically, and but one 
way to dispose of thought - reasonably (Tuve; 1947, 340). 

. . 

It is odd that this vier'. should be resuscitat~dby L<4vi~trauss,
 
complete llith the structuralist13 interest in ilfundamental structures
 
of the mind", but refurbished in a new post-li'reudian guise, adding
 
that the laws of thought are unconscious (e.g. SA 33) ~ thereby con

stituting a sUblimal R1lIllisticinstruction manual~ , 'Ie might ask~ there

fore, whether L~vi-Strauss' use of the term "metaphor it might not be some

what idiosyncratic.
 

From Totemism onwards the term almost always appears inqpposition 
to tlmeton;ym" ,a usage which seeJJS diffioult to justify. by refe:cence to 
any tradition in, rhetoric,literary criticism, or philosophy, its sale 
authority being Jakobsonts essay on t~o kinds of aphasia, included as 
Part 2 of FUl1da:mentals of :Lan,gue~ (Jakobson and Halle, 1956, 55-82).

I .. ,
Levi-Strauss uses the terms jQ th such assurance that it ",ould appear
 
we are being offered a rigorous analytical, distinction, but, since no
 
definitions are offered i tis necessary to go bac~( to the source to
 
understan.d ,\That is being implied. .
 

Having previously establispedth.at th~ lil~ui$tic sign involves
 
two modes of arrangement, (i) combination (cf. E5aussurian syntagms)
 
and (ii) selection (cf. Saussurian associations and. H-g:elmslev's
 
paradigmatic series), Jakobson applies tllesetermsto distinguish two
 
lcinds of aphasic disorder. Since ~mbination, follovring Saussure,
 
ilis based on two or several terms jointly present in an actual series",
 
the constituent signs are in a relation of contiguity (61). Tnus, in
 
the first type of aphasia the ability to combine words may be preserved,
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~c:f;ivas aruLallxjl j aries being. part.icuJ.a.:dyproneto survive, whiJ.J3 
"specific nouns are replaced by vague ones ] j lee- f"things.'.!...:.o.r:,..l!.daing.s-it. 
This .J.B.kobson c8,Us ..~LEGrr..TONJ)F.FJCJF,.NCY. 

, Selecti'on "connects terms 'in .absent;jFt~ as, Dlembe~s of a _virtual 
mp.emonic seriesn (61), the signs being in ~ __ rel.tlt;ionahipofs;.IDjJpri tv.. 
Thus it1 the. oppositet;ype of aphasia, ,lords ,'1ith p'Lu~elygra.lIlmatical 

functipn~ - conjunctions, prepositions, ,pronouns, articles - are the 
first todisapPElar an,d only kernelsubjt;lct Hords (the first. to be 

,affectE)d in the,otb,er i;ype) are retained":,:, Tliio can be calledCOEBINATION 
DEFICIENCY. - ' 

-Put in this vray the argument _is clear, but the f'L~l'th.,qr eX9,ml:lles 
of the disorders are difficult to undo:pstand. IIi'SELECTION DEFICIENCY, 
although specific nouns tend to be replaced by vague ones, the "gift 
for combination: may neve,rtheless be p;reserved", tl1e 8ubj ect perhaps 
prod,uqing tlle wor<l ilfork" fop ~'kn:ifeu, "ti-ble ll for "lamp, I' Bsmoke" for 
"pipe" 9 "dead"for "black". FollQ'\'ling Goldstein, this is characterized 
as "grasping" the 1"lOrds in their literal meanin~!, but fa;i,ling to under
stand the metapho:dcal cha.racter of the samewords il (69). Thus: 

-- From the tvTO pola.r figures of speech, metaphor and metonym, 
the latter, based on contiguity, is widely employed by 
aphasics whose selective capacities have been affected (69) • 

., , . .~ 

Selection deficiencJT therefore uses metonym and can be calledJSniILARITY 
DISOIlD;JR. 

In combin~tion deficienpy, where specific words survive at tile 
expense of the connectives, "to say 'what a thing is, becomes to say 
I'lhat it is like,", for example, ."::'1pyglass~' for "microscope 11 , llfire" for 
"gaslight tl • On ,the authority of a fevT articles written in-~li.e 1860's 
and first published in Bra.i!!, 1915, these idellt ificat ~ons can be 
called "metaphoricl!. 1'hus combination deficiency ~ metaphor, and 
can be called CO~'IGUITY DISORDER. 

The following terms have now been incorporated into the oPFceition: 

(a) selection deficiency" (b) combination deficiency 
connectives survive subject words survive 
metonymic metaphoric 
,similari ty disorder contiguity disorder 

but the propriety ·of the .1asttvTo l:lairs is suspect. If vve look at· 
the examples ofmetonym in similarity disorder vl'e find (a) that they 
are subject vl'Ords,and'(b) that they could just as\lell °be described 
as "saying 'i"l'hat a thing is, be,comes saying What i.t is like 11 , since 
all that is meant by "lil::e i

' in the metaphoric context is "associated 
with". ~re might just as well claim from the examples given that the 
subject was suffering from co:p.tiguity disorder. The.production of; 
Hforkil for "knife II , and "spyglass" for ilmicroscope" seem to indicate 
the same disorder rather than the distinction that in one case specific 
nouns are lost while in the other the aUXiliary connectives disappear. 
Similarly, if vTe look at the examples of metaphol' in contiguity disorder 
vve might juso~ as well say that the subj ect "fails to understand the 
metaphoric cha.racter'''of the vfOrds he is usil)g', and suggest he "ras 
suffering from similarity disorder. 
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. These last oppositions arebr.'\th S1Wer£lous. " It is aQJuiO',fle~d'
 
that'the distinction simila.rity/cC')'ytig\.dty is 1Jtln·Qw~a. from Frazerls
 
description of homeopathic andc0ntagious 'rites,andit' seems nothing
 
is gained by trying to rel~te tl~m tp the linguistic principles of
 
combination and selectionof' units. There is also no·.'j'ustification
 
for rnetonym being taken as the "polar opposite figure" of metaphor.
 
If anything :Lt' is a particular kind of metaphor. One should sa:\T that
 
the Class ifi'cations of figures of speech produced by classical rhetoric
 
are of little l~e as analytical, terms in 'the stu~of langUage and
 

"thought. Yet Jakobson goes' dn' 'toconflate both oppositionStmder the 
Saussurian distinction syntagmatic!pardigmatict thus metoDXIDisthe 
contiguity of two distinctive featl~es of language (the characteristic 

, of prose)w: metaphor is based on the substitution of one distinctive 
~eature of language for another (tl~' characteristic of poetry) (76-82). 

vn1ile it was an interesting insight:to apply the original ' 
distinction (coffibination/seiection) to t~lO types of aphasia. the following 
accumulation of opposition 'after opposition into that dist inction 
makes the argument obscure and leads to an unnecessary confu.sion of 
terminology~ The argumel1:t does, however; make some~.rhat cleareJ::' Levi
Strauss f use of the metaphor/meto~TJll distinction, which is taken to 
imply the entire set of JakobSon's oppositions' and a' few more besides. 

. Its first use occurs in Totemismin considering the Ojibw'a myth 
(T. 87-88), which shows that there can be no direct relation based
 
on CONTIGUITY betvTeen man and 'l;otem (since the god looked at the man
 
and the man died). The relaJeionship must be Ilmaskedo (th..egod't'TOre a
 
veil) and is thus metaphorical. Similarly, the Tikopia evidence
 
shows that contigt.dty between gods (in tl1B fom. of men) and totems
 

. " , 

••• is contrary -Go the spirit of the institution: the totem 
becomes such only on condit ion that it' n rst be set apart 
(T. 95). 

Totemism is therefore held to be metaphoricai not metonymical. 

In the first use of the opposition we can no·Ge its imprecision.
 
There is no justification in the Tikopia myth for the totems being
 
said to be "set apart II from men. The contrary is the case: the god
 
lets fall the toterllic vegetables and ..!ll§ll succeed, iriretaining them.
 
Uhy might vTe not say that among the Tikopia contiguityj], the spirit of
 
the institution? The rather convoluted argUment vTe must accept consists
 
of the followine steps: (a) the Ojibwa god's being veiled and the
 
Tikopia l?'0d dropping the vegetable totem bothconstitu·te llsetting
 
apart"; :( b) ,"se"cting apart" is the opposite of "contiguity"; (c)
 
(c) "contiguity" is the characteristic of "m~tonymn; (d) the opposite
 
of metonym is Ilmetaphor"; (e) thus, totemism is metaphorical.
 

This established, the- same pair of oppositions - contiguity/
 
resemblance ,metonym/metaphor - can also be seen to dist;i;ngu.ish
 
totemlsm and religion. It would be'tedious to rehearse another
 
similar argument, but briefly, the di fficulty is that in Tikopia
 
thought the four, important vegetable foods are held to be sacred
 
because they represerl;tthe four gods (the totemic relation), -but
 
there is the further complication that the gods are believed to be
 
fish (the religious relation) (T. 95). ;rhemetaphorical charact~ of
 
the totemic relationship is therefore confirDli2ld againSt the metonymical
 



religioUs re:.lati.onship. 

There is one further opposition to be incorporated: since the
 
Tikopia god is believed to enter the animal only intermittently, and
 
since that god is permanentlyrepreaented by tl~ vegetable,
 

••• one' might almost . say that metonymy corresponds to the 
order·of events,' metaphor to the order of structure. (T.95-6) 

A footnote refersustdJakobson and Halle. 

From this point on, metaphor andmetonym become a familiar part 
of the analyticai vocabulary. : .Among the more notable examples is the 
discussion of the lace collar in Clouet's painting (SN 24--5) where 
science is described as metonymical, art as meta~horical•.Totemism 
and sacrifice are distinguished in the same way (SM 224-227). The 
opposition is foUnd useful at var;ti.ous points in the l1Y;thologigues, 
for example, 1n the analysis of I'll 149a where at one point in the myth 
;jhe vultures cover the hero with excrement, and later the hero 
visits their village to be seduced by their daughters. The hel'0 is 
said to be "conjoined to the ni.etonymical ordure of the vultures (they 
produce it)" and later is said to return to that ordure 'lmetaphoricallyll 
in allowing himself to be sedudedby their daugnters (ONT .113-4). 

Finally, almost ten years after its first appearance, thedistinc
tion is still accruing oppositions. In the "Finale n , metaphor and 
metonym disti.rle,O'llish the genres of myth and ritual. Ritual is metonymical. 
Itta..kes each relative tot'ali t'lJ and breaks it down into its parts. 
Each part then constitutes another totality which in its turn is broken 
down and the process goes on, producing the infinitesimal oppositions 
which we find iii rituai discourse. Ritual decomposes the sYntagm, 

.'.	 breaking up the' cultural ordeit'; pJ:,oduces confusion; . suppresses difference 
tries to create the continuous; and moves towards· nature. . T<wthis 
metaphorical. rt subsumes individualit±esunder the paradigm. Thus 
concrete details are at the sa!ne time :r:educed andehlarged: ri;)9.uced 
in number but' enlarged by their incorporation" in' the 'paradigm. Myth 
makes distin9tions, oontFastSt and op~ositions, creates the dis
continuous and-moves towards culture tHN 607-608). .' . 

There seem to be no limits to vIhat can 'be incorporated into this
 
bundle of oppositions; but leoldng over:thegroundcovered, vIe can
 
reconstitute the follOWing group.
 

~1etaphor	 r.1etonym 
resemblance contigledty
 
paradigmatic syntagr!iat ic .
 
classification (into paracfigm) segmentation (of syntagm)
 
selection (from paradigm) . combinat ion,( int 0 syntagm)
 
structure event
 
synchronic d:j,!lclu;:qni9.
 
poetry prose
 
art science'
 

·totemism religion.and sacrifice
 
. myth ' ritual
 
discontinuous continuous·
 
order disorder
 
culture nature.
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A table like./:l.~-tra1;es an irritating characteristic 'of,~he 
'fl1n-ucturalist method "lhich conseCl'S;te.s imprecision and vagueness of 
terminology as a. methodologicl;ll, pr}..ll,ciple. * Having .made the original 
distinction bet~'1e~n metaphor and metQ:nyrn, instead ,of the perpe,tual 
attempt at a more lJrecise definition of the terms" tl;le development of 
the idea consists only in the accretion to the first distinction of an 
indefinite,. number of increMing1y vague, reflections of' Xl;l~solitary 

principJ,ethatwas given as a definitiOnQf the, distinctiOl1 in the 
first place: opposition. That is to say, it is originally stated that 
metaphor and metonym are ltopposi te fig1,lres", but·if 1'1,8 ask \'!hat i~ 

meant by each term and why they are in opposition, we h~ve no further 
information other than the list 'Of oppos~tions which :they oharacterize. 
The result issirp.ply to triviaJ,ize tile"original distinctiQn and invite 
the "cQnclusion that, we ar~deaJ,.ingwit4 no more than an ~dle, obscurantist 

" jargon. 

" "," The only tv-Tist of complexity in the :teI'Il1$is that it is tlle
 
metaphor column that is, the markedly II struc tural ll ~id€!., Diachrony in
 
Sauss'U.rian linguist ics ,il;! subordinl;l.te to synchrony· as the syntagrn is
 
,to the paradigm." Structure takes precedence ove.,: .eyent; while '.
 
"totemism,· classifiCation, myth,and culture~' is an tipposi te summary
 
of Lavi-Strausa ' latElr work (ritual bemgconfil}ed,to a,:few:·occasional
 
essays). ire might also recall that totemismis :ltrue" wl::tile sacrifice
 
is "false", a kind of discourse "denue de bon sens ll (PS 301-2). Vlh~l
 
dorelg.tions, of 'resemblance conceal a logic of oppositions· while
 
tela.tions of contiguity ,remain .rela.tively uninteresting?
 

It. will be recalled tha.t in Saussurian linguist.ics lIrq1a.tiQns
 
between terms" consisted of the 'principle of differentialopposii; ion
 

,"Each linguistic ter.m derivesits value from its oppositioI]., to all
 
other terms"; "In language there. are only differel1ce~.MITHOUT POSITIVE
 
TERr-'IS" (Saussure, 1959,,84, 120). But in tilis, q,ccou,nt there ~.,as. an
 
area of d,oubtwhere semiological approB.'Mseemed, to fal. ter:.; In the
 
est1'J,blishmentof ;I.inguisJciQ."val.uel1 ,as~"J'ell'as, the tac'~or of the
 

, ,0pposition of dissimilar things" there is also the facto,rofthe com
Eilrison of similar things (ib.id.1l5). Sau~li1ur~co~\),d not give ,a ' 
sy.::ltematic account of this latterf~ctor., .In the di;3tin,c,tionbetwoe!1
"syntagmatic andassociatiy~ relations" (ibid. 122-7); the,;prinoiple 
of differential opposition operates only with respect to the first. 
The aXis of .aSl?ociative rolaUons' invG);l:vipg t,he comp~:i,son:of similar 
;ti1ings ,ischaracteri~ed,as. ','of ind,.eteJ;'minateorder a;ndiI+def:init,e 
number!! (126). It \'lould be diffiov.].t to cla~ otherwise. ' • 

We could go on picking out resemblances forever, in
eXhaustibly;" 'al1d to some extent we do, as ue perpetually 
extend the vocabUl8:ry of our language, or as we lea:t'"il to 
move ~rom one language to another, ,each reqordingdifferont 
,res~mb16nces in vocabularies wllichdo not ahlay~ tranSlate 
each other (Hampsh:ire, 1959, 31) ~ . " , 

*	 cf. III am conscious as anyone of the very loose senses in which I 
have employed terms such as ttsymmetryll, "inv.ersion", "equivalence tl , 

"homology", ,"isomorphism", etc. I have used themt 0 refer to 
large bundles of Te lations which 1'1'0 vague,ly perceive to have 
something in conimon ll • (RC 31) 
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Yet it is on to these unbounded possibilities that Levi-Strauss Wishes 
to fit his semiological model in order to demowtrate "the logical sub
ordination of resemblance to contrast" (SN 106) '" ~lhe rich ambiguities 

'of 'semantic analogy-will be' reduced to the stark ou.tIirieof structural 
homology. The '. semantic:complexities of metaphor can be reduced to the 
jolting pluses and minuses of a logic of oppositions •. In my view, t~e 

result demonstrates a 'reductio ad absurdum' of the. semiological model. 

In the examination of texts and discourse, if we wan t to under
'stand what is being said,' what sort of credibility are 1VG going to 

give an analysis ,,{hich proceeds by a technique of flsemantic ::j.mpoverish
ment" to p:rodtice, a structure of "logical relations ,,[hich are deprived 
of contentli ? Is it an increment to our understanding of the "profoWld 
analogy which people throughout the world seem to find between copulation 
and eating" to learn· that the union of the sexes and. the union of eater 
and eaten both effect a "conjunction by complementarity l1? (Sr'1105-6). 
Do 1le understand any better the immense pedigree of honey metaphors 
(, ~·1C 12) when we find that honey is " logically opposed" to, to. bacco? 
(MC 22). Do we really understand the figures and fancies of Amerindian 
!llyths aftertliey have been reduced to :bhe logical opposit ions of empirical 
pategories such as raw/cooked, fire/water, noise/silence, and all the 
rest? 

The significance of the discoveries of structural analysi s ha~
 

always been difficult to assess. This was reflected, for instance,in
 
the early discussions of Levi-Strauss' analyses of myth whore a ~uestion
 
which perFl~xed the commentators was Whether the structures were really
 
"there n , in the material, or simply an organizational. device in the
 
mind of the analyst~ The difficulty lies in the status vlO are prepared
 
to grant such logical analysis and its related technirlue of semantic
 
impoverishment. vlhatsort of questions is the procedure trying to
 
.8-nS,-Ter? 

~'lhat do we do when we paraphra.se a sentence by introducing _ 
logical symbols and truth functions? •• ~ I find the phrase 
"logical analysis" misleading, in its suggestion that 1ve are 
exposing a logical structure that lay hidden in the sentence 
all along. This conception I find both obscure and idle .,. 
r mentioned the analo~J of the computer; but essentially the 
same thing is happening in a more moderate way 11hen in natural 
history we switch to the Latin binomials for genera and species, 

, or 'vthen in relatiVity physics we paraphrase oUr temporal references 
into a spatial idiom using'four dimensions. No one "t'Tants to 
say that the binomials of Linnaeus or the fourth. dimel~j.on of 
Einstein' or the binary code of the computer t'lere somehow 
implicit in ordinary language ; and I have seen no more reason 
to so rega.rd the, quantifiers· and truth functions •. 

- , (Quine, 1972, 451) 

The claim that the material one is analyzing rests on a illogic of 
oppositions" does not make sense. The logicality is to be imputed to 
tlIe method of analysis and one should not be misled into taking it as 
a property inllerentin the material and revealed by that analysis. 
This is not to elaim that logical analysis is in itself idle •. There 
are clearly conceptual and heuristic advantages in having at one's 
disposal some so rt of technique by which one can organize one IS 
material. But these advantages are not measured by the degree of 
formal elegance \vhieh such analyses can produce, but by the degree 
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to which such organization renders the material intelligible. 

It is difficult to soe how any sort of restor~tion of intelligi
bility is possible by a technique Of semantic impoverishment. which' 
involves a quite candid contempt for meaning. Structural analysis 
does not at·tempt to translate or interpret the discourse it analyzes 
since its initial assumption is that the content of that discourse 
is in the first place trivial. Content does not require interpreta
tion; it requires reduction. This indifference to the cog,~itive con
tent of discourse is justified by appeal to the "phonological revolu
t:Lon" where Jakobson, Troubetzkoy, and others, applying Saussurian 
principles, succeeded in giving a systematic account of the sound 
s~rstems of language. .The "revolutionll consisted in the discovery. 
that meaning always results from the combination of elements (phonemes) 
"Thich are not in themselves significant. Hence, . 

••• Ie sens nlest jamais un phenombne premier: Ie sens 
est toujours reductible. Autremcnt dit, derriere tout 
sens il ya un non-sens, at; Ie contraire nlest vrai. 

(Reponses, 637) 

Whether or not this peculiar "non-sens II of a logic of opposi
tions and contrasts tells us anything about the constraining structures 
of the mind (RC 10) is a question beyond the scope of this paper. vlhat 
is clear is that if suchan analysis presupposes tl1a t the material 
being analyzed consists of "un discours qui ne dU rien ll (Ricoeur, in 
Reponses, 625), it is therefore not surprising to find that the results 
offer little with regard to the interpretation 0f that materiaL If 
we start from the assumption that what we call figurative language or 
symbolic discourse is indeed saying something then we must look for 
some other approach 1'1hich does not reduce that discourse to the formal 
caricature of bundles of oppositions. Semantic impoverishment, the 
reduction of analogy to homology and of resemblance to contrast, what
ever else it may be, is. notah interpretative technique. Revealing tho 
lI'logic" of a metaphor doos not, evident ly, holp us· understand it. 
Consequently we might well look for the beginnings of an approach to 
cpmpensate for this one-sided diet of structuralis~. 

Ricoeur, in his discussion of str:ucturalism, suggests, it seems 
to me, a quite adequate response. Arguing that it is a semantic of 
content that is required, nota syntax of arrangements, his vocabulary 
of IIhermenoutic" offers an interpretative approach which overturns the 
main structuralist principles mentioned above. Firstly, and most 
obViously, instead of approaching the rnat0rial as "un discours qui ne 
dit rien ll 

, herm.eneutic involves. 8l.l'plunge into the circle of under
standing and believing" in an exerciseo.f reinterpretat ion and under
standing (Ricoeur, 1963, 596 ff). Secondly, in place of the arbitrar;y 
sign, devoid of significance, he substitutes the idea of the polysemic 
symbol. The great themes of Hebraic thought, for example, are not seen 
as empty signs, the debris on whiGhthe bricoleurgoes to work, but as 
symbols which carry-a surplus ofmeani~1g(ibid. 614) •. Because of this 
overdetermination of meaning it is not arbitrariness that is appropriate 
to symbolism but "la polysemie est sa loi ll (ibid. 624). He quotes Ie 
Pere Chenu: 

Le feu r~chauffe, oclai1'o, purifio, br~le, regenere,
 
consume: il signifie aussi bien la concupiscence qUB
 
Ie Saint-Esprit (Theologie au XIle siecle, cited 624).
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.Thirdly, instead oi'"·irhe empty si.gr1~..in.v:as:W--wi'th "meaning bY~ 
incorJ:!cn:':'ktiori into a sysi;em..:tl:Le task of the system.-'i..s--to statn·1i.h9'" 
poly:iiemy of· the .flY!TJOO 1. and ~ by lim5 +:i n~ i. t •.9-xtiglllate. :Lts m.eaning 
(ibid, 626) •. 

In a later essay, making a distinction between univocal (v1hat 
1'1e might provisioMll:y oallllliteralu ) andplur'ivocal or symbolic dis
course, he substitutes fOr system the idea of CONTEXT. It is the \'/"ork 
of contexts, not of words, 't'/"hichestablishes univocality or plurivocalit 
In univocal disoourse ,which vTill only tolerate one significance ,con
text must reduce and hide the semantic richness of 1'/"0 rds. This is v1hat 
IrJheelwright· (1954) .calls "stenolanguagell ..; a formof disoourse where 
the inherent ambiguity of words is as far as possible suppressed. 
Symbolic discourse~ on the other hand, in Ricoeurts figure of the pal
impsest (1967, 819), allows several dimensions of meaning to be 
established at the same time. This is not to say that symbolic dis
course is simply performing the task of the obliteration of polysemy 
in a less successful or l'ess·complete vlay, there by requiring a further 

.	 process of reduction in order to extract the cognitive co·ntent of that 
. discourse. 1f.hat is being stressed is that cognitive content can be
 

established by makinp; use of the polysemic character of vlords .. and
 
it is this process that we describe as metaphor.
 

The 'metaphor as mistake" view alluded to at the beginning of 
this paper is. the result of the presupposition that meaning in language 
is constituted by relations among discrete semantic oategories, hence 
metaphor constitutes an interference with the boundaries of those 
categories. It is to be taken asa category confusion; an abuse and 
clislocationof language. But this viell" rests on a misconception. 
Because of the polysemy of words such boundaries are never clear in 
the first place. Words have blurred edges. Ser~ntic boundaries are 
not established by rigorous distinction amo~~ words, since those words 
and the ideas they represent characteristically shift their contours 
from one use to another (Black, 1968, 90). The extension of a semantic 
or cognitive category is therefOre not limited by the vTord used to 
q.enote it. One word suggests another, thereby extendmg its meaning 
beyond itself ahd tranSferring it s me~ing to othe r vlords. "Meta" 
(in the sense of "change") and "phorall(meaning lImovementll ·or"carrying 
across") describe this process of senlantic transformation lThere the 
eategories of our thought are, not interfered 1'Tith, but extended and 
:r,edefined.· One category can slip into the next, outreaching and ex
tending the 'meaning of the first - that type of semantic movement called 
by VlheehTright "epiphor", movement "over on toll. Or the original ' 
category is transformed by its juxtaposition with another, thoug~t tp 

.	 be. discrete and unrela:ed, .:nat is, by 11dia:phor" ~. movement· II through II 
the other c~tegory {vn1selwr1ght, 1962, 71ff). . 

.' Although··there is a risk here of escapingfroin one obscurantist 
jargon only to be 'Seduced by another ,there is an advantage in. Vlheel
wright's distinction. Most accounts of metaphor are dia~horic 
Richards' "tenor/vehicle" (1936),Blackt s II focus/frame " ,1962) 
accounting for expressions like· t1 policemen 'J.re pigs ll ,"There the focus 
(policemen) is viewed through the frame (pig) and seen in· the light 
of the associations brought to the latter. Their juxtaposition alters 
'the ·conception of the focus. Epiphor, on the other hand, accounts
 
for those instances where the unf~niliar focus is seen by its being
 
grasped within a familiar frmne, as the metaphors of religious
 
language try to tlexpress the inexpressible ll : IIGod is the rain II , IIGod
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is the sky". Epiphor accounts forlIlUch of the, practical application 
, '''fmetaphorical inSight- defin.i.tions are epiphorical, as are models, 

diagram/$.:m.a..P6 " formulas, paradigms. All are ways of "seeing-as l1 
• 

It should be stressed that these terms do not att~mpt to isolate
 
types of metaphor,•. Ext,ension and juxtaposition describe aspects of
 
thp.tprocess described by Hampshire (above) as ,the perpetual picldng
 
out of resemblances, \fhich allov1S us to extend' our 'Vocabulary and en...
 
abIes us to move from one language to another, translating an~ .
 
inte~pretingother categorie~ of thought. At the same time the meta

. phorical resources of language al101:1 us toeitend, modify, and change 
our ovm categories of thought, giving :us ,new opportunities·of "vrays 
of seeingll • Reality, to quote again from· vlal1ace Steven,s' mine of 
aphorisms,. is a cliche from ''1hich we escape by metaphor." 

,Such an acc~~t, givingce~tralprominenceto' the metaphoric
 
proce,ss in the establishment of meaning in language, casts a.)me
 
doubts on the propriety of the traditional' distinct:i,on beh1e~n the
 

.' literal and the metaphoric?-l. In the foregoing acoount w'1ivocal dis.... 
course or "stenolanguage ll is not given any priviliged status, but is 
rat:tler a highly spe.cialized derivative, f,rom "normaln usagf::l' ,where the 
greatest possible degree, of· restraint. is exerci'sed.' on polysemy. It 
is, of course, an idealization, since outside the contexts of mathematics, 
the propositional oalculus, and other ,systems of signs, we do not possess 
a form of discourse whose copstituentunits can, be defined univocally, 
The production of a IIstenolanguage" involves a' perpetual struggle to 
define the blurred ,edges of ''1ords which w:Lll not stay still •. Polysemy 
can be oontrolled and used, but cannot be obliterated, But ..the literal/ 
metaphorical distinction does not admit this. Li taral, .in a conmlon
sensical way, suggests clarity, precision, and most significantly, 
normality. It is the s~cond term of this distinct~onl'1hich suggests 
a devia,nt and difficult use of ·'fords v hence the distinctionalvmys 
insists on the 'subordination of the second term to. the first. The 
~etaphorical is taken tO,bea cipher of the li~eral- a orypto
utterance which condenses or confuses meaning but which neverthe

.less has some sort of cognitive oontent. ' However, this crypto-sense 
apfB ars like any other non-sense and the problem becomes, e one of hov1 
to distinguish the counterfe,it from the true jewel of absurdity. This 
~s done by reconstituting, reflexively, the steps of the., condensation 
~o se,e that the rules of sense t, tpe ~aws of identity and non-contradiction, 
have not. been viola ted. If there cori,stru,ction is, success,ful the meta
ph,or, v1ith its appended gloss, iii! vindicated as ','intelligible ll ',. If 
no t, then it becomes a "piece, of literal nonsensel~.. . . 

Certainly this view of metaphor has had a prestigious history. 
Its most typical form is to regard the o:dginal metaphor as. a con
qensed simile: A is ] = A is like B.. If the points of resemblance 
qan be justified, themeta:rhor stands as meaningful. The Encyclopaedia 
Britannic,a; held this view for two ,hundred years, the entry in 1963 
being essentially the Sarile a.s the first ,entry .in 1771. But~, ,follOWing 
vlheeh1right, we can agree that the best we can dq vfith the metaphor/ 
simile distinction is to ignore it. Regarding metaphor as 11 metamorphosis 11 , 

the transmutation of meaning in semantic movcll1ent~ he concludes: ' 

Tlle,test of essential metaphor is. not any rule of grammatical 
form but rather the quality of semantic transformation that 
is brought about (Vlheelwright, 1962, 71), . . 
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In an entry under "Figures--ct""··,Spea.ch", the 1968 edition of 
""1mcyclopaadia B:r::Lt_S!:.!l!l.:hca ~o.ijllc.eR - a .hesHant reappraisal, -descri.bing 

metapl10r as an integrarpart of language, the development of ~onscious
ness and sensory pe rcept ion, and of the earlie:::st thought processes, 
but insists, nevertheless, that it is a "devia.tion" .from the "literal fl • 

Valuable though this step is in the rehabilitation of metaphor it 
still leaves us Hith the problem of giving sen$e to the not ion of 
"literal". It cannot be saicl tote "normal usage ii since metaphorical 
expression.i§. normal usage: 

Most sentences in free and fluid discourse turn out to be 
metaphors (Richards 1936, 120). 

live cannot appeal to grammatical criteria 9 pointinG out tl1at tltW'ins 
are birds ll . is an ellipsis; that "are" is not to ~)e taken as indicat ing 
identity but is a condensation of a comparison: iltvTj_ns are Inca birds 
because •••• " \{e are asking ,.,bat the phrase means, .IlOt what are the 
intricacies of its synta.x. Do vie mean simply that when vIe find an 
utterance intelligible it is "literal" but "\Then "I'fe confront an 
initial difficulty in its interpretation it is "metaphorical!', in
dicating that it is to be taken "in a different 'T9.y"? This is probably 
a better account of the matter, but it vfOuld then fo11O\'1 tl,at "I.,hen 

"twins are birds"becomes intelligible to us, as it no doubt has ahray's
 
been for the Nuer, the expression will cease to be a metaphor. v1e
 
,-rill now understand what has all-rays been illiteral" Nuerusa.ge.
 

The distinction certainly seems to reflect something of our own
 
prejudices:
 

vie have our neat distinctions between metaphor and fact, 
and we are bound at first to aSS"LUilC that the assertion 
"Some men are lions il is an assertion of one or the other 
kind, either figuratively or literally accepted. He have 
to learn that often, in translating primitive languages, 
it is not possible to make just such sorts of distinction 
between the lit 8l~3.1 . and the metaphorical; and 1'!8 have to 
be. content to recognize that. such statements luacle by 
primItive 'lleople cannot really he said to be of the one sort 
or the other. 'Ihey lie between these categories of ours. 
They do not properly fit ••• Th~.study of primitive thought, 
then, reminds us thEl.t it is nofalways. appropriate to suppose 
that metaphorical and literal interpretat ions of experience 
are, in the very nature of·thinking,·distin6t; it is only "rhen 
we, unlike most primitive peoples think about thought, that 
we'begin to make such distinctions. (Lienhardt, 1954, 98-9, 
106. ) 

But why do we need the distinction at all? Should we not conclude 
from this example that it is our thinking about thought thE1.t is 
misgtlided? If we regard metaphor as an integral, essential$ and 
normal part of the constitution of meaning .in language, establishing, 
by the relation and jlutaposition of categories, a way of seeing 
appropriate to a particulQruniverseofdiscourse, the category 
"literal" becomes superfluous. To insist on it represents just that 
capitulation to the compelling undertow of logic menti0ned at the opening 
of this paper. \'le find that logic provides formal criteria, ·for de
ciding between truth ffi1d falsity and go on to ~stake these for 
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criteria of meaningfulness in language. But vlhere are these rules 
applicable when we find that language does not consist of a system of 
truth functions? 

The familiar, inherited forms of language turh oU!' at- ' 
tention towards certain kinds of resemblance and \1ecannot 
easily see through them and past them. ,~'le cannot return to 
a state of nature and to an innocent e;jTe and, bya new 
social contract, start to build the institution of language 
again upon some rational principles., (Hampshire, 1959, 31). 

It nmy be only an accident of history that we are best with 
the assumptions of empiricism.and positiyis~ which lead to our 
impoverishment of metaphor and our suspicion of other li ways of seeing ll • 

The stylif3tic metaphOl~s of Old IJorse poetl"JT were cal;Led "kennings ll , 

the \'1'0 rdbeing present in the vocabulary of Niddle English and sur
viVing in some Scottish dialects with the sense of 1I1mmdedgeli or 
"mental cognitionll • It is indic!3.tive of ,our own prejudices that the 

,Oxford English Dig.tionarx makes a travesty of the word. py refining it 
as ila periphrastic expression used instead of a simple name. 1I 

Alan Campbell 
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BOOK P.EvtEWs 

Socialization: the approach from Social Anthropology. A.S.A. conference edited 
. by Philip Meyer. £l.50P paperbaok.· London, Tavistock Publ;i.ci'j,tions. 

Thj.s collection of essays presented at the A.S.A. conference in 1967
 
aims to clarify and elaborate the theme of. 'socializa'ijon'andto reveal it
 
'as a fit subject for analysis in the British anthropologic~,tradition'.
 
T,pankfully, the definition of 'socialization' given by Mayer, the qonvener
 
and editor, as 'the inculcation of the skills; and attitudes necessary for
 
playing given social roles' 1snot systematically adhered to by the rest
 
of the contributors. One wonders how many of those anthropologists interested
 
in cQsnitive systems, categories and meaning would be attracted to 'social

i,zation' studies if they had to be tn ,tenns.of roles and role-systems,
 
implying the narrow perspective of functional adaptation, and social conformity.
 

AUdrey Richards, in oneef the better essays, reminds us of the history
 
of the term and its unfortunat.e association with the crude statements in
 
'culture-and-personali ty' si;v::i98. She,',:Jempts to clarify the~elated but
 
distinct themes of 'socializ2.tion; 'cu~;··;.. · patterns', 'value systems' and
 
ibasic personality'. 'Soc~.i·.i.zation' f,)c ,~,~.chards includes the study of
 
education in, for example, :~:_itical \nl.1).'~:=, decision-making, economic values
 
and practices, magico-relig~:.':){..15 beliefs and associated ethical codes, the
 
meaning of symbols, and the C13e of salle t,:.ons both negative end positive.
 
She also shows how socialiZe.•.}onstuc1ies could perhaps make a 'major
 
contribution' to the proble ''if symbolism and the stu:~y of cognitive and values
 
systems. It is a pity tr"'tner view is not shared by more of the contributors.
 

Forge and Loudon, whose articles deal respectively with 'Learning to see'
 
in New Guinea' and 'Teasing and Socialization on Tristan da Cunha', make one
 
realize the difficulties of tr:;'ing to limit the boundaries of 'socialization';
 
surely every aspect of life has some influence in the process and each aspect
 
may be viewed as being significant in different ways by different people?
 
Perhaps the first job of those interested in 'socialization' is to observe
 
more case studies and to tryout different analyses before generalising
 
about 'socialization' BS a whole.
 

G. Jahoda advocates more co-operation between anthropology and psychology.
 
One problem is that psychologists do not yet have a store of universally valid
 
ge~eralisations to which anthropologiests can turn when they want to interpret
 
their material. And when psychological generalisations are made (for example
 
by Lloyd in her paper 'Yoruba Mothers' Reports of Child-rearing'),anthropolog~sts
 
re~ain suspicious of words like 'permissiveness' or 'aggression' and of the '
 
te~ts and approaches which are the psychologists' stock-in-trade. Not surprisingly,
 
];h~ psychological explanations used in Socialization are not very illuminating.
 
Sp~ncer, for example, uses a behaviouri~t~eory to explain how Samburu elders
 
manage to persuade young men to accept a socially marginal status. His
 
explanation, however, is a normal functional statement in the Radcliffe-Brownian
 
tradition, combined with interpretation in terrns of 'conditioned responses'.
 
(Honour for them could have become what the sound of trickling water was for
 
Pavlov's dogs', Wilder's article p. 144). We are left with little information
 
about the actual contents of the rites, their symbolic meaning, or the concerns
 
of the people involved.
 

For 'socialization' studies to progress as they should, we must go beyond common
sense and the type of functionalism which Ward, for example, ~aintains when she links 
the playing down of aggression, the institutionalised treatment of temper tantrums 
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and the ab-l.lity of the Chinese-kr U:"l/e :in ct:oll!df'd- ~eI~-cJi tion.s-. _~-

One hopes that Richard's and Forge's contributions will not-gOo'\; 
lost amongst the uninspiring articles which tend to reduce .the 
attraction of the book. 

Charlotte Hardman 

Marxism and 'Primitive'Societies. Two Studies ~ Emmanuel Terray. 

Translated by Mary Klopper. Monthly Review	 Press. London 
£1. 30p. 1972 

Two years have now passed since Banaji's succinct exposure of 
-the endogenous orisis of British social anthropology and his declara
tion that its only salvation lies in the use of the concepts and 
method of historical materialism. Terray's Le Marxisme davant 1es 
societes'primitives' has been a basis for many radical pronounce
ments ·of this sort, and this English translation is welcome, despite 
_its unfortunate weaknesses - 'superdetermined' for 'overdetermined' 
is a prime example. 

In his first essay Terray examines Morgan's Ancient Society, 
distinguishing the various supposed misinterpretations and criticisms 
of this work which led to the increasing confusion of the anthropological 
tradition. Terray concludes: II it is not so.,:much Morgan's results that 
are of interest as his intentions, not so much the theses he put forward 
'but the concepts and methods he used to establish them." In his 
second essay Terray evaluates and, more significantly, elaborates 
upon Meillassoux's L'Anthropologie Economigue des Gouro de Cote d'Ivoire 
(1964). Terray regards this as the first rigorous application of 
historical materialism to 9-.concrete 'primitive' society. Meillassoux 
examines the effect of colonial domination on a 'self-subsistence' 
economy - the transition' from' a traditional mode Of production to a 
~ew mode. It is with the analysis of the particular traditional mode 
of.the Gouro that Terray is concerned•. Whilst praising Meillassoux's 
initial contribution, Terray points out that a fundamental error 
in this analysis is the confusion - noted by Marx in Capital 
9f the general description of an economy wi th the analysis, of the 
~ode of production. Meillasoux's study is limited to the former, 
whereas Terray sets'out the three aspects of a socioeconomic formation; 
the economic infrastructure, the juridical and political·superstructure, 
and the ideological superstructure. In this his analysis is not con
stricted by crude ~farxist 'economic determinism', but rather t the 
relations of production are represented in the ideological and political 
relations which result from the articulation of the elements of its 
~uperstructure on the economic base of the mode of production concerned. 

.	 '. , . 

Levi-Strauss recently proposed that kinship and marriage in 
'primitive' societies have an operational value equal to that of 
economic phenomena in our. societs (impl;yip.g that the· role of .the 
economic infrastructure should be disregarded in favour of concern 
with kinship relations). Terray sUggests, on the contrary, that the 
so-called theoretical entity of kinship is no better than the notion 
of 'totemism' which Levi-Straus rightly condemns. The point being 
that societies where kinship relat ions dominate (in Althusserian terms 
kinship relations are 'overdetermined') are merely to be a·ssociated 
with the presence of particular modes of production. Terray takes 
kinship relations to manifest essentially the same characteristics as 
class relations •. Both are overdetermined 'because their nature can 
only be understood by invoking the structural causality of the three 
levels in society, economic, political, and ideological. . This 
structural causality takes the form of a conjunction of the three 
structural determinants in a single object and in the variation of 
the dominant element within this conjunction.' 
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Exarnin;ne: ,Terray's pUbl.ication it is evident that the French
 
Harxist schObl bf anthropology has developed. a ,more' viable theory
 
and methodology than their supposed British Har,xist counterparts··-who
 
have based their claim to Marxism on their use 'of concepts like con

flict,exploitation, domination, ,and a greater awareness of the
 
realities of.colonialism. Terray is concerned to demonstrate the
 
applicability of the categories of historical materialism to the
 
~nalysis of 'primitive' societies. Categories which apply equally
 

'to pre-capitalist socioeconomic formations - including segmentary 
. lineage-based societies lnJ'hich some anthropologists have regarded 

as their special preserve - as to 60ntemporary Western Capitalist 
. society. Nevertheless, 'Terray admits, the concepts and method of 
historical materialism are not yet fully worKl3dout:'I do not yet 
have the tools to achieve this (complete') analysis t. Theory" ~nd 
praxis·go hand in hand,· and it'isonly by further analyses along 
these lines that a greater appreciation of the .validity of·historical 
materialism will become more general among British anthropologists. 

Bob Heath 
Judy Brett· 

Belief. L~guage, and Experience. Rodney Needham 

Basil Blackuell. Oxford 1972. £3.751'. 

Recent 'rethinkings' in anthropolO~J will have exhausted the 
pat:j,.ence' of the more pragmatical. During a recent ASA conference, 
indeed; 'oile prominent figure felt compelled t.o invent' a new ' 
ontological proof, to refute the analytical dis$olution of kinship: 
i tmust exist because he himseJf had taught i f~ Colleagues with such 
an outlook are not going to be over-pleased by Dr. Needham's latest 
book. 

Belief ,Language. and Experience suggests thatailthropologists, 
including the author himself} haye displayed insufficient self-scrutiny 
on matters of fundamental importance. Though mmre of the difficulties 
of using culture-bound concepts such as 'marriage', 'priest' and so on, 
they have employed concepts, such as 'beUef' quite unreflectingly: 
they have uncritically adhered to thatWastern philosophy of mind 
einbedded in the language they use. But this, Needham argues, is simply 
tP assume that the faculties common to all men b,avealready been 

.ap.equately established by comparative research. Philosophers, however, 
after centuries of inquiry do not agree on'their analyses of belief, 
and a detailed investigation does not l)r.ovide any criteria with which 
to recognise· any experience or disc.riminabl~ mode of consciousness 
to correspond to the verbal concept. All ''1e have, it seems, is the 
word itself, sUQject to the m.ostdiverse employment. A search into 
the empirical" grounds of this cultural concl:lpt does· not give us. any 
reasons for including 'belief' in a universal psychological

r 
vocabulary.

•. . 

This is an,impressive and stimulating piece of nork•. Drawing 
heaviiy upon the writings of Wittgenstein,Hampshire, Levy-Bruhl and 
others, indeed, it has an importance going far beyond the particular 
subject matter of belief, for it offers usa conception of anthropology 
as an activity contributing to an empirical philosophy. The book 
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does not leaveorie 'I'd ththe 'impression of Boethius Viaiting for his 
end and deriving consolation from the visits of ,Philosophia, but 
~ather of a discipline invigorated by its relationships with other 
hranol1es of scholarship~ Images of the- disintegration of anthropology 
do not make sense. BGlief. Language. and Experience suggests that 
far from dying, anthropology is o~ly noVi being conceived. 

. "., Male 0lrD. Crick . 

The British School 1922-1 2 
Penguin. £3.50. 

This is a puzzling book. 'On the one'hand, we have an author 
of evident confidence and ability. On the other, a point of view of 
remarkable limitations. It is tempting to explain the resulting gap 
by the same biographical methods that Dr. Kuper uses on his own 
anthropological subjeots. This is, for example, a very IAfrican' view 
of social anthropology, Even the 'oral traditions,I' USed eirpress this. 
The gossip is rather dusiy - anecdotes that might have been told by 
Professor Isaac Schapera or the like on trips to South Africa in the 
'fifties, The neViS about the Oxford of Evans-Pritchard is nUdgingly 
a matter of conversions to Roman Catholicism, ~Those damned R.C.'s' 
as a London lady called them - were barely a majority even 'fifteen 
years ago; the present score is two out of eight). By 1964 Kuper's 
iilformants also favoured other stereotypes, as he. wrote in a review: 

'The 'Oxford group" features in the gossip of other cliques 
of anthropologists, and has kept itself a trifle removed 
from other British 'schools, perhaps because -so many of the 
Oxford men are upper-upper',' (African Studies 1964, p, 34). 

In the present volume only Leach now gets this gloss of class (trerely 
'upper-middle'). 
, . 

Otherwise the chief connotation of 'Oxford I for this' book ts
 
the evanescent Oxford of the late 'thirties and the 'forties: the
 

'world of African Political S;y:s-tems, and ,of Fortes and -Gluckman-,before 
they moved else'l'Jhere, A ghost category of 'Oxf<h'd structuralism' is 
set up for that period, from l'1hich the most inc3mpatible people are 
later traced, like the descent of nations from the sonS of Noah, 

'It will sometimes help to read Kuper's 'structuralism' as Ilate, 
funationalism' (the 'structural-functionalism' of some), 'ifhat most 
peoplelmow as 'structuralism 'Dr, Kuper calls, 'neo-structuralism' , 
But the basic problem is that the whole Oxford development is fore
shortened into theea'rly unstable period of the false start under 
Radcliffe-Brown. 

The Oxford sections of the book llOuld not be of particular 
~oment, save for the light they tl1row on its gene~alpoculiar bias. 
As a history itteads entertainingly and often informatively for the 
period up to the end of the second 1'10rld llEir. There are ,chapters. on 
colonialism and the post-ilar professionalization of the discipline. 
About there the scene freezes. In some ~arlier recension of the text, 
what l60ks like an originally final, chapter was then added, ,in which 
Leach and Gluclanan (3merged as the coming men; their self-evident' 
differences from each other being obscured by the distant perspective, 
and by a chapter sub-title: •Beyond Orthodoxy' (the orthodoxy being 
the mythic 'Oxford Structuralism'), Then, as if added in another 
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scriptora:wD. (possibly in London rather than Joharmesburg, l;>ut in .the 
same monkish. hand), comes an extra ~ather ~even: chapter on. Levi"': 
strauss and British Ineo-structuralism', in ~Thicha different character 
also called Leach appears. One more addendum to the text then follows 
called '1972'. In this the author reIJ;larl{S: '.1" do not .lciov1 what tIle 
future of., social a.nthropcilOgy~~ill1?e•. if l.did I lvovld be ,t~le:l:'e 
already'. But he does reveal: 'If there are Si~lS ofa new departure, 
M. G, Smith is probably the man to watch'. Even in~972', the ill 

assorted Goody, Lloyd, and Smith are still referred to as a 'devel

opment from Oxford' - although two at least of those mentioned may
 
v1ell be tempted to initiate actiops for libel:
 

. . 

Enough has been said to suggest that thiS' is ~. book of curious 
idiosyncracies. This is a pity, because there is plenty to commend 
in individual chapters. The relationship of anthropologists to the 
bolonial governments is sensibly discussed,a.'1d the authQr sketches 
:l.n the story of the Malinowslr,i ge~lera.tion 11ith sympathy and insight. 
But these were not just UV1¥1cular figures.· 'No consideration is given 
to Why tlmputtern of chair~llocation fe.ll out precisely as it did 
in the 'fortiesl • . By,wnat consensus did Firth emerge .as the successor 
qf I-lalinowski? \Thy should Schapera rather 'than (say) AUdTeyRichards 
haye taken the second (African) chair at 18E? Each ofthepos1;~ 
~!alinowskian departments.took .on a ,particulElrform, but some loompd 
mo;re importantly :than, others on the gossip":cirouits int:Q.€l outposts. 
vlhy did so mal1y Africanists eventually fail to foresee the,J;llajor 
developments in the subject (Hith the result that many in the string 
of names, given by Dr. Kp.perin this field are now' of minor significance)? 
~~y is the tradition that (for example) Professor Fortes will leave, 
of a different scope, interest or influence from that bequeathed by 
Evans-Pritchard? Bothmcn are for Kuper (inevitably) 'pre-war Oxford 
structuralists',. 'ihy, is Gluckman (contrary to the. author's judgment) 
s,urely, notcredibJ,y s\llXl!ned: up as'Beyond Orthodoxy'? These quest ions 
are not asked, and they-requ:lre for their answer much more thought 
than we are offer~d here. 

Dr. Kuper's frequently readable histoI"lJ does not account in any 
vray for the pressnt - not even for his fragmented version of it in 
'1972'~ FOr 'example, the book 'finishes l'Ji,th a c.onsideration of '''orsley's 
paper 'The El1dofAnthropology'" first given in 1966, and Needham's 
Paper of 1970 on "The ;Futu.re 9fSocial AnthroP910gy: Disintegration 
or JIIletamorphosis' •. The author does not. ask himself why he finds him
se.lf having to deal in his conclusion with these p~ticular figures. 
ifueredo they 13 pring from to 'raise such doub1;s? And do their papers 
start from the same 'premisses, preq,ict the same dOom?'Hard1Y•. 

, 'Uprsley's 1966 doom is merely th,e ,death of ~~Jwuctural-functionalism' 
, (his Usage) which was an event in the pasV1fnen he wrote ~ l~eedham's 

fi,lture of anthropology .is barely comprehensibl'iS, in such terms; .it 
essentially warns that the subject may become too difficult for some 
k+nds of practitioner it once attracted, if it is not alreadi. There 
are no tips in, it about men to vratch, or anything. o:t:that sort. It 
probably falls into Kupor's category of 'the odd bid for grandeur' 
(the author's phrase for contributiollS that are 'defused by scepticism' 
or 'polite inattention').. . '.,.. 

Finally, Dr. Kuper, in a passage, wi th whose drift fe,., will dis
a~ree, enntrasts social anthropology favourably with sociology 
'sociologJT as it is rather than it might have been'. Almost his last 
sentence is: 'The anthropological oontribution to sociological under
standii'lg constitutes a'.standing reprO'achto those prissy. methodologists 
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and excitable reformists vnlO have made modern sociology so boring and 
sterile'. Yet in 1951 an eminent social anthropologist decla~ed_his 

subject to be a branch of sociology - sociology asit1tTQ.s-. vfuat 
happened? Clearly somethil}g of importance. No history Of it is to 
be found in this book. _Dr. Kuper' s final scene is a crmrlded tableau 
Of familiar and,' no doub~, well-loved faces with the older generation 
nodding approval in the l"lingp. Cheers drolrm. any distant sound of 
dissidence. 

Edlrlin' Ardener 

Chiefship in ~Jestern Tanzan~.A,y'l.wf1:r..d.Sh;o.Tt.el'. Clarendon Press, 1972. 
,£7.50 

students of gast African peoples cannot fail to be impressed by 
the wealth of historical material contained in many of their oral 
traditions. In 1961, at ManchGster Univorsi~J, Evans-Pritchard 
entered a plea for more interest to be taken by social anthropologists 
in such historical traditions, and argued strongly that it'was their 
legitimate business to do so. Shortqr too, in the book under review, 
has briefly noted that the social anthropologist is probably in the 
best position to interpret oralmatel~ial. But _the pendulum has swung 
far in East Africa from the day when Evans-Pritchard delivered that 
],.ecture, and :emergent nations are themselves eagerly seeking to' estab
lish a broader place in history for their pooples tlmn the colonial 
ohapters written in European history books. Independent governments 
have promoted the drive; historiruls of their universities have 
willingly taken up the challenge; and the various groups of peoples 
themselves are now freely disclosing their ore,:]. traditions in order 
to ensure ~heir identity and inclusion in the overall picture. With 
the richness of material at hand, and the indirect-pressures exerted, 
the question is no longer 11hethar tho' social anthropologist should 
engage at all in the examination of oral history, but where his 
emphasis should lie: whether, in fact ~ he should use an historical 
knm'1ledge for a proper perspective in the analysis of contemporary 
social institutions, or 2~ anthropological training for an illuminating 
reconstruction of unvlritten history;-

Shorter has chosen the latter course, and the book uill therefore 
be of most interest to historians of Africa, and students of traditional 
African political institutions. Nevertheless, since social anthropolo
gists cannot ignore political institutions, it also provides a useful 
case-study for them. 

On the lrth01e, the book is concerned with the proliferation of 
Kimbu chiefdoms, and the nature of their political and rit1~1 associ
ations subsequent to fission. Shorter concludes that p~oliferation 

occnrod in Ukimbu mainly through competition from foreign invaders, 
or from other associations of chiefdoms, acting 1'Tithin a physical 
environment which, coupled to a paucity of population, encouraged far
flung, isolated settlement that could lay claim to l·dde tracts of 
country. Ut1.kirubu, in short, would block the entry of an invader by 
EJ more effective occupat ion of their 01-m countI"J. Chiefdoms wi th a 
cODoon·ancostry formed Iln o.soociation; but the major associations wore 
politically independent of each other, although linked by ritual values. 
Within each association the founder chiefdom had a limited political 
influence on its oml immediate daughter chiefdo~s; an influence which 
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became more attenuated as the daughter chiefdoms divided in their turn. 

The book contains several Iiiinorfaultsaild some of· consequ~nce. 
For example, Shorter quite rightly attaches great importance to the 
distribution of conus-shells (in this context an emblem of chiefship 
with religious associations), but sta.tes that "ultimately, "That 
counts in the internal relationship of LChiefdoml associations is 
the pattern of distribution of conus-shells and not dynastic relation
ships,i, and liThe associations are distinct because there is no linle 
between them in the distribution of regalia ll (p. 128). I am left 

"unconvinced that a symbol generates its own criteria for distribution. 
Furthermore, when he suggests that the Sagara peoples, who he also re
marlre may have founded the large Sagari group of chiefdoms in Unyamwozi, 
were connected with' the origin of the conus' emblems in western Tanzania 
(p. 18), it is perhaps necessary to consider that the senior chiefdom
 
of the Sagari group does not use a conus-shell as the main emblem of
 
chiefship, but the horns of a small antelope.
 

I would also challenge the accuracy of many of his references to
 
the Wanyamwezi on the basis of my own field research. Forexamplo,
 
the Dagota society is not, as he states, a society of midwives for
 
delivering twins (p. 28), but ritual specialists dealing with grave
 
danger to the chiefdom engendered by tho birth of tvlins and breach

presentations. On the other hand, it is only fair to say that the
 
majority of these references are made in an effort to establish a
 
separate identity for tho 1:lakimbu, /3,nd in this respect I am in agree

ment with his general conclusion, even though I have arrived at his
 
position by a different route.
 

The queries I have made do not seriously reflect uponShortor1s
 
Irk'1in thesis; and I would conseqtKmtly thoroughly recommend the book
 
a,s a fascinating disciliosure of Kimbu political history, and as a
 
constructive lesson in the contributions social anthropologists can
 
make to' historical accounts.
 

J. D. H. Collinson 

from Symbolism to Str\!ctura1isx;j:].j~~-i-St.rat.i:ssina Literary_ '.__... 

Tradition. JamesA. Boon. Oxford, Basil Blackwell, 1972, £3 
I 

I must confess that I found this book severely disappointing • 
.A- preliminary inspection had led me to optimism for a number of reasons: 
the approach from literature, particularly pqetslike Baudelaire and 
Mallarme; the concentration on the concept of 'texts'; the use of 
Merleau-Ponty (actually one of the originators of structuralism - e.g. 
La structure du ~omt).rte~, 1942 - though ral~el~ C,ite~ inEngli~h 
wprks on.the subJect •. All augured well for a stlmulatlng book Wl th 
a. partly new approach. 

But in fact the book is an unprepossessing mixture of detail
 
and overview, with the implicatLons of each for the other rarely
 
wqrked out satisfactorily. , The author provides us with a number
 
of contra?ting s~atements of the book's aims (e.g. p.16, p.113, pp.
 
230-1). which £:lerve only to c onfiI'Illwhat is already:apparen:t from the
 
main text: that the authpr is not sure of what he, is doing. Agreed,
 
he admits this himself (in the Preface and the Introduction). but
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were we to accept all the disclaimers in thes'e ir\fosections, 11e v10uld 
be fo reed to the conclusion that the book was written by an'idiot 
~etting himself a sort 'of elaborate crossword puzzle without a solution. 

It is never quite clear whether Boonts main aim is to understand 
Levi-Strauss the better by looking at what he calls the symbolists 
(viz;.' Baudelaire, l\lallarme, and 'Proust) jor to understand the:.:aymbolists 

. the better by comparing them ~dth Levi-Strauss; or ~osee wha.t .. affini ties 
~ie between these p+eviously unconnected people; or j~t to confront 

.the two sets. of ideas, and see whethe;r.somekill(l of ,magical dialectic
 
Qan tt produce an interesting . synthesis. Thus he spends most ofh1s
 
time explicating Levi-Strauss,. butoccasionaily rera~mbers his title.
 
Thus, .after over ten pages on Levi-Strauss and ::;emantics, dyring v~hich
 
tl1e,~Yll1bolists are relegated to something like a dream-memory, Boon
 
suddenly interpolates the following (and in brackets tool) "So as .
 
not toforget'tlJ.e Symbolists, it should be .s:l,tggested,that such a' '
 
semantic bedrock was precisely what many of the1l1;'\tere after. II (p. ~8)
 

So in th~ end.we have WhatiS.!limp:j.¥:'anotlle~exp6sitionof Levi
strauss' thought (often less clear than, Levi-8trausshimself, ,or ex
pliei t '\o;here Levi-Strauss is deliberate~y obsour,e)", W:h,ich ,too. often 
degenerates into an impassion~d defense,of, the guru' onall.s1J.bject::,l 
and against all-comers (including, on one oc;oasion, the master himself). 
No mention, though, from this devotee, of Levi-S:trauss' ,rejection of 
a,ny flll1damental similari t-y- betvTCen myth and poety (e. ft. the O~rture 
in Le Cru et Le Cuit.) . , , 

If, the general approach is, inadequate, .so is the treat1Ilent qf
 
detailed points. To introduce us to the technique of structuralism,
 

.Boon provides us ~J.i th asixteen-pa,ge paraphrase (pp. 3E-54) of Levi~ 
S~rauss and Jakobson's (sixteen-page) article on Le,s. C.h.u.ts - the 
original, is· better, both as analysis of the poem~ndasexpositionof 
the method., The two central' phapters ('Poetic Everyman t and 'Poetic 
straw ~1anl)are convoluted discussions which lead ,to nothing of 
significance. Moreover in these two chapters, which constitute the. 
bOdy of the book, the symbolists are almost always primarily represented 
by Baudelaire - Proust, and !llalla-rme fi~re significantly only in 
chapter five ('Critiqal Ramifications'), while others such as Rimbaud 
and ,Verlaine are used., to reinforce the argument rather than add. to . 
i~. By using'text 1 as a denotative term, (and a broad one at that) 
rather than an analytic or connotative. concept, he reduces its pptential 
significance to a minimum. His treatment of the problem. of conscious
neSS is sporadic and incomplete; unable to get to the .crux of the' 

'problem, he dismisses it as relatively unimport~t. 

. Thi~, is symptpmn:'J;ic. oLthe general failure, to, COrne to terms :Idth 
the philosophical problems asked, and Flometimes,answered, in Levi
Strauss' endeavour. The probl~ms of translatiqn,y,OlUIUWlii;:ation, and 
meaning are implicit in Levi-Strausst explorat i~ns, but, more than 
Levi-Strauss himself, Boon skirts these questioIfs',( masking them with 
the concepts of 'transfqrmation', 'correspond,ence', and 'signification'. 
Only once does he approach these problems in ~nything like a meaning
ful way, and this in a single sentence: lIAJfc,l,So it is,·that in; language, 
art, or anything else, communicability lies somewhere between reproduc
tion and randomness; th.erefore,,' communicability ,.cannot be exact, yet 
neither c~n it. be absent." (p. 85).,: ' 

The style too, like. the content,' is for 'the most part clumsy and 
'pretentious~At,times it obtrudes in self-cqnscioUs dis;pldy,ai others 
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it is even more depressingly absent. One part of Boon t s genera!
 
theory is worthwhile, if not outstandingly new: that Levi-8tra.uss--'··

~illas the processes he uncovers to uncover those processes; that
 
Mythologigues is a myth; that, given its premisses, structuralism is
 
essentia~lya m~thod. But in the end,~one has to accept the import
 
of all the self-d~preoating remarks qfthe Pl~eface and Introduction 

that thebQok was written Without purpose, without meaning, and with
 
little understanding.
 

Martin Cantor 

Concepts and. Society. I.C. Jarvie. Routledge. &Kegan Paul, 1972, £2.50 
Jarvie believes in the explanatory force of what he calls 'situational 

logic', 'an approach more commonly known as the 'means-end action schema' 
or simply as methodological individualism. Unfortune.telY, Jarvie tries to 
combine this essentially unobjectionable way of interpreting socia.l life 
with a rather extreme variety of positivism- 'If today we have any 
knowledge at all it can only be found among the current theories of 
science' (137). Consequently, he is unable to agree with those methodo
logical individualists who account for social action by specifying those 
participant beliefs which serve to relate means and ends. Jarvie feels he 
should evaluate participant explanations against what·the social scientist 
knows actually to be the case. He follows his mentor, Popper, in 
arguing that wordS like 'war' are hypotheses applied by social actors 
and social scientists to explain what they see to be the case (in this 
example, to quote Popper, 'the many who are killed; or the men and women 
in uniform, etc'). Since such words function as hypotheses, there is 
nothing to prevent the social scientist coming along and telling the 
social actors' 'well,youmight think you are at war, but I know better'. 
Several people,> including Winch, have objected that there is an intrinsic 
or essential connection between being at war and saying thatone.is at 
war. Jarvie has to accept this: r~marks like 'in the social sciences we 
are entirely concerhed with relationships and meanings as they give 

· signif:tcanceto things and behaviour' and' the reality \9f social class] 
· is aproduc't'of the ideology' (186) show the extent to which he believes 

that there is no indepe'ndent social reality against which hypotheses can 
be applied. In other words", if participant words like' 'war' create the 
reality of being at war and ~ve social meaning to things'like wearing 
uniforms, then the social scientist cannot then coine along and say that L',' 
this is a false hypothesi9. 

Jarvie cannot have it both ways: if social real~ty is largely the
 
product of social ideology, one cannot criticise the ideology without
 
criticising arid replacing the reality; but Jarv~e wants to criticise the
 

· ideology in terms of some 'mind-independent' (1261-47) social reaHty against 
which he can jUdge participant explanations; if one finds such a reality 
then.one necessarily has to break'with the'initial assumption. ' 

Exactly the'same confusions appear in Jarvie's confrontation with 
Winch. Crosscultural value judgements - saying that some participant 
accounts are false - have to rely on the existence of an 'extra-linguistic' 
reality (53), tilt 'how society is conceived to be by'its members consider
ably influences how it ~'(69).~ It seems to me that either one follows 
Winch and the rest,explaining social behaviour in terms of beliefs which 
can be ascribed tO,social participants, or one says that men do not ,. I . , 

always act for the ~easans they give, which implies that one has to
 
reiinquish the subjective means-end action sahema and apply something
 
other than Jarvie's version of situationallogic.
 

Jarvie raises some interesting questions, particularly those concerning 
the ontological status and explanatory powers of participants' beliefs, 
but he nowhere shows.us how to get to the type of social reality demanded 
by his ethnocentricscientism. For this reason:,·Concepts and Societi[ 
does not provide the useful development of methodological individuali.sm 
(or perhaps essentialism) that he hopes for. 

P. Heelas 




